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EXPLANATORY NOTE.

The classification adopted in this dictionary is as follows:

1. The tribe.
2. The clan of the tribe.
3. The division of the clan.
4. The sub-division of the division.
5. The section of the sub-division.
6. Other minor fractions of the section.

The headings in the dictionary read from the lesser to the greater; thus, "DASP KELA" are a minor fraction of the Deplaha section, of the Khurangi subdivision, of the Nasroodin division, of the Zakka Khel clan, of the Afridi tribe.

Figures in brackets indicate the number of the fighting men of the fraction immediately preceding the figures.

The locality of the tribe, clan, or division, etc., is also given within brackets, where this is capable of accurate definition, and is not sufficiently indicated in the name of the tribe, clan, etc. In many cases the names of the headmen have been given.

"GAR" and "SAMIL."—These terms refer to the two political factions into which the tribes on the Peshawar and Kohat borders are divided. At some remote period a bitter feud existed between the Gar and Samil branches of the
great Bengal tribes, and all the neighbouring tribes appear to have joined one faction or the other; although the origin of the quarrel has been forgotten the division still remains.

"SUNNI" and "SHI'AH."—The vast majority of the frontier tribesmen belong to the former sect; and this may be assumed to be the case where not otherwise expressly stated.

"HIMALAYANS."—Vagabond or dependent settlers, amongst an alien tribe.

This dictionary only gives the Pathan or Pashto-speaking tribes within the Durand Line. Tribes, which are Afghan subjects, are only mentioned, when the tribe in question dwells on both sides of the border, or when for any reason we have political dealings with it. Also, tribes within the administrative border under our rule are not, in most cases, given in full detail.

The distinction, made by Dr. Bellew, between Afghan and Pathan tribes is not observed in the dictionary, the words, Afghan and Pathan, being taken as practically synonymous terms for the people who call themselves Poshis or Poshins (or Pakhtoons), plural of Poshtoon (or Pakhtun).
A

DICTIONARY OF THE PATHAN TRIBES
ON THE
NORTH-WEST FRONTIER OF INDIA.

PART I.

North of the Kabul River, including all Mohmands, and tribes west of the Indus.

ABA KHEL.—A section of Nalapai Khel, Khwarezai, Akhserai, Yamsafi Swatis.

ABA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Aka Maruf, Babusrari, Baizai, Akhserai, Yamsafi Swatis.

ABA (or Ada) KHEL.—A section of Makhozai, Nasamai, Ilmamai, Bunerwals.

ABA KHEL (200).—A section of Babuzai, Baizai, Akhserai, Yamsafi Swatis.

ABA KHEL (2,000).—A section of Khwaezai, Tunsai, Akhserai, Yamsafi Swatis.

ABA KHEL.—A section of Ismailzai Danlatzai, Ismailzai, Bunerwals.

ABA KEEL.—A sub-division of Norizai, Malizai, Bunerwals.

ABA KHEL (Mohmand country).—A sub-division of Mirza, Shafa, a vaqai class of the Mohmands.


ABA KHEL (200).—A sub-division of Khwarezai, Akhserai, Yamsafi Swatis.

ABA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Aka Khel, Ismailzai, Bunerwals, Malizai, Bunerwals.

* The Abazai are now dependents of the Khan of Dir.
AIB KHUL.-See Habib Khan Khel.

AIB KOR.-A section of Hukam Kor, Mohammad Khan Khel, Barban Khel, Mohmands; Headman; Bashai.

AIB KHEL.-A section of Hukam Khel, Bismillah Khel, Narchali Khel; Mohmands.

ADIN KHIL.-A section of Babi Khel, Ramza Khel, Gandab Khel; Mohmands; Headman; Sandai.

ADAL KHEL.-A division of Adal, Uzma Khel.

ADINZAI (3,000; Uch, Shan and Ramora valleys).-A sub-division of Kasuzai, Akozai, Tarakzai Mohmands; Headman; Sasmal Khan of Uch.

AIB KHEL (Bajaur).-A subdivision of Uch Khel, Bajaur Khel, Tarakzai Mohmands.

AIB KHEL.-A subdivision of Damut or Danta Khel, Khwazai Mohmands.

AIB KHEL (about 300; Bajaur).-A division of Hukam Kor, Barban Khel, Mohmands; Headman; Sandan.

AKA KEEL.-A section of Khakzai, Kusai, Tarakzai Mohmands.

AZAI KHEL.-A section of Kasuzai, Buzi Khel, Tarakzai Mohmands; Headman; Zama Shah, Burhan.

AIB KHEL.-A subdivision of Kukozai, who are affiliated with the Mohmand clan.

AIB KHEL.-A minor fraction of Ismail Khel, Bismillah Khel, Tanzai Mohmands.

AIB KHEL.-A subdivision of Mohammad Khan Kor, Bismillah Khel, Pandail Mohmands; Headman; Bashai, Narchali, Narchal.

AIB KHEL (Bainaul, Kabul River).-A division of the Kukozai, who are affiliated with the Mohmand clan.

AIB KHEL (Western Bajaur).-A subdivision of Shabaro, Kusai, Tanzai Mohmands.

AIB KOR.-A minor fraction of Hukam Kor, Bismillah Khel, Batur, Balam; Mohmands.

AIB KHEL.-A minor fraction of Hukam Khel, Mal (or Mull) Khan, Batur, Balam; Mohmands.

AIB KHEL.-A subdivision of Hukam Khel, Batur, Mohmands; Headman; Sandai.

AIB KHEL (about 300; Bajaur).-A division of Buzi Khel, or Buzi Khel, Bajaur.

AIB KHEL.-A section of Bitti Khel, Buzi Khel, Tarakzai Mohmands; Headman; Zama Shah, Burhan.

AKA KHEL.-A subdivision of Hasani Kher, Muhammad, Mohmands; Headman; Sandan.
No district does not include Makni, Gijar, and other "Fakirnama," nor get the Mehal of Pakhtuns on the right side of the Indus valley mentioned in that tribe.
ALI SHER KHEL.—A subdivision of Warkharn Khel, Aib Khel, Salarzai, Iliaszai, Bunerwalu.

ALI SEER KEEL.—A minor fraction of Warkharn Khel, Aib Khel, Salarzai, Iliaszai, Yussafzais.

ALI SHER KHEL (Buner).—A subdivision of Nnrizais, Iliaszai, Yussafzais.

ALFAIZ (1,000; North of Koh-i-Bahar peak) — One of eight clans of the Usman Khels.

ALLAH KHEL.—A minor fraction of Natnrizai, Bar Sulizai, Barzai, Akozai, Yussafzais.

ALLAH KHEL.—A minor fraction of Kemal Khel, Abazai, Khamazai, Akozai, Ynsafzai Swatis.

ALLAIWAL (8,720; Allai valley, north of Nandihar and south of Kohistan).—A considerable tribe, of Swati origin. See "Swatie.

The principal Allai village is Pokal. Headmen; Bahadnr Khan, Ghazi Khan (son of Arsal Khan), Abdula (Akbundzada), and Nawab Khan.

ALBABI KEEL (Muhaban).—A section of Bagd Khel, Mada Khel, Isazai, Yusafzais. Headmen; see "Bazid Khel."

AHINA KHEL.—A section of Aiisher Khel, Gadaizi, Iliaszai, Bunerwalu.

AXIN ROE.—A section of Rasul Kor, Wali Beg Kor, Gudshah Halimzai, Mohmands. Headmen; Gulabdin, Umardin, Shamsuddin.

AHROHI (Mohmand country).—A subdivision of Kunduzari Safai, who are one of the vassal clans of the Mohmands. Headmen; Abbas.

ANAEI.—A minor fraction of Shahbaz Khel, Nusa Khel, Sepah, Bunerwalu.

ANDAE KHAN KEEL.—A subdivision of the Panjpai, Muss Khel, Nnrizai, Iliaszai, Bunerwalu.

ANKI KEEL.—A minor fraction of Ismailzai; Makhozai, Nasuzai, Iliaszai, Bunerwalu.

ANAPRAI KOR.—A minor fraction of Shahbaz Khel, Nusa Khel, Sepah, Bunerwalu, Mohmands.

ANSHI KHAL KHEL.—A subdivision of the Panjpai, Muss Khel, Nnrizai, Iliaszai, Bunerwalu.

ANGRAI,—A minor fraction of Musul Khel, Duliya Kor, Dada Khel, Tarakali, Mohmands.

ANUSI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Musul Khel, Hulizai, Nnrizai, Iliaszai, Bunerwalu.
ARAB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Ghabli Khel, Bombai Khel, Dar Ranizai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swat.

ARANG (Babram).—A minor fraction of Mandi, Bula, Jamshaid, Umar Khel.

ARA—G (Barang).—A minor fraction of Madak, Bada, Asil, Ismailzai, Umar Khel.

ASAF KEEL (500).—A section of Dalkha Kor, Dadu Khel, Tarakzai, Mohmands. Headmen: Jang, Abdulla, Lale, Nara, Sardar.

ASHA KHEL.—A section of Nekpi Khel, Khwazazai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swat.

ASHAP (1,000; centre of Buner).—One of the four divisions of the Ismailzai, Bunerwals.

ASHLOR (200; north of Agror).—One of the leading clans of the Tikriwals. See also "Swatis." Headmen: Hakam Khan, Abbas Khan, Sadalr, Hamidulla, Murshid.

ASHBAL (226).—A clan of the Allaiwal.

ASIL.—A division of Ismailzai, Umar Khel.

ASR KHEL.—A minor fraction of Dadu Khel, Dar Ranizai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swat.

ATAMAB KEEL.—A sub-division of Babszai Kor, Damezai, Mohmands. Headmen: Noza Khan, Khan Zada.

ATSAR KHEL.—A sub-division of Usmar Khel, Buner Mohmands.

ATAK KHEL (200).—A sub-division of Babszai Khel, Kamal Balrani, Mohmands. Headmen: Vel Khan, Zafar Rahim, Bori.

ATHIL KHEL.—A division of Sairbal, Tarakzai.

ATSAR KHEL.—The Nura Khel and Sirkh Khel sections of Malipo Khwazazai, Aqmis, Yusafzai, are known by this name.

ATNA KHEL (70; Black Shek-Khel).—A section of Panja Khel, Akral, Israri, Yusafzai.

AYA KHEL (180).—A minor fraction of Sarm Khel, Ashazai, Khwazazai, Yusafzai.

AYA KHEL (Ya Khel).—A sub-division of Ashvali, Ismailzai, Bunerwals.

AYARA KHEL (16).—A section of Panja, Swat, Nara, Sardar, Yusafzai.

AYAZ KHEL.—A minor fraction of Babszai Khel, Amrazai, Khwazazai, Yusafzai.
Azr KEEL (2,100).—A section of Bar Snlizai, Barzai, Akbar, Ynsafzai Swatis. Note.—Acres numbers include 1,200 men living outside Swati limits.

Ari KEEL.—A section of Ali Khel, Bar, Bolozai, Akbar, Ynsafzai Swatis.

Ari KEEL.—A section of Alisher Khel, Gaddani, Ilmazai, Bunerwals.

Ari KEEL.—A minor fraction of

Babar Alisher Khel.—A minor fraction of Alisher Khel, Musa Khel, Nusrati, Malhaz Bunerwals.

Bala Khel.—A section of Ezbekzai, Baba, Sharazai. Headmen; Khanistan, Nur Khan, Pir Zaman, and Abbas Khan.

Bala Khel.—A section of Usman Khel, Banarsi, Akbar, Ynsafzai.

Ari KEEL.—A section of Rhamzai, Ilmazai, Akbar, Ynsafzai.

Aziz KEEL.—A section of Shamozai, Khwazazai, Akozai, Ynsafzais.

Aziz KEEL.—A minor fraction of ZPS.

Babai Khel.—A minor fraction of Alisher Khel, Musa Khel, Nusrati, Malhaz Bunerwals.

Babai Khel.—A section of Revolutionary Khel, Musa Kbel, Nurizai, Malizai Bunerwals.

Babi.—A minor fraction of Rhamzai, Khwazazai, Akozai, Ynsafzais.

Babi.—A minor fraction of Sultan Khel, Ata Khel, Damat Khel, Khmaezai, Mohmands.

Babai.—A minor fraction of Sultan Khel, Ata Khel, Ruzai Khel, Khmaezai, Mohmands.

Babai.—A minor fraction of Sultan Khel, Ata Khel, Ruzai Khel, Khmaezai, Mohmands.

Babai.—A minor fraction of Sultan Khel, Ata Khel, Ruzai Khel, Khmaezai, Mohmands.

Babai.—A minor fraction of Sultan Khel, Ata Khel, Ruzai Khel, Khmaezai, Mohmands.

Babai.—A minor fraction of Sultan Khel, Ata Khel, Ruzai Khel, Khmaezai, Mohmands.

Babai.—A minor fraction of Sultan Khel, Ata Khel, Ruzai Khel, Khmaezai, Mohmands.

Babai.—A minor fraction of Sultan Khel, Ata Khel, Ruzai Khel, Khmaezai, Mohmands.
BABU KHEL.—A minor fraction of Daddi Khel, Urumzai, Bar Ramsar, Akbari, Yusafzai Swatis.

BANIL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Sherga Khel, Urumzai, Adinzai, Khwazazai, Akbari, Yusafzai Swatis.

BANJAL (5,000 ;* left bank of Swat.-A subdivision of Babu, Akbari, Yursafzai Swatis. Headmen; Poon Khan, Farooq Khan, Mis Abdulla, Jumma.

BAEBA—Another name for the Swat division of Babusai, Mohmands.

BADE—A sub-division of Mal Jemaalai, Utman Khel.

BAIYAI—A minor faction of Marghai Khel, Aba Khel, Dareai Khel, Khesari, Mohmands.

BAJAI—A subdivision of Wazir, or War, Mamund, Tarbela.

BAGAI KHEL.—A section of Nahalai or Yusaf, Ibrahimi, Babu Khel, Khesari, Mohmands. Headmen; Saimal, Gulshah, Zai Khan, Post Khan, Gul Hameed.

BAJAI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Babi Khel, Akbari, Khesari, Akbari, Yusafzai.

BAN KHEL (Mahaban).—A section of Hassan Bar Khel, Khel Khel, Ibrahimi, Yusafzai, Headman; Bar Khan.

BARAI KHEL (Hamaiion, Khali River).—One of the three divisions of the Khabist, who are one of the affiliated Mohamam clans.

BAKAI (5,000).—The most powerful of the Malalai and Khesarai. Headmen; Wali Khan, Sayid Azam, Ibrahimi, Sulaiman Khel, Firoz Khan, Farooq, Juma, Amir Khan, Yar Qul.

BANAI—A minor fraction of Kafan Khel, Masa Khel, Sepah Babar, Mohmands.

BAIDAI (Skanda, Girdi), and Far Thảo valley in winter, Upper Swat in summer.—Nurud, a division of Urumzai, Keshi Mohmands.

BAIDAI (Sham Khel).—A sub-division of Numa Khel, Samilzai (or jams) of Turamak.

BAIDAI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Baraulai, Urumzai, Adinzai, Akbari, Yusafzai Swatis.

BAIDAI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Baraulai, Urumzai, Adinzai, Akbari, Yusafzai Swatis.

BAHADUR KHEL.—A minor fraction of Babai Khel, Akbari, Khesari, Akbari, Yusafzai.

BAHI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Hazari, Busau, Ibrahimi, Akbari, Yusafzai Swatis.

BAHADUR KHEL.—A minor fraction of Hazari, Busau, Ibrahimi, Akbari, Yusafzai Swatis.

BAICP.—A minor fraction of Hazari, Busau, Ibrahimi, Akbari, Yusafzai Swatis.

BAIHRAM KHEL.—A minor fraction of Hazari, Busau, Ibrahimi, Akbari, Yusafzai Swatis.

BAIHRAM KHEL.—A minor fraction of Hazari, Busau, Ibrahimi, Akbari, Yusafzai Swatis.

BAIHRAM KHEL.—A minor fraction of Hazari, Busau, Ibrahimi, Akbari, Yusafzai Swatis.

BAIHRAM KHEL.—A minor fraction of Hazari, Busau, Ibrahimi, Akbari, Yusafzai Swatis.

BAIHRAM KHEL.—A minor fraction of Hazari, Busau, Ibrahimi, Akbari, Yusafzai Swatis.

BANAI.—Includes 750 fighting men living beyond Swat limits in the Puma valley.
BAI KHEL.—A section of Fisroa, Chagazarai, Malilai, Bunerzal.

BAI KHEL.—A section of Dshka Kheil, Hameen Kheil, Gomali, Mohamnads. Headmen—see "Dshka Kheil".

BAI KHEL (380).—A section of Kheik, Saudai, Utmanzal, Balonzi.

BAI KHEL (120).—A section of Sinda Kheil, Saudai, Malilai, Yousufzai.

BAI KHEL.—A section of Durba Ichel, Hamza Khel, Grendab Halitzai, Nohmandr, Haidrun; see "Durba Kheil".

BAU KHEL (780).—A section of Huds Kheil, Saduzai, Utmanzai, Nandan Tusafzai.

BAUI KHEL.—A section of Babuzai, Bazi, Akozai, Yusafzai Swatis.


BAIZAI OR BAIJII. (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana;—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.

BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.

BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.

BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.

BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.

BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.

BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.

BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.

BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.

BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.

BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.

BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.

BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.

BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.

BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.

BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.
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BAIZAI OR BAJZII, (5,800).—Left bank of Swat River from Kohistan down to and including Thana.—One of three clans of the Akozai, Yousufzai Swatis.
BARAT KHEL.—A section of Babuzai, Baizai, Akozai, Yusafzai Smatis.

BARBAR KHEL.—A section of Aya Khel, Ashazai, Iliaszai, Bunermals.

BAR DERANIS.—A name sometimes applied to the Pathan tribes who inhabit the north-eastern part of Yaghistan, enclosed between the range of the Hindkush, the Indus, the Salt Range, and the range of Suliman, and first applied to them by Ahmad Shah. The name applies to the Yusafzai Utman Khels, Tarkanis, Xohmands, Afridis, Orakzais, Shinwris, the tribes of the plains of Feshawar, and those of Chмагash and Khatai. *(Elphinstone.)*

The Duranis are the dominant tribe of Afghans, to which the present ruling family of Kabul belongs.

BARHAN KHEL (80; north-east of Boner).—A minor fraction of Ismail Khel, Makhozai, Nasozni, Iliaszai, Yusafzais.

BAR XAKAZAI.—A sub-division of Warna, Mamund, Tarkanis.

BAROZAI.—A sub-division of Warna, Afamund, Tarkanis.

BARE KHEL.—A sub-division of Hamza Khel, Gandab Halimzai Mohmands; with them go the Tau Khel. Headmen; Lal Dad, Jallat Amir Baz, Fatehullah.

BAR SULIZAI. (8,350; North Swat left bank, to Kohistan).—A sub-division of the Baizai, Akozai Yusafzai Smatis, comprising the three sections Azi Khel, Jinki Khel, and Naturizai.

BAS1 KHEL. (Cis-Indus, and Duma mountain).—A sub-division of Chagarzai, Iliaszai, Yusafzais.

BAZID KHEL.—A minor fraction of Aba Khel, Babuzai, Baizais Akozai, Yusafzais.

BAZID KHEL (450; Mahaban).—A sub-division of Mada Khel, Jinki, Yusafzais, Headmen; Shahdad.

This includes 4,950 men of the Azi Khel and Jinki Khel sections living outside Swat limits.

BATID REEL.—A section of Shamozai, Khmazai, nkozai, Pusafzais.

Bazrn KHEL.—A section of Hasan Khel, Gadaizai, Iliszni, Bunerzals.

BAZI IHEL.—A minor fraction of Khan Khel, Iliasz Salizai, Baizai, Alrozai, Yusafzai Sattis.

BEER (100; 350; Black Mountains).—A clan of Ileshiaal, Sattis. Headman; B1sdL THO' (770).—A clan of Bunerals.—a Section of the Allaimals. Nahnki Bor, Ibrahim Rhel.

BUNAL Rg~j~.—A sub-division of Bunerals. The name of Bunerwals strictly applies only to those who live in the basin of the Barandu, the principal river of the Buner country. The Final section of the Bunerzals may, however, be included in the term.

BUNAL KEEL (Bajaur).—A sub-division of Bunerals. Headman; Majlum.

BUNERWALS (7,600 exclusive of Firozais).—The name of Bunerwals strictly applies only to those who live in the basin of the Barandu, the principal river of the Buner country. The Final section of the Bunerzals may, however, be included in the term.

BICE KHEL.—A minor fraction of Warliatn RDel, Aib Khel, Salarzai, Iliaszai, Bunerwals.

BUSTAN KEEL.—A minor fraction of Naruf, Babazai, Baizai, Alrozai, Yusafzais.

BURHAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Ismail Khel, Makhozai, Nasuzai Iliaszai, Bunerwals.

BURHAW KHEL (700; Pandiali).—A clan of Mohmands. Headmen; Saiyid Gal, Jadgah, Namdad, IChan Mir, Lal, Saiyi, Dal, Nesim Gul, Ohulam Shah, Muhrtmn~ad Umar. The Porhan Rhel is one of the "Assured" clans.

BUSTAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Aya Mar, Hukam, Iliaszai, Yusafzais.
assurance that they shall not be let to suffer by the occurrence of their own connection with the Afghan State. The other "Khel" clans are the Durrani, Bahattani, Iqbal, Pushtuns and Wakhs.

Babuzai KHEL.-A sub-division of Babuzai, Durrani, Mohmands. Headmen; Miss Khan, Missur Khan.

Buzara.-A sub-division of Buzara, or Waz, Manzal, Bakhtimur, or Tariqis.

Bush KHEL.-A minor fraction of the Buz Khel, Mir Jan Khel, Durrani, Afghans, Pushtuns, Akhund, Yousuf Khel.

Bush KHEL (II).-A sub-division of the Buz Khel, Yousuf Khel.

Buz KHEL.-A division of the Buz Khel, Yousuf Khel.

Buzara.-A division of Buzara, or Waz, Manzal, Bakhtimur, or Tariqis.

Babuzai (7,000).-Along both banks of the Jhelum and on the Duma mountains, 3,000 in the northwest of Buner. A division of the Buz Khel, Durrani, Mohmands.

Buzara (320).-A sub-division of the Buzara, Mir Jan Khel, Durrani, Afghans, Pushtuns, Akhund, Yousuf Khel.

Buz KHEL.-A division of the Buz Khel, Yousuf Khel.

Buzara.-A division of Buzara, or Waz, Manzal, Bakhtimur, or Tariqis.

Babuzai (1,200).-The area applied to the mixed Mandan clans who inhabit the Chamla valley, south-east of Buner.

Buzara (1,000).-A minor fraction of the Buzara, Mir Jan Khel, Durrani, Afghans, Pushtuns, Akhund, Yousuf Khel.

Buzara (1,000).-A division of the Buzara, Yousuf Khel.

Buz KHEL (Bjou).-A division of the Buz Khel, Yousuf Khel.

Buz KHEL.-A section of the Buz KHEL, Yousuf Khel, Ghalani, Baluch, Baluchistan.

Buz KHEL (Bar Yule).-A division of the Buz KHEL, Yousuf Khel, Ghalani, Baluch, Baluchistan.

Buzara (50).-Black Mountain.-A section of the Buzara, Akhund, Dad, Yousuf Khel.

Buz KHEL.-A minor fraction of the Buz KHEL, Mir Jan Khel, Durrani, Afghans, Pushtuns, Akhund, Yousuf Khel.

Buzara (II).-A minor fraction of the Buzara, Yousuf Khel.
DABAR.- A division of Manzal, Ot-nai Khels.


DADU KEEL.—A section of Sultan Khel, Bar Ranizai, Ahzai, Yusufzais.

DADU KEEL.—A minor fraction of Abu Khel, Nejat Kheil, Khewzai, Aziz Khel, Yusufzais.


DAHAKE KEEL.—A minor fraction of Sultan Kheil, Malai, Khewzai, Aziz Khel, Yusufzais.


DALKHA ROB (750).—A subdivision of Dadu Kheil, Taraksai, Mohmands. Headmen; Jang, Abdulla, Latoo Namab, Najib, Achuli.

DALLU KHEL.—A minor fraction of Jelal Khel, Malai, Khewzai, Aziz Khel, Yusufzais.

DAULAT KEEL—A section of the Ibrahim Khel, Gadaizai, Iliazai, Bunerwals.

DAULATZAI (1,400; both banks of the Barandar river, part of the Tadara valley and hills around).—A division of the Malizai, Bunerwals.
DAULAZAI.—A division of Mauzeris.

DADFAR, or DAFAR KEEL.—A division of Kalb Kor, Gandah Halimzai, Mohmands, Headman; Mubin Khan, Mirza Sulaiman.

DADFAR, or DASTA, KEEL (Bokar Pagh); a few at Chitral, Kalaf gorge.—A division of Khivanali, Mohmands, Headman; Bur Khan, Mubin Shah, Mirza Sulaiman.

DADZIL (1,695).—A clan of the Baluchi.

DADZA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Murzahel, Bokarzai, Bokarzai, Akozai, Yusafzais.

DAWAT, KEEL.—A subdivision of Kanozai, Mohmands, Headmen; Bara Khan, Mubin Sharif Khan, Said.

DAWAT, or DAUTA, KHEL (Bohai Dag; a few at Goshal Kabul river).—A division of Khowzai, Mohmands. Headmen; Bara Khan, Mubin Sharif Khan, Said.

DAWEZAI (700).—One of the affiliated Mohmand clans. They are divided into "Kuchi" and "Udrednakai." Headmen; Hazrat Khan, Habib Jan.

DEHGAN.—A tribe inhabiting Kanar, Laghmian, and Ningrahar. A few Dehgan are also to be found in Zormat and Bajaur. The Dehgan are said to be descendants of the Indian races originally inhabiting North-Eastern Afghanistan.

DESHIWALS (720; Black Mountain).—A tribe inhabiting Sulaiman, and Ningrahar. A few Deeshans are also to be found in Kunar and Bajaur. The Deeshans are said to be descendants of the Indian races originally inhabiting North-Eastern Afghanistan.

DILAZAI (700).—Black Mountain.—A tribe of Swat origin. Headmen; Ameer Khan in Khan of the Valley; other headmen are Gul Khan, Ahmad Wali, Angjar Ali, and others.

DILGHAI.—A people of doubtful origin who inhabited the Peshawar valley before the Pathan invasion. Scattered families of them are still to be found along the left bank of the Indus in the Hazara and Rawal Pindi districts.

DIZAI (Nandihari).—A clan of the Nandihari Swatis. Headman; Obiram Khan of Bargaun.

DUKAI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zare Khan, Bokarzai, Baluch, Akbari, Yousufzai.

DUAL (1,695).—A clan of the Alkhwals.

DULHA KHEL (Dir).—A section of Suler Khan, Sowdu, Malirzai, Taxkhand.


DURDANI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Murzahel, Khozalzai, Mohmands, Headman, Juma Khan.

DURDAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Musa Khan, Khozalzai, Bokarzai, Akbari, Yousufzai Swatis.


DURMAGHAN (600; Jailpur, Lej Shulman).—A section of Shah Mansur Khan, Bokarzai, Khozalzai, Mohmands, Headman; Muhammad Shah Khan and Muhammad Safi Khan.

DUR RAHIM KHEL.—A subdivision of Shah Khan, Akbarzai, Malikzai, Yousufzai.

DUR TALAYA.—A division of Mauzari Afghans.
F


FAZILANA.—A term which covers Vaijans, goundarins, Haughtons, Lancers, musulmans, artillery, mental servants, carriers, pollana, etc., who live amongst the Yousafzais and are taxed by them.

FAIZ KHEL.—A minor fraction of Ali Marid, Daluna, Raachi, Khozai, Yousafzais.

FAZIL KHEL.—A section of Rasul Khel, Baluchistan, Baluch, Akozai, Yusafzais.

FAZIL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Babo Khel, Adinza, Khuzai, Akozai, Yusafzais.

FAZIL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Haji Khel, Malik ur Rukh Khel, Shandab, Helmand, Baluchistani.

FAZIL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Haji Khel, Malik ur Rukh Khel, Shandab, Helmand, Baluchistani.

FAZIL KHEL.—A division of Haji Khel, Malik ur Rukh Khel, Shandab, Helmand, Baluchistani.


FAZIL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Subdue Kor, Musa Khel, Sepah, Buner, Mohmands. Headman: Moham.

FAZIL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Babi Kor, Alwar, Khozai, Akozai, Yusafzais.

FAZIL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Haji Kor, Wali Beg Kor, Shandab Helmand, Mohmands. Headman: Babur, Zuljandar, Ziarai.

FAZIL KHEL.—A division of Mandal, Uunar Khela.

FAZIL KHEL.—A division of Mandal, Uunar Khela.

FAZIL KHEL.—A division of Mandal, Uunar Khela.

FAZIL KHEL.—A division of Mandal, Uunar Khela.

FAZIL KHEL.—A division of Mandal, Uunar Khela.

FAZIL KHEL.—A division of Mandal, Uunar Khela.


FATEH KHOR.—A section of Ali Khor, Proctizai, Akozai, Yusafzais.


GALL PAO (Bajan).—A section of ICalut Khel, Nnr Khel, Samilzai or Ismailzai Tarkanis.

GALZADA RHEL.—A minor fraction of Aib Kor, Shekh Khel, Bib Khel, Salarzai, Iliaszai, Bunermals.

GARWIS (3,000).—Non-Pathan tribe inhabiting the head of the Swat valley. They are probably allied to the Kohistanis.

GARZ.—A section of Khalilzai, Asamzai, Illamzai, Bunermals.

GARZI KHEL.—A section of Mahmoodzai-Khel, Par Razazi, Abuzai, Yousufzai Swatis.

GAZNI.—A section of Khakizri, Ashazai, Iliaszai, Bunerwals.

GHAIBI KHEL.—A section of Bahram-ka-Khel, Ear Rsnizai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swatis.

GHAIM KOR.—A section of Sroh, Khel, Kamali Halimzai, Mohmands. Headman; Ichanizman.

GHALIB ROB.—A minor fraction of Shahbaz Kor, Musa Khel, Sepah, Baezai, Mohmande.

GHALI EHEI.—A minor fraction of Aba Ichel, Nekpi Khel, Khma-zazai, Akozai, Yusafzais.

GHAZI EEQ KOB (100).—A sub-division of Ibrahim Khel, Kamali Balimzai, Mohmands. Headmen; Abbas, Mudasir, Muhammad Gnl, Badshah, Gul Said.

GHAZI KHAN (50; Black Mountain)—A section of Tasan Khel, Akazai Isazai, Yusafzais.

GHAZI KHEL.—A sub-division of Eowai Khel, Khowzai, Mohmands. Headman; Sali, who is the Khan of Lalpuras' "Kazi."

GHAZI KHEL.—A section of Massa Kor, Korjai, Iam Khel, Mohmands. Headman; see for Kor.

GHAZI KHEL.—A section of Dnrba Khel, Hamza Khel, Gandab Halimzai, Mohmands.

GHAZI KOR.—A section of Yurdil Kor, Raudal Kor, Gandab Halimzai, Mohmands.

GHAZI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Ismail Khel, Makhorai, Illamzai, Bunermals.

GHAZI KOR.—A sub-division of Uzma, Sula, a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

GHAZI KHEL.—A sub-division of Uzma, Sula, a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

GHAZI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Ismail Khel, Kamali, Illamzai, Bunermals.

GHAZI KHEL.—A section of Yurdil Kor, Mashal Kor, Gandab Halimzai, Mohmands.

GHILZAI KOR.—A sub-division of Musa, Sula, a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

GHULAM KHEL.—A sub-division of Uzma, Band, Yusafzais. Headmen; Axim Khan, Kasam Khan, Inagat Khan.

GHUNDA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Ranra Khel, Shaii Khel, Wali Beg Kor, Gandab, Halimzai, Mohmands. This fraction goes with the Bucb Khel. Headman; Hazrat Shah.

GHUNDI KHEL.—A division of Uzma, Shilman Halimzai, Mohmands.

GIQIANI.—A small section attached to Shaii Khel, Shaii Khel, Wali Beg Kor, Gandab Halimzai,
Mohmands, Headman; MiR Bas-
Jaa.

GIIL (90).—A class of Amlm.

GOGIANS.—See Gogians.

GOGIANS (900).—Settled in the confines
of Bajaur.—One of the eight
classes of the Utman Khiel.

GUDAR.—A tributary Musulman
pastoral tribe, probably of
the same origin as the Jats, settled
in large numbers amongst the
Pathan tribes, to whom they are
subject from the Black Moun-
tains to the Khyber river. They
own extensive villages in or near
the lower hills, and till the soil,
for which they pay rent. In
summer they migrate with their
flocks to the mountains. Gudars
are also numerous in north-
western India and Afghan. They
speak the language of their
winter homes, but have a few
words peculiar to themselves.

GUJRARS.—A pastoral tribe, probably of
the same origin as the Jats, scattered
in large numbers amongst the
Pathan tribes, to whom they are
subject from the Black Moun-
tains to the Khyber river. They
own extensive villages in or near
the lower hills, and till the soil,
for which they pay rent. In
summer they migrate with their
flocks to the mountains. Gujars
are also numerous in north-
western India and Afghan. They
speak the language of their
winter homes, but have a few
words peculiar to themselves.

HABIB KHEL.—A sub-
division of Nawa Khiel, Ismailzai,
Tarli; also Tarakzai, Mohmands.

HABIB KHEL.—A sub-
division of Nawa Khiel, Ismailzai,
Tarli; also Tarakzai, Mohmands.

HABIB KHEL.—A sub-
division of Nawa Khiel, Ismailzai,
Tarli; also Tarakzai, Mohmands.

HADJAB KHEL.—A minor fraction
of Jha Khiel Pelayzai, Mohmands.

HADJAT KHEL.—A minor fraction
of Jha Khiel, Mehal, Mohmands.

HADJAT KHEL.—A minor fraction
of Jha Khiel, Mehal, Mohmands.

HADJAT KHEL.—A minor fraction
of Jha Khiel, Mehal, Mohmands.

HADJAT KHEL.—A minor fraction
of Jha Khiel, Mehal, Mohmands.

HADJAT KHEL.—A minor fraction
of Jha Khiel, Mehal, Mohmands.

HADJAT KHEL.—A minor fraction
of Jha Khiel, Mehal, Mohmands.

HADJAT KHEL.—A minor fraction
of Jha Khiel, Mehal, Mohmands.
HALIMZAI.—A clan of Mohmands, divided according to location into (i) the Halimzais of Gandab (2,090) and (ii) the Halimzais of Kamal (1,000). According to Merk they are a branch of the Yusafzais, but for all practical purposes they are now regarded as a separate clan. (i) are divided into the Hamza Khel, Khuda Kor, Wali Beg Khel divisions; (ii) are divided into the Ibrahim Khel, Hamza Khel, and Busha Khel. (For Headmen see above divisions.)

HAMZA KHEL (Q50).—A division of Gandarb Halimzai, Mohmands. For Headmen; see Sultan Khel, Durba Khel, Burs Khel.

HAMZA KHEL of RAYALI (160).—A division of Kamali Halimzai Mohmands. Headmen; Jamal Khan (Duiha Khel), Jabbar, Raza Khan, Faiz Talab, Ghazi, Shohab, Zarghun, Ghansai, Jangia, Eaz Khan, ZainuUa Khan, Sarfaraz Khau, Noraha, Dara Shah, Ajmer.

HASAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Jdal Khel, sub-section of Bura Khel.

HASAN KEEL.—A division of Udredunkai Dawezai, Mohmands.

HASAN KEEL (450; Mahaban).—A sub-division of Maha Khel, Isazai, Yusafzais. Headmen; Saiyid Azam, Sheer, Sheerzai, Khilji, Ziyar Khan.

HASSAN KEEL.—A minor fraction of Jdal Khel, Mal (or Mul) Khel, Salarzai, Yusafzais, Bura Khel. Headmen; Sakiw, Hassand, Zargar Khan.

HASAN KEEL.—A sub-division of Gadadlai, Isazai, Bura Khel.

HASAN KEEL.—A section of Khamar, Khwazai, Akbari, Yusafzai Swats.

HASAN KHEL (Ningרחer and Upper Helmand).—A division of Kashi Daressi, Mohmand; Headmen: Nabi Jan, Haji Islam, Abdul Karim, Abdul Wahab, and others.

HASAN KHEL (35).—A section of Shah Muneer Khan, Danish, Kohistan, Bakhsh: Khan, Ghalib.

HASAN KHEL (Ningri).—A sub-division of Mohmand Khan Kor, Burhan Khan, Mohmand, Headmen: Said Gull, Shalai, Radhshah Sarni, Jalal.

HASAN KHEL (2,126; Black Mountain; and both sides of Indus).—A division of Khan, Kohistan; the Ettef of the Faqirs is always drawn from the Khan Khel sub-division of the Hazara. There is a report (15-7) regarding Faqirs. Other leading men are: Hacid Khan (Sidhuwal), Haddad (Mir Ahmad Khan), Mital Khan (Mehboob Khan), Tem Khan, (Shahzai Khan), Abdul (Kaka Khan), Sayid Arif Khan.

HASAN KHEL (Qausani; Yakhch).—A division of Usuman; one of the affiliated Mohmand chieftains. Headman: see Qausani.

HASAN KHEL (Khwaral).—A sub-division of Kashi Khel, Khwareza, Mohmand.

HASAN KHEL (Mohmand).—A minor fraction of Shala Khel, Mohmand. Headmen:

HASAN KHEL (A subdivision of Mohmand Khan Kor, Burhan Khan, Mohmand, Headmen: Mahay Khan, Aman, Hame, Salleh, Muhammad Shieh.

HASAN KHEL (a section of Mall (lit. Mall) Khel, Faram, Hazna, Bakhsh).

HASAN KHEL (Nomadic, a division of Dawara, Kashi Mohmand. Headmen: Shar Mohammad, Fateh Ahmad).

HASAN KHEL (Yakhch).—A minor fraction of Kashi Khel, Mull, Mohmand, Bakhsh:

HATAI KHEL.—A sub-division of Muhammad Khan Kor, Burhan Khan, Mohmand, Headmen: Mubar Khan, Azim, Kazo, Said-dal, Muhammad Sher.

HATAI KHEL.—A section of Shahabzai, Salntzai, Yakhch, Bakhsh:

HATAI KHEL.—A sub-division of Malik (or Ncli) Khel, Salntzai, Yakhch, Bakhsh:

HILAL HABA.—A minor fraction of Kasim Khel, Musa Khel, Sepah, Bakhsh, Mohmand.

HINDI. The term given to the Hindus who inhabit Afghanistan. They are of the Hindu race, and are found all over the country, even among the wild tribes. Beller estimates their number at about 300,000 souls. The name Hindu is also loosely used on the Upper Indus, in 1901, Bajaur etc., to denote the speakers of Punjabi or any of its dialects; and it is further sometimes applied, in a historical sense, to the Buddhist inhabitants of the Helman valley north of the Kabul river, who were driven hence about the 7th or 8th century, and settled in the neighbourhood of Kandahar.
HINDUSTANI FANATICS.—A band of fanatics recruited from Hindustan, who have inhabited various portions of the Chagai, Amazai, Chamla, and Buner hills. They are now residing at Turmak or Bala Khel territory, and number some 500 men under their leader, Abdul Karim Abdulla.

HUSAIN KHEL.—A division of Salarzai, Tarlauis.

HYATAI ROE (400).—A section of Shah Mansur Khel, Dadu Khel, Tamkai, Mohmands Headmen; Abdul, Baligeh, Suleykh Khan, Ehsan, Sidi, Majid.

IBBAHIM KHEL (400).—A division of Kamaal Halimzai, Mohmands Headmen; Astor, Asahid Khan, Heed, Nural, Qamar Din, Dumar Shah, Jakai Khar, and Khrais Kohal Khor.—Abd-ur Mohamad, Muhammad (Aji Balar Khan), Gul Rustam. (Ovai Bag Khar)—Husain, Guli Shik, Zai Khan, Par Khel, Ghul Hundal. (Nakai or Yound Khar).

IBBAHIM KHEL.—A division of Durrma Khar, Shah, Gula Said Khan. (Ghazi Beg Khor).—Saimal Guli Shah, Zai Khan, Post Khan, Gill Bamesh. (Nakai or Yusaf Khar).

IBBAHIM KHEL.—A division of Bajaur, Salarzai. This is the "Khan" Khel of the clan. Headmen; Sufi Dar Khan (Savah of Nawazgai). Suhar Khan (of Khel).

IBBAHIM KHEL.—A minor fraction of Musa Khel, Michi, Nasuzai, Ilanszai, Bunerwala.

IBBAHIM KHEL.—A division of Qalam, Ibasaqi, Bunerwala.

There are said to be a number of Turmaci among them.
ILIASZAI (6,000); Buner valley.

ISPARTZAI.—A minor fraction of Shi Khel, Firozai, Chagarzai, Malizai, Bunerwals.

ISPARTZAI.—A minor fraction of Malizai, Usmanzai, Yusafzais.

ISPARTZAI.—A minor fraction of Bunerwals.

ISPARTZAI (8,100).—The most powerful of eight clans of the Utman Khel.

ISPARTZAI, or SDAZAIL.—(Bai Khel valley.) One of the four clans of the Tarkanri.

ISSA (6000); Buner valley.

ISSAN KHOR.—A sub-division of Warna, Hazara, Talasana.

ISHEL KHEL.—A minor fraction of B średni Khel, Bunerwals, Bani,

ISHEL KHEL.—A minor fraction of B średni Khel, Bunerwals, Bani,

ISHEL KHEL.—A minor fraction of B średni Khel, Bunerwals, Bani,

ISHEL KHEL.—A minor fraction of B średni Khel, Bunerwals, Bani.

ISSHAIL.—A section of Khadin Khel, Asbazai, Iliaszai, Bunerwals.

ISSHAIL.—A section of Khadin Khel, Asbazai, Iliaszai, Bunerwals.
JABI KHEL (Bajaur).—A division of Samilzai, or Islamkai, Turkmen.

JABIL KHEL.—A section of Sunni Khel, Kizai Khel, Isak Khel, Malizai, Khawarzai, Hizai, Yusafzais.

JALAL KHEL (Dir).—A section of Painda Khel, Muzri, Malizai, Hizai, Tekri, Yusafzais.

JALAL KHEL (Dir).—A division of Painda Khel, Malizai, Hizai, Yusafzais.

JALAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Aze Khel, Muzri, Hizai, Yusafzais.

JALAL ROE.—A minor fraction of Rahmat Kor, Musa Khel, Sepah, Bari, Mohmands. Headmen; Ghulam Muhammad, Khan.

JAMAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Painda Khel, Malizai, Hizai, Yusafzais.

JAMROE.—A section of Sultan Khel, Hanafi Khel, Hisham Khel, Mohmands. Headmen; Ghulam Muhammad, Khan.

JANGI TABAE.—A section of Noor Kor, Kandai, Isak Khel, Mohmands. Headmen; Sabir Khan, Saiyid Azim.

JAWAN KOE.—A division of Dewal or Datta Khel, Khawarzai, Mohmands. Headmen; Bara Khan.
JILAK KEEL.—A minor fraction of Khan Khel (or Tamool) Khel, Abad Khan, Khanzai, Abad Khan, Yoonafzai.

JEQGI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Khan Khel, Abad Khan, Khanzai, Abad Khan, Yoonafzai.

JOGA.—A section of Khakhzai Asha-

JIKKI KEEL (4,200).—A section of Bar dulizai, Baizai, Akozai, Tnasufzai Swatis.

JOGA.—A section of Khaliizni bsha-

JOJI KEEL (40; Black Mountain).—A section of Painda Ichel, Abad Khan, Yoonafzai.

JENA KHEL.—A section of Sebujni Aliami, Isami, Yusafzais. (5th.)

KACHKEEL.—A minor fraction of Ari Khel, Ali Khel, Bar Ramizal, Abad Khan, Yoonafzai Swatis. This is the Khan Khel of the Rani-

KAJRI KEEL (400).—A division of Gandab Htilimzai, Mohmans. Headmen; see Yoonafzai Khel, Htilimzai, Davd Khel.

KADAB KEEL.—A minor fraction of Nacrumi Khel, Malukh, Khwae-

KADAB KEEL.—A division of GoraE Utman Khel.

KAKA KHEL (300; Black Mountain).—A subdivision of Hasan-

KAKA KEEL.—A subdivision of Maimana Khel, Khwaezai, Abad Khan, Akozai, Yoonafzai.

KANDIB KEEL.—A section of Khel, Abad Khan, Yoonafzai, Mohmans.

Includes 1,000 fighting men in Ghirband.


Kalandar Khel. A section of Saida, Ibd Khel, Salerno, Tarakzai.

Kalandar Khel. A minor fraction of Shiklai Khel, Musa Khel, Sepah, Baren, Mohmands.

Kale Khel. A minor fraction of Musa Khel, Makhama, Astore, Ilizai, Bunerwal.

Kale Khel (Sajjar). A section of Saida or Sardar Sajjar.

Kale Khel. A sub-division of the Kandahari Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kandahar. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kandahar. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kandahar. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kandahar. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kandahar. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kandahar. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kandahar. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kanvar Khel. A minor fraction of Aib Khel, Dikka Khel, Dikka Khel, Kasu Khel, Mohmands.

Kanka (or Kanka). Khel. A section of Aib Khel, Sahmir, Ilaftal, Bunerwal.

Kankan. A division of Umarzai, Malam Yousafzai, Headmen: Kasim and Jamal Khan.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

Kankan. A division of the Safis, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.
KARIX REl. — A minor fraction of Roh, Asaf, Khwazai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swat.

KANX RHEL. (65 territory).— A section of Pandra Khel, Sneda, Mama, Yusafzai.

KARX KEEL. — A minor fraction of Pandra Khel, Malizai, Khwazai, Akozai, Yusafzai.

KARX RHEL. — A section of Malizai, Shekarai, Islamzai, Bunerzai.

KALR. — A section of Kalimas, Asaf, Islamzai, Bunerzai.

KAZMA RHEL. — A minor fraction of Painda Khel, Sesada.

KATA KHEL. — A minor fraction of Nalizai, Tusafzais.

KAZMA KHEL. — A minor fraction of Painda Khel, Malizai, Khwazai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swatis.

KASAM. — A section of Khakizai, Wesh, Asbazai, Iliaszai, Bunerwals.

KASHE KHEL. — A division of Karhim, Kesh, Bib Khel, Salarzai, Iliaszai, Bunerwals.

KASAM KHEL. — A section of Khando Shahrzai, Tarkanis.

KASHE KHEL. — A section of Samilzai Tarlaiis.

KASIE KHEL. — A minor fraction of Aib Kor, Bib Khel, Shekh Khel, Salarzai, Iliaszai, Bunerwals.

KASHI KHEL (800). — Hills north of Khan, part in British territory.

KASHI KHEL. (Yahyak).— A division of Yahyak, Mahmoodzai, Bunerwals.

KASHI KHEL.— A section of Asaf, Sepoza, Bani, Mahmoodzai, Headmen ; Ghulam Khan.

KASHI KHEL (Yahyak). — A division of Yahyak, Mahmoodzai, Bunerwals.

KASHI KHEL. — A minor fraction of Roh, Asaf, Khwazai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swatis.

KASHI KHEL (800). — A sub-division of Kshwzai, Amon, Yusafzai Swatis.

Note.— The number given, includes now dependent on the Khan of Dir.
KHADARZAI.—A division of Mansur, Ghazni.

KHALIL KOH.—A minor fraction of Rahmat Koh, 3Iusa Iihel, Sepah, Bazi, Mohmands.

KHADI KOH.—A minor fraction of Shohbsz Koh, MUSR Khel, Sepah, Bazi, Mohmands.

KHADI KHEL.—A sub-division of Ashnai, Ishnai, Bunermuda.

KHADI KHEL.—A sub-division of Ashnai, Ishnai, Bunermuda, Utmanzai, Jlamund, Tarknois.

KHADI &EL (Pohai Dag).—A division of Khwaezai, Mohmands.

Headmen; Hinds Khan, Ghudai, Akramy Aziz Khan.

KHADI KHEL (3,600; Pesbwar District).—A tribe of the same origin as the Mohmandz, live east of the ghaibar Pass the left bank of lower Bna.

KHARINZAI.—A division of Utmanzai, Iliaszai, Bunerwals.

Khara KHEL.—A section of Rohr, Kus Salan, Bani, Ahor, Yamfali Swatian.

KHADI KHEL.—A sub-division of Utmanzai, Ishnai, Bunermuda, Headmen; Shor Mohmands.

KHADI KHEL.—A section of Rohr, Kus Salan, Bani, Ahor, Yamfali Swatian.

KHANI KHEL.—A sub-division of Ashnai, Ishnai, Bunermuda, Utmanzai, Jlamund.

KHARINZAI.—A division of Utmanzai, Ishnai, Bunermuda.

KHANI KHEL (70; Black Mountain).—A section of Rohr, Kus Salan, Bani, Yamfali Swatian.

KHANI KHEL (200; Rills north of Nichni, part in British territory).—A sub-division of Kasim Khel, Tarakzai, Mohmands. Headmen; Jauai, Saifal, Shahzada, Gulfaraz.

KHANI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Rohr, Kus Salan, Bani, Yamfali Swatian, Headmen; Ayub Khan of Thana, Lower Swat.

KHANI KHEL (120; Black Mountain).—A section of Rohr, Kus Salan, Yamfali Swatian, Headmen; Ayub Khan of Thana, Lower Swat.

KHANI KHEL (100; Daggar).—The family of the Khans of Daggar, distinct and very influential in Buner, and not belonging to any clan. Headmen; Ayub Khan of Daggar.

KHANI KHEL (120).—A clan of Dashwal, Swatian, Headmen; Abdul Ghafar,
Abu Bakar Khan, Shander Khan, Abdul Wahab Khan, and Badar Khan.

Khan Khe (Nandihar).—A clan of Nandihar Swatis.

Khan Khe (500); the Black Mountain.—A subdivision of Hasmodel, Ismail, Tosafzais. Headmen: the Khan of the Hasmodel comes from this subdivision, but the Khanship is at present (1907) vacant. Other leading men are—Abdul Khan, Sabar Khan, Kasam, and Paidad.

Khan Khe.—A minor fraction of Bazid Khel, Rambod Khes, Kowamai, Tosafzais.

Khan Khe (1,600; South of Buner).—A subdivision of Saduzai, Usmanzai, Nandia Pusafzais. Headmen: Jafar, Haji Gul.

Khan Khe.—A subdivision of Musa Khel, Kas Selimi, Baidai, Abdul, Tosafzais.


Khazief Khe.—A section of Shek, Mandian Tosafzais.

Khazief Khe.—A section of Shek, Usmanzai, Bunerwals.

Khazief Khe.—A minor fraction of Ismail, Khadin Khel, Aksam, Huzai, Bunerwals.


Khazief Khe.—A section of Usma Khel, Bectai, Mohamed. Headmen: Jafar, Haji Gul.


KOHWA KHAI.—A minor fraction of Dawat Khel, Ahasani, Kohzai, Alko, Yensusai Swatis.

KOHWA JEEI.—An unimportant subdivision of Berchamis, Averai, Yensusai Swatis.

KOHWA NOSHER KHAI.—A subdivision of Hende Khel, Kenzai Halimzai, Mohmands; Headmen (with chiefs of Lakki Fort): Antar, Ateka Khan, Shah Farkhi, Nasru, Hadar Khan, Umair Khan, Noorkhan Shaik, Gulsher Khan.

KOHWA TAYEBI (13,500; right bank of the Swat river, from Kohistan to the Panjkora river).—One of the three divisions of Averai, Yensusai Swatis. They are under the Khan of Dir.

KOHWA TAJUR.—A division of Ismail, Tarlcanis. Said to be of aboriginal stock.

KOHWA BASSI.—A subdivision of Kamalzai, Usmanzai, BDEN YULLUFZAI.

KOHWA KEEL (Bohai Dog).—A subdivision of Usman Khel, BAZAI, Mohmands; Headmen: Tofa Gul, Ghaftar, Shad Num, Geelzai, Almat.

KOHWA KEEL (Dakha, Girdi, Paski, and Upkar Helmand).—Nomadic, subdivision of (Kohi) Umarzai, Mohmands.

KOHWA (4,400; left bank of the Swat river, from Kohistan to the Panjkora river).—One of the three divisions of Yensusai Swatis. They are under the Khan of Dir.

KOHWA HANZAI (Bajsur).—A subdivision of Ismailzai, Tarlcanis.

KOHWA KUSHA (Mohmand country, Upper Helmand, and Nangarat).—Mohmand, as distinguished from the Uthmanzai, Umarzai, and Umarzai Mohmands.

In winter they leave their villages in Singar, and carry merchandise between Kabul and Peshawar. The Umarzai Kohis are subdivided into Hazar Khel, Majkani, Humrot, with an associated clan called Za Khel. Headmen (Umerzai). Amin, Abdullah Nem, and Rizwani.

KOHWA KUSHA (Right bank of Kabul river).—One of the affiliated Mohmand clans.

KOHWA JEEI.—A minor fraction of Yensusai Khel, Allahzel Khel, Mool, Nural, Malim, Esmur- wals.
XUSEI KOE (Kabul river, west of Miphni and part in British territory) — a minor division of Asaf Khel. Dalkha Kor, Dadu Khel, Tamkai, Mohmands. For Headmen; see Asaf Khel.


KEL (or KHEPATTAWALI) KOE.

KHEL. — A division of Bashan Kohel, Mohmands.

KEL (5,500) — left bank of Swat river, from Thana to Morni. — A sub-division of Bolani-Abum, Yusufzai Swatls, comprising the 3 sections Aho Khel, Khan Khel, and Mos Khel.

KWALI. — A section of Khalis Kohel, Asamal, Ilasanzai, Burhanwala.

LAKHMAN KOE. — A minor division of Kar Kohel, Majil (or Mus) Khel, Salarzai, Ilasanzai, Burhanwala.

LAL KOE. — A subdivision of Ibraim Khel, Raisali Raisanzai, Mohmands.

LELI KOE. — A minor fraction of Shahbaz Kor, Musa Khel, Sayob, Ilasanzai, Mohmands.


LAL KOE (90; Black Mountain). — A section of Pasinda Kohel, Akazai, Ilasanzai.

LUTTA KOE. — A minor division of Mos Khel, Kaf Salim, Yusufzai, Yusufzai Swatls.


MALI KOE. — A section of Usnlni Kohel, Bar Ranizai, Akazai, Yusufzai Swatls.

MARA KOE. — A section of Bashan-Kohel, Bar-Ranizai, Usnlni, Yusufzai Swatls.

MARA (Shahkurrah valley). — A division of Salarzai, Turkanis.
MADA RHEL.-A minor fraction of Bala Khel, Buner (Bul Terrace Wals).

MADAIL.-A section of Rada, Asil, Imamzai, Atman Khel.

WADA KEEL (5,000).-A division of Isazai, Yousafzais.

MADA KHEL (570).-A clan of the Akhundzais.

MADAY KHEL.-A section of Umarzai, here Salot, Akbais, Yousafzais, Swatis.

MAHOD KHEL.-A division of Umarzai, here Chishti, Akbais, Yousafzais.

MAHOD KHEL.-A minor fraction of Ali Kor, Shish Khel, Bala Khel, Buner (Bul Terrace Wals).

MAHMUD KHEL.-A section of Anis Gilgit, Mohmand.

MAHMUD KHEL.-A division of Alizai, Utmanzai.

MAHMUD KHEL.-A minor division of Sabzaur, Swatis, or Partishis.

MAHMUD KHEL.-A sub-division of Kakazai, Mianzai, Tanbazis, or Darekais.

MAHMUD KHEL.-A minor fraction of Abz Kor, Bala Khel, Buner (Bul Terrace Wals).

MAHMUD KHEL.-A division of Isazai, Yousafzais, Akbais, Yousafzais.

MAHOD KHEL.-A sub-division of Balarzai, Emanuel, Tariklis.

MAHMUD KHEL.-A division of Alizai, Uzais, Bala Khel.
MAKH EOB (Hills north-west of Mohan, Haigi Gandao).—A minor fraction of Aast Khel, Daulta Khel, Chorbal Khel, Tamiski, Mohanade.

MAMADGAI (Part of Puran valley and east slopes of Desert mountains).—A sub-division of Nasumi, Hassan, Badmaras.

MAKI KHEL.—A section of Fheran, Cheragral, Maluda, Bmeerwal.

MALIKEND KHEL.—A section of Purpan, Nortega, Hassan, Sumerwal.

MALI (or MILA) KHEL (Western Hills).—A subdivision of Naasum, Hassan, Bmeerwal.

MALT.--A section of Ali Khel, Bar, Ranklel, Abazil, Yumfozai Sthee.

MALIK KHEL.—A minor fraction of Masu Khel, Sur, Sable, Shaine, Abazil, Yumfozai Sthee.

MALIK KHEL.—A minor fraction of Aal Khel, Bar, Ranklel, Abazil, Yumfozai Sthee.

MALIZAI (37,000; Dir and Peshawar).—A large subdivision of Khawalai, Aabab, Yumfozai.

MAMADGAI.—North of Agrari.—One of the leading clans of the Tariwals. Haeders.—Lal Khan, Daniel Khan, Aabba, Hassam Khan. Abdulla Khan and others.

MAKH KHEL.—A section of Shahwul, Kukha, Aabba, Yumfozai Sthee.

MAMANAL.—See Mshumandai.

MAKK KHEL (Kesh Mountains).—A subdivision of Hassam, Daniel Yumfozai, Haeders, Suyal Omm, Bar, Hassam Khan, Shahi Khan.

MAKIVAL (25,000); Bajour, principally in Watelai valley, but they are also on both sides of the Durand Line).—One of the four clans of Tariwals. Headmen; Abdul Momin Khan of Inayat Kila, Moine Khan.

MAHUN JIL (Chamla).—A subdivision of Hazari, Mussen Yumfozai.

MAMOM (12,000; Rajaur, principally in Watelai valley, but they are also on both sides of the Durand Line).—One of the four clans of Tariwals. Headmen; ?ladesh Amin Khan of Inayat Kila, Moine Khan.

MANNIZAI.—A subdivision of Keshi, Ila Khan, Mohammed Haeders; Haidar Khan, Talat Khan.

MANANAL.—A division of Ahan, Union Kiel.

MANNI (Tunjali Plains).—A division of Bmeer, Manfaar Yumfozai.
NAMUR (80; Black Mountain).—A section of Yousuf Khel, Akozai, Yusafzai, Yusafzai.

MANDAL (1,000).—One of the eight districts of the Uman Khel.

MANDAN or MANDAN (25,000—26,000; Peshawar District).—A Yousufzai tribe, who hold that portion of the Peshawar district not occupied by IKhelils, Ilaudzais, Gaugianis, Baraians, or Muhamsdzais.

MANDAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Jiktz Khel, Bar Saifai, Pathan, Akozai, Yusafzai.

MANDAR (Laman).—A division of Larman, Uman Khel.

MANDAR.—A sub-division of Daurazai, Mallai, Bunerwals.

MANDARI (Barjari).—A division of Uman, Bunerwals. Said to be of aboriginal stock.

MANZAP (Chardeli, Kabul river, Peshawar Valley and upper Helmand).—Nasrani, a division of Daweai, Kohul Mohmands.

MANZAP KHOZ.—A section of Sabt, Basho Khoz, Kamal Halimzai, Mohmands. Headman; see Bash.

MANZAP KHOZ.—A minor fraction of Jabar Khel Musa Khoz, Buner, Mohmands.

MANZAP.—A division of Rasul Mandas Yousfzai.

MANZAP KHEL.—A minor fraction of Jiktz Khoz, Par Sulwai, Barai, Akozai, Yusafzai.

MANZAR (1,500).—A clan of the Sulwai.

MANZAP.—A division of Aliai, Uman Khel.

MANZAP KHEL.—A minor fraction of Suburzai Khoz, Bar Sanai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swatins.

MANZAP.—A section of Hadi Khoz Muhammadan Khoz Khoz Barai Musa Khoz, Mohmands. Headman; see Nazrai, Khalid, Raza.

MANZAP KHEL.—A minor fraction of Umanzai, Adinzai, Khwazxzai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swatins.

MANZAP.—A division of Aliai Uman Khel.

MANZAP KHEL KARAK.—A section of Musa Khoz, Amanai, Ilmanai, Bunerwals.

MANZAP KHEL KARAK.—A section of the Musa Khoz, Amanai, Ilmanai, Bunerwals.

MANZAP KHEL KARAK.—A minor fraction of Bazid Khoz, Shamasai, Khwazxzai, Amanai, Akozai, Yusafzai.
MASAL ROB (Hills north-west of Mihtar) — A minor fraction of Asaf Khel, Dadu Khel, Dadu Khel, Nohmands. Headman; see Asaf Khel.

MIRAJ KOR (North-east of the Koh-e-i-Mohmand) — A division of Safa, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

MIRAJ KOR (Kal Shilman) — A minor fraction of Asaf Khel, Dadu Khel, Dadu Khel, Mohmands.

MAYIN KOR — A minor fraction of Shahbaz Khel, Kandai, Ismailzai, Mohmands. Headman; see Asaf Khel.

MAYIN KOR (Kam Shilman) — An adopted sept, or division, of the Jelal, Tarakht, or Tarakhi. Probably of the same origin as the Rashaulais (p. 96).

MAYT KOR — A section of Dadu Khel, Dadu Khel, Dadu Khel, Mohmands. With them live a small section of the Yusuf Khel. Headman; see above.

MAY KHEL (Bajaur) — A division of Isazai, Tarakht, Headman; Muhammad Shah Khan.

MAYA — A division of Mandal, Utman Khel.

MAY KOR — A section of Dadu Khel, Dadu Khel, Dadu Khel, Mohmands. Headman; see above.

MAYRAWALI — A division of Safa, Dadu Khel.

MATERIAL (1,500) — A section of Dadu Khel, Dadu Khel, Dadu Khel, Mohmands.

MAY KOR (Kal Shilman) — A minor fraction of Humayun Khel, Wazir, Mohmands. Headman; see Asaf Khel.

MAY KOR (Kal Shilman) — A division of Mohmands. Headman; see Asaf Khel.

MAY KHEL — A section of Shahbaz Khel, Kandai, Ismailzai, Mohmands. Headman; see Asaf Khel.

MAY KHEL — A minor fraction of Shahbaz Khel, Kandai, Ismailzai, Mohmands.

MAY KHEL (Kam Shilman) — A division of DAYA, Headman; see Asaf Khel.

MAY KHEL — A small section of Shahbaz Khel, Malak (or Malak) Khel, Nohmands, Ismailzai, Mohmands.

MAY KHEL — A minor fraction of Shahbaz Khel, Malak (or Malak) Khel, Nohmands, Mohmands.

MAY KHEL — A section of Yahub Khel, Dadu Khel, Dadu Khel, Nohmands, Mohmands, Mohmands.

MAY KHEL — A minor section of Yousaf Khel, Baloch Khel, Bunerwals.

MAY KHEL — A section of Haji Khel, Malak (or Malak) Khel, Ismailzai, Mohmands, Mohmands.

MAY KHEL — A minor fraction of Shahbaz Khel, Kandai, Ismailzai, Mohmands, Mohmands.

MAY KHEL — A section of Dadu Khel, Dadu Khel, Dadu Khel, Mohmands. Headman; see Asaf Khel.

MAY KHEL — A minor division of Wasfi Khel, Jalamali, Dadu Khel, Dadu Khel, Nohmands.
MIEAK KHEL Dakka, Girdi, and Peshmar valley and Upper Helmand).—Nomadic, a division of Utmanzai, Kuchi Mohmands.

MIEAK KHEL.—A minor fraction of Mek Khel, Has Sulaim, Haji Balqai, Yomski.

MIBAK KHEL.—A section of Daud Khel, Kadai Kor, Gandab Balimzai, Mohmands. Headmen : Misk. Sultjmao, Muhammad Habib.

MIE ALI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Ali Khel, Has Sulaim, Haji Balqai, Yomski.

MIB BAZ KHEL.—A section of Bani Khel, Kadai Kor, Gandab Balimzai, Mobmands. Headman : Sarkai.

NIB HASAN KHEL (400).—A minor fraction of Babi Khel, Adkzai, Ehmazazai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swatis.

MRA JAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Utmanzai, Bdinzai, Khwazazai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swatis.


MIB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Aka Maruf, Babi Khel, Raizai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swatis.

MIB WAS KHEL.—A minor fraction of Pankai, Mera Khel, Nuriati, Mallani, Bunerwals.

MIB KHEL.—A sub-division of Sepah, Baraati, Mohmands. Headmen : Nad Khan and Wahid.

NIB SATTED KHEL (Pipa).—A sub-division of Haseen K hel, Daseeni, Mohmands. Headmen : see Daseeni.

NIB WAIS KHEL.—A minor fraction of Pankai, Mera Khel, Nuriati, Mallani, Bunerwals.

MIBAS KHEL.—A section of Shamsiti, Kiyawassai, Akzbai, Yomski Swatis.

MIS SAID KHEL.—A sub-division of Kandahari, Sata, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

MIRRORAK.—A sub-division of Kamalzai, Ummari, Mandan Yomski.

MISHEE KHEL.—A minor fraction of Jalal Khel, Mali (or Muli) Khel, Salarzai, Ilasizai, Bumerwals.

MISHWAN.—See MISHWAN.

MITTA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Aka Maruf, Bubani, Haji Balqai, Yomski.

MITTA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Ahn K hel, Neki K hel, Kwidzai, Akzbai, Yomski.
MOHAL BARA KHAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Khwaja Khadim Khan, Astamai, Hassani, Bunerwals.

MOHAMMAD (30,580) in British territory; 11,000 not under British control; hills north-west of Peshawar, between the Swat and Kabul rivers.—A Pathan tribe of pure Afghan descent. They have four main divisions, viz., Tarakzai, Halimzai, Hassani, and Bunerwals. A fringe of affiliated clans (the Khakhas, Dwaimi, and Ummari) surround the tribe; it is further hedged in on the slopes of the Tintara Range by the vassal clan of the Mullahgiris, and towards Bajaur by the Safis. The Isa Khel and Bunerwals of Pandiali were originally branches of the Mohmands, and are those of Lalpura, Godha, and Pandiali. Of these the most important are the Khwaja of Lalpura. The holder of the Lalpura Khanship is Akbar Khan, who is at present at Kabul, under surveillance.

MOHAMMAD—See Muhammadzai.

MOHANA KHEL (Lalpura Kohna, etc., on the Kabul river)._A minor fraction of Khwaja Khadim Khan, Shah Mansur Khan, Dad Khan, Tarakzai,Mohmands. They are the Khan (or chief) Khel of the Mohmands, and it is from them that the Khams of Lalpura are preeminently selected; see Mohmands.

MOHANNAD—A section of Hassi Kor, Muhammad Khan Kor, or 'Bar' Bunerwals, Pandiali, Mohmands.

MOHANNAD TARAK.—A section of Mehman Kor, Koofai, Is Khele, Mohmands. Headman: Mir Koofai.

MOHANNAD KHAN—A section of Khwajasa, Mansur, Akhund, Youanzai sheiks.

MOHANNAD KHEL (Pandiali).—A division of Hammam Khele Mohmands; they are also known as 'Bar,' Bunerwals.

MOHANNAD KHEL (Godha).—A subdivision of the Hammam Khele, Halimzai Mohmands. Headman: Mir Muhammad Khan, Baraka Khan, Youf Khan.

MOHANNAD KHEL.—A minor fraction of Ismail Khel, Akhundzai, Hassani, Bunerwals.


MOHANNAD (Peshawar District).—The tribes who live in Hortangi; they are also known as Mohmands or Hassanis.

MOHANNAD KHEL.—A section of Aya Khel, Astamai, Hassani, Bunerwals.
MULLA KHEL.-A section of Rajal Khel, Yusuf Khel, Isa Khel, Mohmands.


NULLA KHEL.-A section of Shami-zaizai, Ehmazai, Akozai, Ynsafs.

MULLA KHEL (106).-A minor fraction of Sultan Khel, Mallai, Kхавмалі, Ахсі, Eамазаі.

NULLA KHEL.-A section of Sheikh, Balasa Khel, Eamal, Khanzai, Mohmands. Headman: Lakjistan.

MULLA KHEL.-A section of Sow, Boda Khel, Kameli, Mohmands. Headman: Khanzaі.

MUSADA KHEL (380).-A section of Dalkha Kor, Dadu Khel, Tarakzai. Headmen: Mital, Sajid, Muhmmad Haamer (Shah Kor), Atek (Dabul Kor), Ahtur, Mital Khan Mir Ali.


MUSA KHEL.-A section of Hatti Kor, Muhmmad Khan Kor, Burhan Khel, Mohmands. Headmen: Ro Khani, Buz Khan.

MUSA KHEL (Bajaur).-A division of Isazai, Tarakzai.

MUSA KHEL (2,840).-A clan of the Alighails.

MUSA KHEL.-A minor fraction of Warkam Khel, Aib Khel, Sharanai, Illamas, Bunerwals.

MUSA KHEL.-A section of Makhozai, Naurai, Illamas, Bunerwals.

MUSA KHEL.-A subdivision of Naurai, Mallai, Bunerwals.

MUSA KHEL (1,400).-A section of Eza Sultan, Balai, Azamai, Yunus Swati.

MUSA KHEL.-A section of Sow (Kor), Gahdars, Illamas, Bunerwals.

MUSA KHEL.-A section of Aya Khel, Aibanai, Illamas, Bunerwals.

MUSA KHEL.-A minor fraction of Bani Khel, Balai, Bunerwals.
META KHEL (3,000 Mts).—A subdivision of Roha, Rawal, Mohmands.

META KHEL (4,000 Digs).—A subdivision of Khilsans Khel, Khwanzai, Mohmands. Headmen: Balaur.

MUNNA KHEL.—A subdivision of Anlasa, Diamal, Hunzawa.

MUNSAKHA.—A division of Manzar Gaddis.

MUSAWAT.—A few Musawatis live with the Uthmanis of the Hazara border. The clans, etc., of the Musawats are not separately indexed in this Dictionary. See MASHWARI, Part IV.

MUZAFFAR (200).—A minor fraction of Shahi Khel, Asif Khel, Salaran Ilirshai, Dirrenais.

MUZAFFAR (500).—South of junction of Sardar and Shajrak streams.—One of the eight clans of the Uthman Khel.

NADIR KHAN.—A section of Yasir Khor, Kala Khor, Gandrai Halimzai, Mohmands.

NADIRI, or NULARI (50).—A subdivision of Ibrahim Khel, Kirthul Halimzai, Mohmands.

NANOUMAN (1,600).—North of Humaier District. A tribe of Swati origin. Headmen: Semander Khan, Mubayar Khan.


NASIRI (500).—A subdivision of Jandai and Bajanr streams. One of the eight clans of the Uthman Khel.

NASIRI.—A division of Kukkorai, who are a racial clan of the Mohmands.

NAZIR.—A clan of Bhalwal Sirohi. Headmen: Sayyid Ahmad, Acharia Azam Khan, Ibrahim Khan and others.


NAXAR KHAN (300).—Cis-indus, and on the north-eastern border of Buner.—A subdivision of the Chagaial Malizai, Farsions. They do not belong to Buner proper. Headmen: Mahsitan, Buner Khan.
Nasam KHEL (80; Ekkh Mountain)—A sub-division of Hasanzai, Yusafzai, Brahman; Mesans, Hashams, Messers. The most important man is the Ghilzai of Nazar (Abdul Akeem), a big man who has a good deal of influence with the surrounding tribes.

Nasrul KHEL (1,500; Maidan, Dir)—A section of Malizai, Khwazazai, Akozai, Yusafzai. Headmen: Khans of Robat and Pam, Jan of Uargulai, and Barun.

Most important man is the Sahibzada of Ranar (Abdul Afoo), a holy man who has a good deal of influence with the tribes.

Nasrudin KHEL (2,500; Maidan, Dir)—A section of Malizai, Khwazazai, Akozai, Yusafzai. Headmen: Khans of Robat and Pam, Jan of Uargulai, and Barun.

Nazri KHEL.—A minor fraction of Malizai, Khwazazai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swatis.

Nasir KHEL (1,800; Maidan, Dir)—A section of Malizai, Khwazazai, Akozai, Yusafzai. Headmen: Khans of Robat and Pam, Jan of Uargulai, and Barun.

Nasir KHEL.—See Naseer KHEL.

Nasir KHEL (Upper or south end of Tush Khel valley)—A section of Malizai, Khwazazai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swatis.

Naseer KHEL—A division of Ismailzai, Tarkhanis, or Tarkhanis.

Naseer KHEL (1,500; on southern slope of Dina mountain)—One of the four divisions of Ehwazai, Bunerwals, and comprising the two subdivisions Punjal and Manzari.

Nasiri KHEL—A section of Bunerwals.

Naseer KHEL—A minor fraction of Malizai, Khwazazai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swatis.

Naseer KHEL—A section of Malizai, Khwazazai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swatis.

Naseer KHEL—A division of Ismailzai, Tarkhanis, or Tarkhanis.

Naseer KHEL (Upper or east end of Talash valley)—A section of Malizai, Khwazazai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swatis.
PAH KHEL or KHALI KHEL.—A section of Daud Khel, Kekai Kor, Gandah Halimzai, Mohmands. Headmen: Takhl, Allah Mi."
PARABAI (400; Barak Mohmanden).—Divided into Saiyids (100), Bai Khel Chagarens (100), Gajars, etc. (100). Headmen: Mian Saiyid, Mohmand Ali Shah. The headmen are all Saiyids, and the Chagarens and Gajars are their tenants.

PAR KHEL (Tartars).—A division of Mullahoris who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands. Headmen: Adam Khan and Baz.

PARSIAL.—A minor fraction of

PARSHAI.—A minor fraction of

RAHIMDAD KHOR.—A minor fraction of Asaf Khel, Dalkha Kor, Dadu Khel, Tarakzai Mohmands. Headman: Gudai.


RAHMAN KHOR.—A minor fraction of Asaf Khel, Dazik Kor, Duda Khel, Tarakzai Mohmands.


RANJHAL, BAZ (6,840; left bank of the Swat river).—One of the three divisions of Akozai, Yusufzai Swatis.
RASVIL KHEL (3,200; south of Shaktai and Digan, and north of Maroig)—A heterogeneous mixture of Yusafzai Swatis, Utman Khel, etc., formed into a clan. Headman: Ghulam Haidar of Dargi.

Note.—Originally servants of the Bar Rannizai, but now independent.

BAKRA KHEL.—A section of Shali Khel. Ali Beg Kor, Geela Haimane, Bethane.

BAKRA KHEL (80; Black Mountain).—A section of Ans Khel, Akosai, Jamsi Yusafzai.

BAKRA KHEL.—A subdivision of Wali Beg Kor, Geela Haimane, Bethane.

BAHAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of Ans Khel, Dalahe Kor, Dabai Khel, Tarakai, Mohmand.

RASVIL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Khul Kor, Rsai Khel, Thisai, Mohmand.

BAHAR KHEL.—A subdivision of Salarzai, Tarkanis.

BAHAR KHEL.—A section of Shali Kor, Usmanzai, Pakhtuns.

BAHAR KHEL.—A section of Durna Kor, Shah Bhang Khel, Tarakai, Mohmand.

BAHAR KHEL.—A section of Rsai Kor, Muhomed Khan Kor, Durman Khel, Mohmand.

BAHAR KHEL.—A section of Shali Kor, Peshawar.
SAIYID KEHL (70; Black Mountain).—A section of Aks Khel, Akrazi Janai, Yusafzais. Headman: Sher Khan.

SAIYID KEHL (Uahaban).—A section of Hasan Khel, Nada Khel, Isazai, Yusafzais. Headman: Sher Khan.

SAIYID KEHL (270; Black Mountain, Tili plateau).—A family of Saiyids, living with the Hasanzai, Isazai, Yusafzais. Headman: Sher Khan. There are two factions: Said Azam Shah and Kudrat Shah are the heads of one of them; Said Azam Shah and Harun Shah are heads of the other. Other headmen are:—Yr. Mian, Rish Shah, Haruf Shah, Harat Shah, and Akhmal Shah.

SAIYID KEHL (580).—A clan of the Allaimals.

SAEHALI KEHL.—A minor fraction of Bai Khel, Firozai, Chagarzai, Xalizai, Bunerwals.

SALAB (1,300).—One of the two clans of the Gaduns.

SALARZAI (1,600; Western Buner).—A division of Iliazai, Bunerwals. Headman: Hastam Khan, now an old man.

SASA~ZARS (8,000; Bajaur and Chaharmung valley, Bajaur).—One of the four clans of the Tarkanis. Headmen: The Khauq of Pashat and Khar have some control over them.

SAMEL (or ISXLIL) KEHL.—A section of Shamozai, Khwazool, Mohmands. Headman: Khanizama.

SALIH KOB.—A section of Khani Khel, Kusai Khel, Yusafzais, Mohmands. Headmen: Lokhri and Bahram.


SALIH KOB.—A sub-division of “Kob” or “Khabargawa” Hazran Khel, Mohmands. Headman: Gulzar Shah.

SALEEM (or ISMAIL) KEHL.—A section of Shamozai, Khwazool, Mohmands. Headman: Khanizama.

SANJU (220).—A clan of Allaimals.

SANSER (200).—A clan of Allahwals.

SANSER KEHL (Danish Khel).—A sub-division of the Yusaf Khel, Ina Khel, Mohmands. Headman: Zadullah, Ghulami.

SAYSAR (309; Bar and Kuz Totai).—One of eight clans of the Utraz Khel.

SAFAR KEHL.—A minor fraction of Aks Khel, Yusuf Khel, Shamozai, Akrazi, Yusafzais.
SABBADAL KHOL.—A minor fraction of Murra Khel, Dabba Khel, Dadu Khel, Tarakzai, Mohmands.

SABBAY KHOL.—A minor fraction of Ismail Khel, Akrami, Ilhassai, Bunerwals.

SABBAY KHOL (Bohail Dag).—A subdivision of Khela Khel, Khwaizai, Mohmands. Headman: Akram, Anil Khan.


SABUN (2,000; Ningalai to the Harnawai stream).—A subdivision of Khaazazai, Akozai, Yusafzai Swatis. Headman: Jalal Khan.

NOTE.—This is an adopted sept, not Yusafzai in origin.

SABKH KHOL.—A division of Samalis, Tarakzai.

SABKH KHOL.—A section of Shahzai, Ahsaizai Illahal Bunerwals.

SABKH KHOL.—See Sy Khel.

SABKH KHOL.—A subdivision of Khelal, Ilhassai, Bunerwals.

SABKH KHOL.—An aboriginal tribe classed as one of the divisions of Ismailzai, Tarkanis.

SABKH KHOL (Bohail Dag).—A subdivision of Khela Khel, Khwaizai, Mohmands. Headman: Pasha Khan.

SHABA KHOL.—A section of Ali Khel, Pas Samali, Ahsaizai, Yusafzai Swatis.


SHADAT KHOL.—A subdivision of Multana Khel, Khwaizai, Mohmands. Headman: Mina Aja.
SHAHBANA KHEL.—A section of Sultan Khan, Humza Khan, Gundah Halimzai, Mohmands. Headman: Nuri.

SHAHZAI KHEL (Mirzai).—A section of Moss Khan, Sepah, Buner, Mohmands. Headman: Wald and Tirmar.

SHAHZAI KHEL (Abdul Kali).—A section of Bajal Khan, Yusuf Khan, Isal Khan, Mohmands.

SHALMAI KHEL.—A section of Rami Khel, Kadai Kor, Gandab Halimzai, Mohmands. Headmen: Khan Shehz Zainula.

SHABAZ KHEL (Danish Eol).—A section of Rajai Khel, Ynsaf Khel, Isa Khel, Nohmadzai.

SHABAZ KHEL (Mishal Eol).—A section of Iusa Kshl, Sepah, Akozai, Headmen: Wahid and Timmar.

SHAH BEG KHEL.—A minor fraction of Shawba Kor, Moss Kshl, Sepah, Buner, Mohmands.

SHAHBEK KHEL.—A division of Mustakai, Utman Khel.

SHAMB KHEL.—A section of Rami Kor, Wali Bog Kor, Gandab Halimzai, Mohmands. Headman: Khalid.

SHAB KHEL (90; Black Mountain).—A section of Shek Kshl, Akhsai, Isal, Ynsaf.

SHAB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Murshid Kshl, Pahsha Kor, Iusa Kshl, Nohman, Mohmands. Headman: Mohammad Sufi.

SHAH KHEL.—A section of Ibrahim Khan, Gudaifzai, Iusa, Bunerwal.

SHAH MANSUB KHEL (1,300).—A section of Dadu Kshl, Tarakzai, Mohmands.

SHAH MANSUB KHEL (1,200).—A section of Dalal Kshl, Tarakzai, Mohmands.

SHAMAL KHEL.—A section of Rami Kshl, Kadai Kor, Gandab Halimzai, Mohmands. Headman: Khan Sher, Dilmir.

SHAMAILI (4,000; Headman: Sufi).—A subdivision of Khanzai, Akhsai, Ynsaf.

SHAMAILI (Abag, south of Bajanr).—A division of Isal, Aksai.

SHAMOZAI (2,000; Swat river).—A subdivision of Khanzai, Akhsai, Ynsaf.

SHAMOZAI (2,000; Swat river).—A subdivision of Khanzai, Akhsai, Ynsaf.

SHAMOZAI (Arang, south of Bajanr).—A subdivision of Akozai, Ynsaf.

SHAMSO KHEL.—A subdivision of Masoud Safi, who are a vassal clan of the Mohmands.

SHAMB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Aba Kshl, Kuz Sulizai, Buner, Akhsai, Ynsaf.

SHAMSHA KHEL (500).—A minor fraction of Akozai, Ynsaf.

SEER KHEL.—A subdivision of Wali Bog Kor, Gandab Halimzai, Mohmands.

SEER KHEL (Pipal).—A subdivision of Khanzai, Owaeri, Mohmands. Headman: Mohmand.

SEER ALI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Aba Kshl, Kuz Sulizai, Buner, Akhsai, Ynsaf.

SEER ALI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Aba Kshl, Kuz Sulizai, Buner, Akhsai, Ynsaf.

SHAH KHEL.—A minor fraction of Kambir (or Kambir Khel, Ask Khel, Baluchka, Illahai, Burdwan).

SHHKHEL (Bajaur).—A division of the Bajaur, Buzakai. They are said to be of Afgan stock.

SHAKA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Utnahai, Akhai, Khawbadi, Akhail, Tandu Swati.

SHINzik KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zintaiz, Akhanzai, Ilahai, Illahai, Burdwan.

SHINap Khel.—A minor fraction of Mess Khel, Rashid, Nowshar, Fiesa, Burdwan.

SHINap KHEL.—A minor fraction of Kambir (or Kambir Khel, Ask Khel, Baluchka, Illahai, Burdwan).

SHINap KHEL.—A section of Mushtad, Dusumai, Malai, Burdwan.

SHINap KHEL.—A section of Dusat, Kodshai, Illahai, Burdwan.

SHINap KHEL.—A section of Dusat, Kodshai, Illahai, Burdwan.

SHIKNAY MUSMAN (600; Le and Khan Shilman).—These 600 reside in sections of the Shal Shilman Khel and the Mustaf Kor, Dadu Khel, Yendu, and Hallamal Mohammed in Le Shilman; in Khan Shilman there is a minor fraction of Ask Khel, Dadu Kor, Dadu Khel, Tarakzai, Mohmand.

SHIKNAY KHEL.—A minor fraction of Mustaf Kor, Shal Mynor Khel, Dadu Khel, Tarakzai, Mohmand. Headman: Sadyri Swati.

SHIKNAY KHEL.—A section of Behjini (p. 23).

SHIKNAY KHEL.—A subdivision of Khanf Le Khel, Mohmand.

SHIKNAY KHEL.—A section of Humein Khel, Humein Swati, Sylai, Khanf Le.

SHIKNAY KHEL.—A section of Utmanzai, Bar Ranizai, Akhail, Tandu Swati.

SHIKNAY KHEL.—A minor fraction of Sut Khel, Fiesa, Chagerrai, Malai, Yusafzai.

SHIKNAY KHEL.—A minor fraction of Sut Khel, Fiesa, Chagerrai, Malai, Yusafzai.

SHIKNAY (125).—A subdivision of Bani Khel, Kaxwai Hallamal, Mohmand.

SHIKNAY.—See Shwari.

SHIKNAY KHEL.—A section of Gerdzai Khel, Fan Ranizai, Akhail, Tandu Swati.

SHUWANF KHEL.—A division of Salar Gadars.
SULKAI.—Fido Bar Sulaim and Khe (Sulaim).

SULBAN-GU-KHEL (700); east and south of the Swat-Panjora junction.—A sub-division of Bar Kaimai, Akhwal, Tsafani, Swatni.

SULSAI KHEL (Bhullar).—A section of Hanum Khel, Mala Khe, Ismail, Tsafani, Hanum. Headman: Tanai Khan, Hanum Khan.

SULSAI KHEL.—A sub-division of Hanum Khel, Ganzai, Hanumati, Malsam.

SULSAI KEEL.—A sub-division of Hanum Khe Malsam, Mohamad.


SULSAI KHEL.—A small fraction of Rosh Kheil, Shahrani, Khambani, Akhsat Yousafzai.

SULSAI KHEL.—A small fraction of Alan Kheil, Islamali, Dehsalim, Malsam, Munsif.

SULSAI KHEL (340).—Pashtun, Dir.—A section of Munsif, Khambani, Akhsat, Yousafzai.

SULSAI TUSRAMAN.—A section of Musam Kheil, Ahsan, Hanum, Bunerwals.

SULSAI KHEIL (225).—Black Mountains.—A division of Deshiwal.


SULSAI KHEL.—A section of Kheil, Shanizai, Islamzai, Yousafzai.

SULSAI KHEL.—A small fraction of Alan Kheil, Islamali, Dehsalim, Malsam, Bunerwals.

SULSAI TUSRAMAN.—A section of Musam Kheil, Ahsan, Hanum, Bunerwals.

SULTAN MUHAMMAD.—A section of Iskara Khel, Islamzai, Islamzai, Bunerwals.

SWATI.—The original inhabitants of Swat, sometimes called Dlang, and, according to some authorities, of Indian origin. Driven out of Swat and Buner by the Akokh-Yousafzai at the end of the fifteenth century, they emigrated eastwards, under the leadership of the Sayyid Jalal Baba, son of the famous Pir Baba of Buner. Crossing the Indus, they settled in Timar, Allah, Dachi, Mandi, Padai, Kencu, Rengwank, Ajgar, Bakhra, and Gashi, Bahauni, north of Buner, of which their descendants are the present inhabitants.

SWATIS (15,900*); Swat valley from Pashtun to Esмат.—A term loosely applied to the portion of the Akokh clan of Yousafzai which inhabits Swat.


SULTAN KEEL.—A small fraction of Alan Kheil, Islamali, Dehsalim, Malsam, Bunerwals.

SULTAN KEEL.—A division of Mandal, Utman Khel.
TAKHAI KOE.—A minor fraction of
Musa Khel, Dahka Khel, Dadu Khel, Tarakzai, Mohmands. Headman: Achani.
TAKOB (Laman).—A division of
Isimzai, Uman Khel.
TUAZAI (1,600).—One of the
Mohmand clans.
TAEKANI (or TARKALANEI 36,000).—
The name of the tribe inhabiting
the whole of Bajaur. Headmen:
Khans of Nawagai, Jhar, Khar, Pashat, Bara.
TAB KHEL (Tartars).—A division of
Nullagoris, a vassal clan of the
Mohmands.
TARE KHEL.—A sub-division of
Hamza Khel, Gandab Halimzai,
Mohmands, closely allied to the
TAQAN KHEL (200; Black Moun-
tain).—A subdivision of
Akalzai, Isazai, Yusafzais. Headmen:
Mauladad, Ali Khan, Raza Khan, Asif Khan and others.
UDBEDUNKAI (Pipal).—This
name is applied to those sections of the
Dawezai and Utmanzai Moh-
mands who, in contradistinction to
the Kuchi or nomad tribes, have
fixed habitations in the Mohmand country.

Umai Keh (Pandiali).—A subdivision of Khap or Khwazais, Bukan Keh, Mohrana. Headman: Lal.

Umba Keh (Kob).—A section of Wohi Keh, Bar Baneel, Ahmad, Yousaf Swat.

Umara Keh—A section of Kairi Keh, Bar Baneel, Ahmad, Yousaf Swat.

Umer Keh (Agri, Chilagai Magai, etc.).—A subdivision of Shamzai, Ismailzai, Umar Keh.

Umar Keh—A minor fraction of Mir Alan Keh,公办 Keh, Ahmad, Khwazais, Ahmad, Yousaf Swat.

Umar Keh—A section of Bander, Ismailzai, Mehtaw, Bunerwals.

Umba Keh—A subdivision of Kairi Keh, Murzai, Tarakzai.

Umar Keh.—A subdivision of the Hyatai Kor, Shah Mansur Kehl, Dadu Kehl, Tarakzai, Mohmands. Headman: Sufi and Ismail.

Umesh Keh—A subdivision of War or War, Marond, Tarakzai or Tarakzai.

Umesh Keh—A division of Allah, Inr., Kehl.

Umar Keh—A subdivision of Bar Baneel, Ahmad, Yousaf Swat.

Umeleh Keh—A section of Sroh, Busha Kehl, Kamli Halimzai, Mohmands. Headman: Bahad.

Umarzai—A minor fraction of Aziz Kehl, Khwazais, Khwazais, Ahmad, Yousaf Swat.

Umesh (Koh).—A subdivision of Kairi Kehl, Khwazais, Ismailzai, Umar Keh.

Umesh Keh—A section of Bander, Ismailzai, Umar Keh.

Umeleh Keh—A section of Bander, Ismailzai, Umar Keh.

Umeleh Keh—A subdivision of Bander, Ismailzai, Umar Keh.


Umesh Keh—A subdivision of Allah, Inr., Kehl.


Umeleh Keh—A subdivision of War or War, Marond, Tarakzai or Tarakzai.

Umeleh Keh—A division of Allah, Inr., Kehl.

Umar Keh—A subdivision of Bar Baneel, Ahmad, Yousaf Swat.

Umeleh Keh—A section of Sroh, Busha Kehl, Kamli Halimzai, Mohmands. Headman: Bahad.

Umarzai—A minor fraction of Aziz Kehl, Khwazais, Khwazais, Ahmad, Yousaf Swat.

Umeleh Keh—A subdivision of Kairi Kehl, Khwazais, Ismailzai, Umar Keh.
**UTMAN KHEL** (Upper Bohai Dag).—A division of Batal, Mohmands. Headげ: See Iss Khel, Kheja Khel, Kohi Khel.

**UTMAN KHEL**.—A section of Hasan Khel, Gokhali, Amani, Bunerwals.

**UTMAN KHEL**.—A minor fraction of Khawaj, Khail Khel, Ahsan, Bunerwals.

**UTMANZAI** (Chalis, Mahaban, and British territory).—One of the 3 clans of Madan Yusafzai.

**UTRA KHEL**.—A minor fraction of Khawaj, Khail Khel, Ahsan, Bunerwals.

**UTRA**.—A division of Salas, Jhahas.

**UTMAN KHEL** (2,000); a stretch of country north-west of the Peshawar Cutt. —A Pathan tribe, inhabiting a large tract of country which extends across the Kohat fronting the Peshawar valley, and includes the country west and south-west of the junction of the Swat and Panjkora rivers.

**UTMANZAI** (400; Mahaban).—One of the 3 clans of Mandan Yusafzai. They live both in Independent Territory and in the Hazara District, near Torkola. Their sub-divisions are Ahsai, Ahsan, Khail Khel, Bunerwals. Headげ: See Ahsan, Ahsan, Bunerwals, Khail Khel, Ahsan.

**UTMANZAI** (850; Tor and Koo' Yakhshali).—One of the affiliated Mohmand clans. They are divided into "Kuch" and "Yakhshali." Headげ: Matkai: Muhammad Ali Khan, Khazansai, Moinuddin Ahsan, Amir Khan (Yakhshali), Usman, Li, Khan, Wali, Muhammad Ali, Nasim (Murshidi).

**UTMANZAI** (400; Chamla, Mahaban, and British territory).—One of the 3 clans of Mandan Yusafzai.

**UTMANZAI** (350; Pa' and Knza Yakhdand).—One of the Mohmand clans. They are divided into "Kuch" and "Yakhshali." Headげ: Matkai: Muhammad Ali Khan, Khazansai, Moinuddin Ahsan, Amir Khan (Yakhshali), Usman, Li, Khan, Wali, Muhammad Ali, Nasim (Murshidi).

**UWAIT** (Wahar Koy).—A division of the Sado, who are a minor clan of the Mohmands.

**UWAID KHEL**.—A minor fraction of Aka Khel, Diawoa Koy, Dafs Khel, Tarakzai, Mohmande.

**WALIDI KHEL** (400).—A division of Gandab Halimzai, Mohmands.

**WALIDMAK KHEL**.—A division of Mustafa, Utman Khel. *No including the British division.*
WALIDAD KOE.—A section of Manan Kor, Khanbal, Isp Khel, Mohmands.

WALI MUHAMMAD KOE.—(300) Loi Shihman with Wazz Kor and Hame Kor.—A section of Shah Musser Kor, Dad Khel, Tarakza, Mohmands. Headmen: Ghulam Kadir, Ahmad, Naseer, Naseer, Paul Din.

WABA (or WBA) (2,000); Wattali valley.—A division of the Maman, Verbanas.

WAKHLI KHEE.—A section of At Khel, Salarzai, Iliaszai, Bunerwals.

WANZAI (110); Blak Mountain.—


WADDI UMAH KHEE.—A section of Umar Khel, Bar Ranizai, Akre, Yusufzai Swatis.

WAKH KOE (900).—A section of Shah Musser Khel, Dad Khel, Tarkanis. Headmen: Kazi, Haji, Shahbaz, Amin Shah Saiyid Muhammad, Daiaza, Raza Khan.

WALAYAT KOE.—A section of Sangar Khel, Yusaif Khel, Isa Khel, Mohmands.

WARZAI (110); Black Mountain.—


WUDI USMAM KHEE.—A section of Usman Khel, Bar Ranizai, Akre, Yusufzai Swatis.


WILAYAT KOE.—A section of Sangar Khel, Yusaif Khel, Isa Khel, Mohmands.

WAB.—See WAZAI.

YAGHI KOE.—A section of Sroh, Busha Khel, Kamali Halimzai, Mohmands. Headman: Jalal.

YAGHI KHEE.—A minor fraction of Shah Musser Khel, Atto Kor, Bunerwals, Headmen: Ahmad, Yusaifzai Swati.

YAKUB KHEE (Gosha).—An offshoot of the Sargal Kor, Khel, Khel, Khwaezai, Mohmands. Headmen: Jamil, Nadir, Shah, Nis Jumna Khan.

YAKUB KHEE.—A minor fraction of Ghauri Khel, Bhalwa de Khel, Bar Ranizai, Akre, Yusufzai Swati.

YAKUB KHEE.—A minor fraction of Sardar Khel, Malini Khwaezai, Akre, Yusufzai.

YAKUB KHEE.—A minor fraction of Sardar Khel, Atto Kor, Bunerwals, Mohmands. Headmen: Ahmad.


YAKUB KHEE.—A sub-division of Kasdi Kor, Gwadar, Khwaezai, Mohmands. Headmen: Shah, Nis Jumna, Nawab, Mon Khan, Gubril, Yar Musarrat, Nisamut.

YASIF KHAN KHEE.—A division of Federar, Verbanas.
YUSAF KHEL.—A division of Leé Shilmans Mohmands.

YUSAP KHEL, or ISA KHEL (Danish Kol).—A division of Isa Khel, Mohmands.

YUSAP KHEL.—A subdivision of NAMBI, Mohmands, Pashaws.

YUSAP KHEL (Dir).—A minor fraction of Paindo Kha, Shahi, Khutka, Kusbal, Ahkai, Yaisais.

YUSAP KHEL.—See NAHAKI KHEL.

YUZAFZAI (13,000*).—A great group of Pathan tribes which include those of the Black Mountain, the Bunerwal, the Yusafzai Swatis, the people of Tur and the Panjshirs valley and the inhabitants of the Yusafzai plain in British territory. They all claim descent from one Mandal, his son Yusaf, and grandson Musaf. From Yusaf’s four sons, Isa, Musa, Mail, and Ako are descended, respectively, the Isahak, Hijasai, Malizai, and Akozai. Ako was also the progenitor of the Kazwais. The Yusafzais are descended from Musaf. In this dictionary the descendants of Yusaf are grouped as one tribe and those of Musaf as another.

ZAIB KHEL (North-west of Buner).—A minor fraction of Bala Kha, Malizai, Nasai, Eshwan, Yaisais.

ZAIB.—A minor fraction of Maila, Bala, Eshwan, Yaisais.

ZAIB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Bala Kha, Malizai, Nasai, Eshwan, Yaisais.

ZAIB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Biya Kha, Shali, Mainzai, Maila, Yaisais.


ZAIB KHEL (140; Black Mountains).—A subdivision of (This number, Bell’s estimate is probably considerably under the mark.)

ZAIB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Abbas Kha, Kus Safedai, Dama, Mohmands, Yusafzai Swatis.

ZAIB KHEL (Danish Kol).—A section of Bala Kha, Yaisais, Shah Kha, Mohmands.

Hasanzai, Isazai, Yusafzais.

Headmen: Najim Khan, Arsalla Khan, Alambaz, Muhammad Zaman, Alam Khan, Hamid Khan, and Ghulam.

ZAIB KHEL (Girdi Kats, Kabul river, Unai pass, Afghanistan).—A subdivision associated with the Dawasai Kaths of the Mohmands. Headmen: Asmad.

ZAIB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Abbas Kha, Kus Safedai, Dama, Mohmands, Yusafzai Swatis.

ZAIB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Abbas Kha, Kus Safedai, Dama, Mohmands, Yusafzai Swatis.
ZANA KHEL.—A section of Muli (or Muli) Khel, Sabarai, Illasazi, Bunerwals.

ZANAE KHEL.—A minor fraction of Buri Khel, Sabarai, Eaimi, Akron, Yusanfa.

ZAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Panda Khel, Malali, Khwazasazi, Akron, Yusanfa.

ZANG KHEL.—A section of Khew Khel, Kalam Khel, Tavaimai, Yusanfa.

ZEBAI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Mera Khel, Makhozai, Nasuzai, Illasazi, Bunerwals.

ZABIP KHEL.—A section of Khani Khel, Kdsim Khel, Tarakzai, Mohmands. Headmen: Nadir Sher, Adam, Dadshab, Ajun.

ZABIP KHEL.—A minor fraction of Asba Khel, Nekpi Khel, Khwazasazi, Akron, Yusanfa.

ZEBAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of Asba Khel, Nekpi Khel, Khwazasazi, Akron, Bunerwals.
PART II.

Tribes of the Khyber, Tirah (including Kohat Pass Afridis), Maimana and Kurram.

**A**

**ABA BAKAR KHEL**—See Koi Khel.

**ABA KHUL (left bank of Mastura)**—A section of the Faiz Khel Khel, Umar Khel, Dadharai, Orakzai, Garhi. Headman: Rasul.


**ABA KHEL (right bank of Mastura)**—A section of the Fateh Khan Khel, Utman Khel, Daulatzai, Orakzai, Garhi. Headman: Rasul.


**ABDUL AZIZ KHUL (280; Naetura valley).**—One of the four divisions of the Muhammad Khel, Orakzais; are called the "Khans of the Muhammad Khel." The present Khan de facto is Aminulla Khan, who is a Sunni and lived mostly in Peshawar, where he is a jagirdar. Gar. Shiah. Headmen: Tor, Hasan Ali, Madat Khan.

**ABDUL KEEL (250; north of Esharmana river).**—A section of the Mastura Khel, Masuzai, Lashkarzai, Orakzais. Gar.

**ABDUL RAHIM KHUL (280).**—A section of the Masu Khel, Mamnza, Lashkarzai, Orakzai, Gar.

**ABDUL RAHMAN KHEL (300).**—A section of the Manz Khel, Mamnza, Lashkarzai, Orakzai, Gar.

**ABBAHIM KHUL (560; see Mamnza).**—A section of the Ali Karan, Mamnza, Lashkarzai, Orakzai, Gar.

**AHMED KHUL (560; see Mamnza).**—A section of the Ali Karan, Mamnza, Lashkarzai, Orakzai, Gar.

**AHMED KHUL (250).**—A division of the Masu Khel, Mamnza, Lashkarzai, Orakzai, Gar.

AFBIDIS (32,900; lower and easternmost spurs of the Saf ed Koh range, west and south of Peshawar, including the Bazar and Bara valleys, and all the norther= part of Tiah).—There are 6 so-called Khaibar clans of Afridis, viz., Kuki Khel, Kambar Khel, Karnar Rhee, Malikdiu.

ADAX KHEL (Peshawar Border and Kohat Pass; 3,865, Tirah Adam Khel; 7,900).—One of the two non-Khaibar Afridi clans. They do not migrate to any extent in summer.

AKHI KHAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Mirzahat Khel, Bad Khel, Kassar Khel, Shabah Jan, Adam Khel, Afridis, Sami.

AKU KHAN KHEL.—A section of the Torar Khan Khel, Aliakbari, Lashkari, Orakzais, Sami.

AMU KHEL (2,000).—A section of the Asat Khan Khel, Makki Rhee, Orakzais. Headmen: Asatkh Khan.

AMR khel (22,300; lower and easternmost spurs of the Safed Koh range, west and south of Peshawar, including the Bazar and Bara valleys, and all the northern part of Tirah).—There are 6 so-called Khaibar clans of Afridis, viz., Kuki Khel, Kasar Khel, Kassar Khel, Malikdiu Khel, Sipech, and Zakka Khel; and two outside clans, viz., Ama Khel, dwelling on the Orakzai border, and Adam Khan, who occupy a mountainous tract presently included in British territory between Peshawar and Kohat. With the exception of the Adam Khan, the whole of the Afridi tribes is migratory, remaining in the highlands of Tirah in summer, and descending to the Kajuri, Bazar, and Khaibar valleys in winter. The Khaibar and Kohat passes are commanded by the tribes.


ANAN KHEL (Bazai range; 3,865).—A section of the Khaibar Khel, Aliakbari, Lashkari, Orakzais. Sami.


AKH KHEL (left bank of Mastura).—A section of the Yakulaki Khel, Banzai, Danzai, Orakzais. Sami. Headmen: Doma.

AIMAL KHAL KHAN KHEL (Mastura river).—A division of the Adam Khan Khel, Aliakbari, Lashkari, Orakzais. Sami.

AIMAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Tor Khel, Amd Khel, Minta.
AIMUL KHEL.-A minor fraction of Tashi Khel Sharaki, Gala, Adam Khel, Afridis.

AILAN KHEL.-A minor fraction of Kasim Khel, Kimat Khel, Jawaki, Adam Khel, Afridis.


AKA KHEL (4,000): the hills south-west of Peshawar, the Bana and Wana valleys.—One of the two non-Khaibar Afridi clans. Samil.

AKHEL.-A minor fraction of Samil Khel, Zargun Khel, Gala, Adam Khel, Afridis.

AKHERWAL.—See Taza Khel.

AKHA KHEL.—A section of the Akh Khel, Zaska Khel, Adam Khel, Afridis.

AKLAFI KHAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Misal Khel, Bost, Gala, Adam Khel, Afridis.

AKLAFI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Feroz Khel, Tor Sagha, Gala, Adam Khel, Afridis.

AKM AHU KHEL.—A section of All Khaibar, Adam Khel, Afridis.


AKM KHEL.—A section of the Dinmarchai, Gala Masuzai, Orakzais.

AKM KHEL.—A section of the Dilmarzai, Gala Masuzai, Orakzais.

AKM KHEL (2,750; source of Misstura river).—One of the four Adam Khel, Afridis. Hamsaya clans of the Orakzais.


ALI KHEL (1,240); Longra, Peshawar border.-A clan of Shinwaris. The remaining three clans of Shinwaris are Afghan subjects. Headmen: Gulistan, Lalgul, Baz Mir, Mir Allah Khan, Khan Haidar, Khan Akbar (Khanga Khel), Timar Shah, Main Haidar, Khan Ghas."


ARBAKH KHEL (Martora valley).—A subdivision of the Shinla, Malakani Khel, Orakzais, Gar, Shirah.

ARBAKH KHEL.—A minor fraction of Sarmal or Sanjai Khel, Raml Khel, Salsi Jan, Aka Khel, Afridi, Sarnil.


ARBAN KHAN KHEL.—A section of Avad Khel, Khwadai Khel, Kamrai, Afridi.

ARB: (1,000).—A subdivision of Suhai, Zanka Khel, Afridi, Sarnil. Headmen: see Rokhail, Suhai Khel, and Emra Khel.

ARB KHEL (25).—A subdivision of the Allai (or Suhai Khel), Dastanai, Orakzais, Sarnil. Headmen: Akbar.

ASH KHEL (26).—A subdivision of the Allai (Suhai Khel), Dastanai, Orakzais, Sarnil. Headmen: Zain Khan.


ASH KHEL.—A subdivision of Naiha Khan Khel, Roabi Khel, Afridi. Sarnil.


ASH KHEL.—A division of Kamrai, or Nasir Khel, Afridi, Sarnil.

ASH KHEL (1,000).—A section taking a half share of the Sarnil, Neemani, Nasrani. Leftkhari, Orakzais. Sarnil. Headmen: see Suhai.

ASH KHEL.—A subdivision of the Suyd Kinn, Neemani, Nasrani, Mandani, Lashkarai, Orakzais. Gar.


ASH KHEL.—A subdivision of Raml Khel, Salsi Jan, Aka Khel, Afridi, Sarnil.
ASHBAF KHEL (Longi).—A subdivision of Khunga Khel, Alisher Khel, Sêwra. Headman: Baz Mir.

ASHU ICEEL (1,400).—A division of Adam Khel, Afridis.

ASHAI KHEL (182).—A minor fraction of the Aisha Khel Khel, All Khwab, Mamnza, Lashkarzai, Afridis.

ATAM KHEL.—A minor fraction of Máma Khel, Halat Khel, Sêwra, Adam Khel, Afridis. (Usually pronounced Adam Khel).

ATLAK.—A minor fraction of Nêsham Khel, Tê Super, Ghal, Adam Khel, Afridis.


ÂYAT KHEL (Schamana and Khanzai valley).—A subdivision of the Schamana Khel, Ismailzai, Orakzais, Samil. Headman: Mkhate, Shêrad, Ghanzai, Idris Shah.


ÂYUB KHEL.—A section of Shere Khel, Sher Guila, Asli Khel, Afridis. Samil.

ÂYUB KHEL or Sêwra (Not the Dominated Sêwra) (180).—A section of the Ali Khel, Manjai, Lashkarzai, Afridis.

ÂZAI KHEL.—A subdivision of Khwaidad Khel, Kameel, Afridis.


ÂZAIK KHEL KOR.—A section of the Umer Khel Khel, Alibîra, Lashkarzai, Orakzais, Samil.

ÂZAI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Shah Khel, Lashkarzai, Ghal, Adam Khel, Afridis.

ÂZAI KHEL (Mastura valley, down to near Hanjil).—A subdivision of the Mânzai, Khwai, Massara of the Orakzais, Samil. Headman: Khate Ali.


BABADAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of Kui Khel, Tor Swar, Ghaz, Adam Khel, Afridis.


BAHA KEEL (Gol: mouth of Kurram valley).—One of the four clans of Ohsan Khel. They have left Chamkani country and settled permanently in the rearward portion of the Kurram, and have adopted the Shiah tenets of Upper Kurram.


BAGHAI.—A section of the Mar Mattai Zaimusht.


BAIKAN KEEL.—A minor fraction of Zakho Khel, Janakhwi, Hasan Khel, Adam Khel, Afridis.

BAIK KHEL (right hank of Khanki, and Rurram up to hharmana river.)—A sub-division of the Abdul Azeem Khel, Mohammood Khel, Orakzais. Samil. Headman: Abdu Khan.

BAIGAN KEEL.—A minor fraction of Bash Khel, Norangi, Geahl, Adam Khel, Afridis.

BAILAL KEEL.—A minor fraction of Firoz Khel, Tor Sapar, Geahl, Adam Khel, Afridis.


BAPHAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Firoz Khel, Tor Sapar, Geahl, Adam Khel, Afridis.


BARA KHEL (Mastura river).—A minor fraction of the Bazid Khel, Shuri Khel, Alizai, Daulatzai, Orakzais. Samil.

BARA KHEL (Mastura river).—A section of the Shori Khel, Alizai, Daulatzai, Orakzais. Samil. Headman: Maim Khan, Sarmast.

BARAH KHEL.—A section of the Khordad Khel, Zaimnshts.


BARB DUBANIB, vide Section I.

BARRAH KEEL (Mastura).—A section of the Shori Khel, Alizai, Daulatzai, Orakzais.

BARKAI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Mian Khel, Janskhori, Hasan Khel, Adam Khel, Afridis.


The divisions, etc., of the Bangash, are not indexed in this Dictionary.

BASHI KHEL.—A section of Khiial Khel, Jawali, Adam Khel, Afridis.


BASHI KHEL (1,501).—A section of Sharak, Gala, Adam Khel, Afridis. Headmen: Nazim and Goli.


BASHI KHEL (600; Bara valley).—A section of Kamal Khel, Sahib Jan, Khan Khel, Afridis. Samii.


BASHI KHEL.—A section of Ali Khel, Afridis.

BASHI KHEL (Mastura valley).—One of the four divisions of the Usman Khel, Daulatiani, Orakzais. Samii.

BASHI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Bash Khel, Sharaabi, Gala, Adam Khel, Afridis. They really belong to the Jawaki section of Adam Khel and are exiles from their own country.

BASHI KHEL.—A minor division of Mian Khel, Janakhori, Hasan Khel, Adam Khel, Afridis.

BASHI KHEL (Mastura valley).—A division of the Shukhara, one of the Shamshar divisions of Orakzais. Headmen: Mubhammad and Sultana.

BASHI KHEL (Jawaki country, Kohat Pnr., Amsii Chabutra).—A division of the Jawaki, one of the four divisions of Orakzais. Samii. Headmen: Mubhammad and Sultana.

BASHI KHEL (200; Mastura).—One of the four divisions of the Daulatiani, Orakzais. Samii. Headmen: Sahin, Gholfer, Sayyid Rana.
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BHORAM KHEL.—A minor fraction of Dilkur, Mohmand, Dallal Khan, Mohmal Khel, Mitha Khan Khel, Dandoo. Gar.

BUNAI (Marwat).—A section of the Marwat Khel, Buzandi, Usman Khel, Swat.

BULRAWI KHEL.—A division of Khan Khel, Chamkani.

BULKI KHEL.—A section of Tatarkhail or Khorwal, Rattur Khel, Aml.

BULAI (2,200).—A division of Zalika Khel, Afridis, Swat.


RUZAIKHEL.—A section of Abdul Khel, Urmuz Khel, Sipah, Afridis.

CHARDAI (3,600; west of Tirah and east of Kurram).—The larger of the two clans of the Tufi.


CHAKKANIS (3,120; east of Tirah and west of Kurram).—A small tribe of Pathans of doubtful origin. Divided into 4 clans, i.e., Khan Khel, Khwaja Khel, Bada Khel, and Hajj (or Pan) Khel. The Bada Khel are Shias. The tribe is generally called the Para Chakkanies, but generally speaking this name only applies to the Hajj Khel clan.

DAERA KHEL.—One of the sections of the Mir Ahmad Khel (Mic Hmas Khel), Fidus Khel, Daulatzi, Orakzai. Headman: Naif.


DANAS KHEL (80).—A minor fraction of Darbar, Khosrogi, Nasruddin, Zakka Khel, Afridis. Headman: see Dool Khel.

DASAS KHEL (160) commonly known as "Dalam Namari".—A subdivision of the Akhel, Teramdal Orakzai. Headman: Bari Khan.


DABAI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Galla Khel, Tamas Khel, or


DANAI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Taahi Khel, Shamsi, Gah, Adam Khel, Afridis.

DARI KHEL (500).—Chapori and basin of Jhalpur stream, living mostly in Kimil Bazar and Arzamal.—A division of Khwajak Khel (Khal), Chamkani.


DABWI KHEL (Mastura).—One of the four divisions of the Mirkhel Horreeyoe of the Orakzais. Headmen: Sayed, Bari and Bz.

DAWA KELI KHEL.—A division of Sayi Khel, Chaganiwals.

DAWN (60).—A division of Munsal or Muhammadkalt, Kelarabudda.

DAVDAI (Pishin NW District).—A tribe of the same origin as the Mirkhandas, who live along the left bank of the Kabul river to the junction with the Buzlu.

DAULAT KHEL.—A section of the Dihursah, Gar Massal Lashkarkhail.


DAULAT KHEL.—A section of the Shab Khan Khel, Malikdin Khel, Malikdin Khel, Afridis. Headman: Marna Shab, Muhammad Zaman, Allah Mir.


DAULAT (8,100; Mastura valley).—One of the four clans of the Orakzais. Samil. 100 of them are Shiites.


DILBAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of Mohammed Khan, Khattia Khan, Hassa Chal, Mulla Khan Khek Khan Kheyl, Afridis. Headmen: Begh, Bhail, Bhail, Turlas.

DILBAHL (400).—A subdivision of the Gar Massal Lashkarkhail.

DILBAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of Sighet Khan, Deen Khan, Gehen, Afridis. Kheyl.

DOST MALL KHEL.—A section of the Dost Khan Kheyl, Orakzais. Kheyl, Doharal Orakzais, Samil.

DORPRE (20).—A section of Khawand, Narroddin, Zakka Khel, Afridis. Samil. Headmen: Mir Kakh Khan, Deh Kheyl, and Bahrin Khan, sub-sections.


DORPRE (1,600).—A division of the Cherndal, Turke.
UUBAB (300).—A section of Khusrui, Nasrandlin, Zakha Khel, Afridi, Samil. Headmen: see Bucha Khel. 


FAHAD KEEL.—A subdivision of Sada Khel, Ismailzai, Orakzais. Samil.


FATEH KHEL.—A minor fraction of Maruf Khel, Bari Khel, Khogal, Shabih Jan, Eski Khel, Afridi, Samil.

FATEH KHEL.—A minor fraction of Sadi Khel, Shokhali, Annai, Bndai, Zakka Khel, Afridi, Samil.

FIEOZ KHEL.—A section of Tor, Sapar, Ghali, Adam Khel, Afridis.


GADAI KHEL.—A section of Shamshab Khel, Bawdi, Libabzais, Orakzais. Samil.

GADIA KHEL.—A section of Tor, Sapar, Adam Khel, Afridis. Headman: Asif.


GAZAI (1,600).—A division of Adam Khel, Afridis.


GHAZARA (1,400).—A section of the Daulatzai, Orakzais. Samil. Headman: Zuming Khan, Sayid Khan, Shaband, and Agha Mohammad.


GHTSAM KHEL.—A minor fraction of Kama Khel, Gobi Khel, Babri, Sipah, Afridis, Samil. Headmen: see Kama Khel.


GHULAM ALI KHEL (1,000).—A sub-division of Landais, Chabai, Turia.


GUNDI KHEL (1,000; Kurram).—A Gaun KHEL—A section of Ambar Khel, Balm Khan Khel, Kambar Khan, Afridis.


HABIB.—A minor fraction of Paindai, Nasrullah, Sikka Khel, Afridis, Samil.

HABIBI.—A minor fraction of Paindai, Nasrullah, Sikka Khel, Afridis, Samil.


HABIBI.—A section of the Paink Kama Khel, Usman Khel, Daulat, Omakus, Samil.


HABIB.—A section of Paink Kama Khel, Usman Khel, Daulat, Omakus, Samil.


These are, correctly speaking, the Para Chamkannis.

HAIK KHEL.—A division of Umeran! Mihandad. Headman: see Utmanzai.

HAKIM KHEL.—A minor fraction of Swal Khel, Korpan Khel, Ghall, Ask Khel, Afridis.


HAMIA KHEL (2,000; Kurram).—A division of Charaghil, Toria.

HAAN BUK KHEL.—A section of Bokha Khel, Ask Khel, Ask Khel, Afridis.

HAAN KHEL (2,980).—A division of Khosond Khel, Zalmadda.

HAAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Bokha Khel, Hachak Khel, Jawali, Ask Khel, Afridis.

HAAN KHEL.—A section of the Diamir Landshai Gar Massauh, Orakzai.


HAAN KHEL (1,000; Kohat Pass).—A division of Ask Khel, Afridis.


HAHRIK KHEL (Mehsuri valley).—One of the four divisions of the Khurias, one of the Khosrand clan of Qohkari. Samil: Headman: Abdulla Nis.

HAMI KHEL.—A section of the Bokha Khan Khel, Gumar Khel, Dussharai, Orakzai. Samil.

HAMI KHEL.—A section of Khosrand, Noshrudin, Zakha Khel, Afridis.


HAHIC KHEL.—A section of the Manilh Pormanda.

HEHAT KHEL.—A minor fraction of Ghani Khel, Manila Khel.
IBEKH KHEL.-A sub-division of Landi Ichel, Sipah, Afridis.
Headmen: Nirz Mir, Nir Akbar.

HUKDAD KHBL.—A section of Azad Khel, Khwaidad, Kamrai, Afridis.


HUSAR KHEL.—A division of the Haji Khel, Orakzais.


ISA KHEL (120; Samana with Mishti and Ab Khels).—A division of the Ismailzai, Orakzais. A religious sect of unarmed beggars. Samil.


ISHAIL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Mohib Ichel, Beshkelt.


ISMAIL KHEL (1,800).—A section of Khunzai, Adam Khel, Afridis. Headmen: Yagnik Shah.

ISMAIL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Daulat Khel, Gilgit Khan Khel, Malakul Khel, Malakul Khel, Afridis.

ISMAIL ZAI (1,800).—A section of Khunzai, Adam Khel, Afridis. Headmen: Yagnik Shah.


Ismailzai (1,800).—A section of Khunzai, Adam Khel, Afridis. Headmen: Yagnik Shah.


JAWAKAT (about 2,500). scattered around in British territory in consequence of blood feuds. —A division of Adam Khel, Afridis.


KABIR KHEL (Khanki valley). —A KAKA KHEL.—A clan of the Khat, taks, descended from Shekh Bahim Ismailzai, Orakzais. Samil. They are considered Indian and are great venerated by other tribes. Headman: Fakir.

KADAX KHEL (Mastnai river).—A KADDAM KHEL.—A minor fraction of Piroz Khel, Mashi Khel, Khan Khel, Ruki Khel, Afridis. Headman: Abbas. They reside near Nowshera, and are great trans-frontier traders.


KARK KHEL (SW).—A division of Ali Sher Khel. Afridis.

KAMA KHEL.—A subdivision of Shab Jan, Aka Khel, Afridis. Samil.


KAMBAR KHEL.—A subdivision of Shab Jan, Aka Khel, Afridis. Samil.

KARAI KHEL.—A subdivision of Babakri, Sipah, Afridis. Samil. One of the
KAMRAI, or KAIRAI KEEL (1,821); extreme west of Bra valley, next to Sipsh and Zakka Khels. One of the six Khaibar Afridi clans. Samil. Headmen: Hafiz Samandar and Azem Khan.

KAMRAI KEEL.—A division of the Khaibar Khel, Afridis, Gar.

KANDAI KEEL (400).—A subdivision of Ashu Khel, Adam Khel, Afridis. Headman: Zarin.


KATTIA KEEL.—A minor fraction of Sahib Khel, Bahalal, Sahib Khel, Afridis, Samil.


KETTAL KEEL.—A subdivision of Umar Khan Khel, Afridis.


KHAN KHEL (south of Khan's valley).—A subdivision of Manzal Bakhadar, Lomaloo, Orakzai, Semir.

KHUMBAI (100; Khan's river).—A division of Lomaloo, Orakzai, Semir. Headman: Dada Khan.

KHUNZAI (24,000; south-eastern portion of the Peshawar District, and the southern and eastern portions of the Kohat District).—The main divisions by which this clan is known to most people are as follows:—The Akor Khel, i.e., the Chief's family, occupying the south and south-eastern portions of the district, and the Sani Khumzai occupying the north and north-east and west of Tori. The Turahi section, which occupies villages west of Tori is far so Daulat, not really Turahi. The division, etc., of the Khunzais, with the exception of the Kulas Khel, are not indexed in this Dictionary.


KHANI KHEL (2,200).—One of the four clans of Chamkantais.

KHANAI KHEL (60; Khumar river).—A section of the Dimarud, Bar Mangaloo, Lashkarzai, Orakzai, etc.

KHARI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Ismail Khel, Kimat Khel, Afridis, Bar Mangaloo, Lashkarzai.

KHATTA (24,000; south-eastern portion of the Peshawar District, and the southern and eastern portions of the Kohat District).—The main divisions by which this clan is known to most people are as follows:—The Akor Khel, i.e., the Chief's family, occupying the south and south-eastern portions of the district, and the Sani Khumzai occupying the north and north-east and west of Tori. The Turahi section, which occupies villages west of Tori is far so Daulat, not really Turahi. The division, etc., of the Khunzais, with the exception of the Kulas Khel, are not indexed in this Dictionary.
 KEWAZ KHEL.—A minor fraction of Ismail Khel, Kambar Khel, Jumak Khel, Afridis.


 KEWADA KHEL.—A section of the Yamaki Khel, Barrat, Daulat, Orakzai, Samil.

 KEWADA KHEL (5,400).—One of the two and most numerous clans of the Zaimusht tribe.

 KEWADA KHEL.—A sub-division of the Shamail, Afridis.

 KEWADA KHEL.—A sub-division of the Shamail, Afridis.


 KEWADA KHEL.—A section of the Jamusai Khel, Jamet, Orakzai, Samil.


 KEWADA KHEL.—A section of the Jamusai Khel, Daulat, Orakzai, Samil.

 KEWADA KHEL (500).—A sub-division of the Bar Muhammad Khel, Muhammad Khel, Orakzai, Samil.


KHWAJA KEEL (500): A minor fraction of Ismail Khel, Rimat Khel, Jamaki, Adam Khel, Afridis.

KHWAJA KHIDR KEEL: A section of Mir Rulli Khel, Bazoti, Daulatzai, Orakzais. Saniil.


KETWAJA KEEL (450; Kharmana river): A section taking half of the Samil Masuzai, Lashkarzai, Orakzais. Samil.

KHWAJA KEEL (300): A clan of Chamkanuis consisting of the Darre Khel and Nirza Khel divisions.


KTI KEEL, or ABA KEEL: A section of ‘tor, Sapar, Galai, Adam Khel, Afridis. Headmen: Dostai and Par Khan.


KULLA KEEL: A sub-division of Mamuzai Daradar, Ismailzai, Orakzais. Samil.

KUHAEKEEL: A minor fraction of Misri Khel, Bosti Khel, Galai, Adam Khel, Afridis.
KUTAB KEEL—Miranzai and Masta-
1%al valleys).—A division of Malla
Khel, one of the Haqnsaya
clans of Orakzai. Samil. Headmen:
Sarfaraz and Shirak.

KUTTI KEEL—a subdivision of
Umar Khan Khel, Mullah Khel,
Aftrids. Samil. Headmen: Shor
Mast, Wazir, Sayid Gil.

KUTTI KEEL—A subdivision of
Malik Khel, Mullah Amir Shah, Malla Ahammadzai, and Bher
Mast.

LAD KEEL.—A minor fraction of
Toki Khel, Shimbak, Malik, Adam
Khel, Aftrids.

LALI.—According to tradition
a tribe of Wazirs residing on the
north-eastern slopes of the Safed
Khel ; but they have never been
identified.

LAKHAI OR LAKHAI KEEL
(Shakr river).—A subdivision
Bakh.

LAKHAI KEEL.—A section of Pirzai,
Adam Khel, Adam Khel, Aftrids.

LAKI KEEL.—A section of
Shakr Khel, Jauzai, Adam Khel,
Aftrids.

LAMB AI KEEL.—A section of the
Shakr Khel, Alizai, Daulatzai,
Orakzai. Samil. Headmen: Asha
Khan, Shera.

*The division is genealogically correct, but is of no practical use
as the Nasuzais have accepted the division into Gar and Samil.

\[\text{LATI KHEL.} \quad \text{A minor fraction of} \quad \text{LAL KHAN}\]

\[\text{LAKHAI KEEL.—A subdivision of} \quad \text{Sipah, Umar Khan Khel,} \quad \text{Sipah, Afrids.} \quad \text{Samil. Headmen:} \quad \text{Zaman, Nasir, Utmanzai, Ihamas.} \]

\[\text{LANDI KEEL.—A minor fraction of} \quad \text{Obaid Khel, Adam Khel,} \quad \text{Aftrids.} \]

\[\text{LANDI KEEL.—A subdivision of} \quad \text{Masuzai, Lashkarzai,} \quad \text{Gar (north of the} \quad \text{river),} \quad \text{Samil (south of the} \quad \text{river).} \]

\[\text{LALBI KHEL.} \quad \text{A section of the} \quad \text{Shakr Khel, Alizai, Daulatzai,} \quad \text{Orakzai. Samil. Headmen: Asha} \quad \text{Khan, Shera.} \]

LANDIZAI (2,000; Kurram).—A name by which a coalition formed of the Ghnndai Khel and Alizai Turis is known.


LANHKAB1 ICREL.—A minor fraction of Nisri Khel, Bosti Khel, Galai, Adam Khel, Afridis.


LASHXAEZAI (7,650; *Khanki and Kharnana valleys).—The largest and most important of the four clans of the Orakzais. Gux 6,000; Samil 6,000.

MAJU KEEL (Khanki valley).—A subdivision of the Mamuzai, Daradar, Ismailzai, Orakzais.


MAHDA KEEL (480).—A subdivision of Sher Gulla, Aka Khel, Afridis, Samil.

MALIKDIN KEEL (6,282; Naidan, Tirah, Chora, and Kajurai).—One of the 6 Khail Khel Afridi clans. Headman: Yar Muhammad Khan Bahadar.

* Including the Maimuddin division (3,000), which is, however, sometimes claimed as a separate clan.

MALIK KHEL.—A minor fraction of Khuz Khel, Khuz Khel, Jantar, Adam Khel, Afridis.


MALL KHEL (800; Mingalal and Manus khel valley).—One of the four, Hamesha class of Orakzai. Headmen : Sarfaraz, Sayid Akbar, and Baig Ali.

MALL KHEL.—A section of Ibrahim Khan, Ibrahim Khan, Orakzai. Headmen: Alibaba, Najeeb.

MALLI KHEL.—A section of the Hameena Khel tribe, but so large that it is generally considered separately, a very large Khari community.


MARSHA (foot of Sampaga pass).—One of the four divisions of the Milan Khan clan of Orakzai. They are the same clan of the Milan clan. Headmen: Nusr Gate Khan and But Ghul.

MAHDI (or HAMBAZAI) (western) ZAMKHTHS (600).—One of the four divions of Zaimukhts.

MAHDI (2,000; source of Khuz Khel valley.)—A division of Islamabad, Orakzai. Headmen: Amir Khan.

MAHDI (300; north of Khuz Khel valley.)—A division of Islamabad, Orakzai. Headmen: Amir Khan.

MAHDI (600).—A division of Islamabad, Orakzai. Headmen: Mir Ali.

MAHDI (1,000; a division of Islamabad, Zaimukhts.

MAHDI.—A section of Ali Khan, Adam Khan, Afridis.

MAHDI.—A minor fraction of Dilar Khan, Muhammad Khan, Kattl Khan, Heenan Khan, Wijha Khan Khel, Siva Khan, Afridis. Out.

MAHDI.—A sub-section of Darvi Khel, Mishtia.

MAXDA KHEL.—A subdivision of Firo Khel, Daulat Khel, Orakzai. Headmen: Mohammad Khan, Yar Khan.

MAHDI (600; Khamira pass).—A section of the Khwajah...
Ikh, 1. Semi 

YAski - L. - A sub-division Nene~~- An Afghan of the dkhel, Ismailzai, Orakzaie, Uany of its members are settled chiefly
as sailors, chiefly
in the hills above Paimar and Silabac.

KHEL (600; Mastum valley
and Landulri paas).-One of the four divisions of the Mitha Khan Khel, Orakzais. Gar. Headmen: Nasru Ali and
Ahmad Mir.

MANNIA KEEL.-A section of
Hass Khel, Mitha Khan Khel,
Kam Khel, Afridis. Gar. Headmen: Shabaz Khan, Zarin, Mir
Ahmad Khan.

MAZ Dinka MANNIA.
KEEL.-A section
Hasan Khel, Mitha Khan Khel,
Luki Khel, Afridis. Gar. Headmen:
Rahasta Khan, Zarin, Mir
Ahmad Khan.

MAZ IRRUL KHEL.-A minor fraction
Basi Khel, Lakan Khel, Sahib
Jan, Aka Khel, Afridis. Samil.

MASHAKI.-A minor fraction
Shakal Khel, Haibat Khel,
Jawski, Adam Khel, Afridis.

MASHIBHBL.-A minor fraction
Mannia Khel, Hasan Khel,
Kam Khel, Afridis. Gar. Headmen:
Musa Khan, Khatata Khan.

MASTAL KHEL.-A minor fraction
Makki Khel, Kattia Khel,
Hass Khel, Mitha Khan Khel,
Kuli Khel, Afridis. Gar. Headmen: Musa
Khan, Khatata Khan.

MASTAL KEEL.-A minor fraction
Makki Khel, Kattia Khel,
Hass Khel, Mitha Khan Khel,
Kuli Khel, Afridis. Gar. Headmen: Musa
Khan, Khatata Khan.

MASTI KHEL.-A minor fraction
Babnr Khel, Keimal Khel,
Uranz Khel, Afridis.

MASTO KHEL.-A minor fraction
Babnr Khel, Keimal Khel,
Uranz Khel, Afridis.

MASTO KHEL.-A minor fraction
Babnr Khel, Keimal Khel,
Uranz Khel, Afridis.

MAZWAR KHEL.-A minor fraction
the Zanka Khel, Ali Khel, one of the Mamee clans of
MIRU KHEL (1,500), Karun.)—A section of Bashkuli, Turi.

MAMOOL (1,500)—Kharmara close to Entra.—The biggest of the three divisions of the Lamanrari, Qurban. Some authorities however, report them as a separate clan. See Gur and Samii.


MIRANWAL—A section of the Kishar Khel Afridis.

MIRN KHUL—A section of Firdas, Adam Khel, Afridis.

MIRAN (Mirpasan), Vilhowa.—A Trans-Indus tribe, numbers of which are found scattered along the frontier, some living with the Bangash, others with the Khetran, etc.


MINARY KHEL—A minor fraction of Adam Khel, Adam, Bukai, Zanka Khel, Afridis.

MIRAM KHEL—A section of Jarni, Hisan Khel, Adam Khel, Afridis.


MIR AHMAD KHEL—The Maldia Khel and Kishar Khel Afridis together are known by this name.


MIRAI KHEL—A minor fraction of Mirmani Khel, Musa Khel, Mamuni, Laskharmal, Qurban. Gur.


MIBAN KHEL.—A section of the Mir Ahmad Khel (Mir Husain Khel), Firoz Khel, Daulatzi, Orakzais. Samil. Headman: La1 Khan.

MIRI KEEL.—A subdivision of the Mir Ahmad Khel (Mir Husain Khel), Firoz Khel, Daulatzi, Orakzais. Samil. Headman: Zain Khan.


MIRI KHEL.—A section of the Kozai Khel, Pechi, Daulatzi, Orakzais. Samil. Headmen: Ubulla Sahib, Gu~.

MIRI KHEL.—A section of the Kozai Khel, Pechi, Daulatzi, Orakzais. Samil. Headmen: Ubulla Sahib, Gu~.


Lashkarzai, Orakzai. Gov. Head-
man: Mulla Abdul Kadir Akbar.

Mir Khan Khel (170)—A minor
fraction of Orakzai, Khowrag,
Norwiddig, Bakkai Khel, Afridis.
Headman: Jumma Ali, Mast, Zafar, Qura姗, Anamshad Khel.

Miri Khel.—A subdivision of

Miri Khan Khel (320)—A division
of Jwaz Kkel (Khal), Cham-
hsani.

Miri Khan Khel.—A minor division
of Korm Kkel, Aalub Khel, Afridis.
Khal Khel, Afridis. Gov.

Mast (1,000; Mastura valley
down to British territory near
Hangu).—One of the four
Mastura clans of Orakzai. They
are a powerful clan and are looked
up to by the others as leaders in
important questions. Afridis. Gov.
Headman: Arsalan, Abdulla 
Mast, and Murtaza.

Miri Khan Khel.—A minor division
of Shah Kkel, Ghull Kkel, Alisherzai,
Khal Khel, Afridis. Gov.

Miri Khel.—A section of the
Headman: Madda Shah.

Miri Khel.—A section of the
Headman: Mulla Shah.

Miri Khel.—One of the sub-
divisions of the Haeanzai, Mishty
Mastura day of Orakzai. Samil

MITEE KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Sipah Khel, Surt Khel, Allai (Surt Khel), Orakzais. Headman: Bahdad Khan.


MITTAH KHAN KHEL (close to Ub- lan pass).—A subdivision of the Sipah, Muhammad Khel, Vakhna. Gar. Shiah.


MOAD KEEL.—A minor fraction of Yawin Khel, Rusti Khel, Adam Khel, Afridis.


MOADIT KHEL.—A section of Bash Khel, Adam Khel, Gar. Shiah.


MOHANDS KHEL.—A minor fraction of Kandao Khel, Ashu Khel, Adam Khel, Afridis.

MOHAMMED KEEL (Khanki river).—A sub-division of the Khadizai, Ismailzai, Brakzais. Samil. Headman: Mirak.

MOHAMMED KEEL (2,400; Masiura valley and Landuki pass).—One of the four clans of Orakzais. The term Mohammed Khel includes Mani Khel, Siuah, Abdul Aziz Khel and Bar Muhammad Khel, the first three being Gar and the latter Samil. They are much under the influence of


MUHAMMAD—See MAMOUD LACHTHRI.

MULLA KHEL.—A section of Zargun Khel, Galai, Adam Khel, Afridis.

MULLA KHEL.—One of the two sub-divisions of the Umarzai Sheh kham, one of the Earnsayas clans of Omkzai. Samil. Headmen: Sahman.

Mulla KHEL.—A minor fraction of Michi Khel, Staffoli, Gulal, Adam Khel, Afridis.


MUQBIL.—An Afghan Sunni tribe of whom a number are settled in the Kurram as Earnsayas of the Turis, chiefly in the low hills above the upper river tract.

MUSA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Misri Khel, Bosti Khel, Galai, Adam Khel, Afridis.


NASAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of Sanni Khel, Zargun Khel, Galai, Adam Khel, Afridis.

NASIR KHEL.—A section of the Manqtra Khel. Headmen: see Nathu Khel.

NASBAZAI (650; Barmans river).—A sub-division of Khwejah Khel.


NAD KEEL.—A section of the Ane Khel, Afridis. Headmen: see Habib; Paindai, and Khusrogi.

NADEAM KEEL.—A section of the Afghan Khel, Afridis. Headmen: see Habib; Paindai, and Khusrogi.

NAZIR KEEL.—A minor fraction of Sanni Khel, Zalun Khel, a portion of the Afridi country, down to the Miranzai valley. One of the most important of the tribes of the North-West Frontier. It may be noted that the Mehmadi Khel clan, as also portions of the Alizais and Ali Khels, are Shahis.

OAKANAI (2,650), Tirah, the mountainous district south-west of Kohat, and immediately south of the Afridi country, down to the Hwamon valley. —One of the most important of the tribes of

PABRI KHEL.—A section of the Manzal Dabinchits.


PAKNAI (1,600)—A sub-division of Bala, Zalaks KHEL, Afridis. Headman: Wajid Khan, Sada KHEL, Hassan KHEL, Bashir, Shumail KHEL, and Ali KHEL.

PAKHL.—A section of Manzal, Adam KHEL, Afridis.

PAKHAL.—A section of Maimudin, Adam KHEL, Afridis. Headman: Maimudin.

PAKHAL (800 ; Longrai).—A division of Ali Shah KHEL, Shimali, Headman: Maimudin.

PAKHAI.—A section of Sirlui KHEL, Adam KHEL, Afridis. Headman: Maimudin.

PAKHAI.—A sub-division of Bala, Zalaks KHEL, Afridis. Headman: Maimudin.

PAKHAI.—A minor fraction of Bala KHEL, Shimali, Headman: Maimudin.

PAKHAI.—A section of Sirlui KHEL, Adam KHEL, Afridis. Headman: Maimudin.
RAHIMDAD KHEL.—A minor fraction of Shab Khel, Sheerwali, Saha Khel, Afridis.

RAHIM KHEL.—A minor fraction of Mohib Khel, Sheher Khai, Ameri, Zend, Saha Khel, Afridis, S males.

RAHIM KHEL.—Another name for the Shab Khel.

RAHMAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Vakot Khel, Halbat Khel, Jamabi, Adam Khel, Afridis.


RASUL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Shab Khel, Umar Khan Khel, Malik Khel, Malik Khan Khel, Afridis. Samad.

RAHIM KHEL.—Another name for the Sarli Khel.


RAZA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Bard Khel, Jamabi, Adam Khel, Afridis.


RUSTAM KHEL.—A subdivision of Bazid Khel, Shekhar, one of the Hamsaya clans of Orakzai. Samad: Mustamand.

SABUAT KHEL (Mastura river).—A subdivision of Shab Khel, Afridis. Samad: Mustamand.

SADA KHEL (Khartki valley).—A subdivision of the Shab Khel, Afridis. Samad: Mustamand.
ADDO KHEL.-A section of Pakhai.

BANDAI, ZAKKAHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SAKKI KHEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

BANDAI, ZAKKAHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SAMYAL KHEL.-A section of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

BANDAI, ZAKKAHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.

ALISHAI, ADAMKHEL, AFRIDIS.-Shahzad.

SADDO KEEL.-A sub-division of Pakhai.
SABOALLI.-The smaller of the two clans of the Tnris.

SARDUL KHEL.-A minor fraction of Firdaw Khel, Titre Khel, as AskGrowal, Hessa Khel, Adam Khel, Afridis.

SAY KHEL.-A minor fraction of Nuzaim Khel, Zor紧扣, Qalbi, Adam Khel, Afridis.

SAH KHEL.-A minor fraction of Nisat Khel, Titre Khel, Hessa Khel, Kutta Khel, Kurr Khel, Afridis Gar.

SAI KHIL.-A sub-division of Kabul, Jammu, Kailagh, Gar. Headmen: Mr. Khan and Miran Gul.

SAHAT KHEL.-A minor fraction of Yousuf Khel, Ismailzai, Afridis.

SALAM KHEL.-A minor fraction of Minz Khel, Jannakhori, Sajja Khel, Afridis.


SHAD KHEL.-A minor fraction of Ismailzai, Afridis, Samil.

SHAD KHEL.-A minor fraction of Mir Bach, Sattal Khel, Kalam Khel, Balib Jan, Az Khel, Afridis, Samil.


SHAH KHEL.-A minor fraction of Firdaw Khel, Zor紧扣, Qalbi, Adam Khel, Afridis.


SHAH KHEL.-A minor fraction of Ismailzai, Afridis, Samil.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of Sann Car, Makki Khel, Khaita Khel, Bari Khel, Mitha Khan Khel, Kukh Khel, Makhi Khel, Afridis.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A sub-division of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A section of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A section of All Khel, Makki, Makhi Khel, Afridis. Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL (100).—A sub-division of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of All Khel, Makhi Khel, Afridis. Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of All Khel, Makhi Khel, Afridis.


SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Jull Ahmad Khel, Lashkarzai, Orakzais.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of All Khel, Makhi Khel, Afridis.


SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.

SHAHS~B KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khuja Hosen Khel, All Khel, Hussen Rokha, Gar. Thr.


SHEEKAL.—A minor fraction of Sheekh Khan, Pandy, Nasrudin, Kella Khel, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A section of Tor Bayar, Galai, Adam Khel, Afridis.

SHEBUT KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Rizi Khan, Galai, Adam Khel, Afridis.

SHEEB GULL.—A division of Aba Khel, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Baghdad Khel, Khana Khel, Umar Khel, Bheek, Afridis Samil.

SHEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Umar Khaled Khan, Abubakar Khan, Afridis Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Khed Kheer, Shabir Khan, Afridis Samil.


SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Shikar Khan, Khed Kheer, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHEEB KHEL.—A minor fraction of Zaman Khan, Kheen, Afridis. Samil.

SHIEAK KHEL.—A minor fraction of Mama Ichel, Haibat Khel, Jamaki, Adam Khel, Afidis.


SHI KHEL (500; Mastum river).—A division of the Daulatnai, Okarai. Samil. Headman: Dada Khan.

SHIKANDA KHEL (Bandar valley).—A subdivision of Bandar Mastum, Jamalai, Okarai. Samil.

SHIKANDA KHEL.—A section of Kuki Khel, Afridis. Headmen: Mir Dam, Rahmatulla, Kazir, Nazat, Sultan Khaimi.


SIPAH (2,969; Pusa valley and Kumrat).—One of the six Khanbar Khel, class: Uger. Headman: Sher Muhammad, Shah Murad, Saiyid Shah.


SIPA (100; Mastum river).—A subdivision of Amini, or Shari Khel, Dabahai, Okarai. Samil.

SIPA (600; Khandi valley).—A subdivision of the Band Khel, Jamalai, Okarai. Samil.

SIPA (Khendi valley).—A subdivision of the Band Khel, Jamalai, Okarai. Samil.


SIPA (Khanai valley).—A section of Suran Khel, Khulah, Pipa, Afridis.
Sultan Khel (300).—A subdivision of Sher Gilla, Ava Khel, Afridis. Samil.


Sultan Khel.—A section of Halat Khel, Jowabi, Adam Khel, Afridis.

Sultan Khel.—A minor fraction of Haum Khel, Pahobi, Kobs Khel, Afridis. Samil.


Sung Khel.—A section of Zogyar Ghali, Adam Khel, Afridis.


Sung Khel.—A section of Kolai Khel, Malika Khel, Mohadd Khel, Afridis. Samil. Headmen: see Bohani Khel.


Taim Khel.—A section of Bari Khel, Jowabi, Adam Khel, Afridis.

Taim Khel.—A minor fraction of Afnal Khel, Jowabi, Adam Khel, Afridis.

Taim Khel.—A minor fraction of Afnal Khel, Pater or Aheer, Haum Khel, Adam Khel, Afridis.


Tanishwa.—A minor fraction of Ibrahim Khel, Halat Khel, Jowabi, Adam Khel, Afridis.


men: Moh Din, Bawi, Sultan Mir, Gul Siah.

TANH KHEL.—A section of Shareki, Gul, Adam Khel, Afridis.

TANH KHEL, SHEREWAL (300): Khul (pass)—A sub-division of Share Khel, Adam Khel, Afridis.

TANH KHEL.—A minor fraction of Miran Khel, Haltot, Khel, Jawali, Adam Khel, Afridis.

TATAB KHXL, or AKHOBWAL (300; Kohat pass).—A sub-division of Hasan Khel, Adam Khel, Afridis.

TATAB KHBL.—A minor fraction of Namal Khel, Haibat Khel, Jawaki, Adam Khel, Afridis.

TAZI KHEL (25; Mastura river).—A sub-division of Alizai (or Sturi Khel), Daulatzai, Orakzais. Samil. Sunni. The Lar and Khel section, comprising some 25 mos., are Shiah.

TILA SITU KHEL (200).—A division of Alizai, Orakzais. Headmen: Aziz Khan, Sayid Mir, Akbar; and Jafar.

TOK KHEL.—A section of the Mir Kulli Khel, Bawot, Daulatzai, Orakzais. Samil.


TOK HARPOT, or TOK KHEL (400; a valley running from the Kohat, road).—A sub-division of Gabal, Adam Khel, Afridis. Headmen: Khudai, Habib, Feroz, Umar.

TALAIR PASS. — A section of the Al Khel Memong of Orakza. Gar, J Shah, Headman: Ner (Go).

TUBIS (6,100; Kurram).—A tribe of Shiah, inhabiting the Kurram valley. They are divided into two parties known as the Dwar-Mai and Mian Murti.


TUKI KHEL.—A section of the Mir Kulli Khel, Bawot, Daulatzai, Orakzais. Samil.
ULS KHEL.—A section of the North Khel, Gar, Musulmuns, Orakzais.


ULAS KHEL.—A section of the Dilmeen, Gar Musulmuns, Orakzais.


ULAS KHEL.—A section of Musli Khel, Kambar Khel, Afridis Gar. Headman: Khali Din.

UTRI KEEL.—A section of Sultan Khel, Samil, Aka Khel; Afridis; Samil.

UTAN KEEL.—(600 to 610); Mustara river and Ulman pass.—A division of Daulatzai, Orakzais. Headmen: Ulman and Usman Khan.

WALLI KEEL.—A section of Paidi Khel, Namlag Khel, Afridis; Samil; Headmen: Ulman.

WALLIDAI KEEL.—A minor fraction of Paidi Khel, Einmal Khel; Emal Khel, Ezab, Afridis; Samil; Headmen: Gyl Sultan.

WALLIE KEEL.—A minor fraction of Zahe Khel, Jamshitti, Huma Khel, Adan Khel; Afridis.

WALLI KEEL.—(60); Kharmam (river).—A minor fraction of the Ash Khel, Bds, Nushkari, Orakhela; Samil.

WALLI DUBBI KEEL.—A section of Durbi Khel, Mitha Khan Khel, Kambar Khel, Afridis.

WALLI BEG KHEL.—A minor fraction of Fateh Khel, Miri Khel, Pakhai, Budai, Zakki Khel, Afridis; Samil.

WALLI KEEL.—A minor fraction of Nargat Khel, Bghi Khel, Kamal Khel, Sahib Jan, Gis Khel, Afridis; Samil.


WALLI DAD KEEL.—A section of Bat Khel, Malik Khel, McShdl Khel, Afridis; Samil; Headmen: Us Bakhmal Khel.

WALLI KEEL.—A minor fraction of Hish Khel, Hish Khel, Kambar Khel, Afridis; Headmen: Us Gis Khel.

WALLI KEEL.—A section of Pakhai, Badai, Zakki Khel, Afridis; Samil; Headmen: Us Gis Khel.

WALLI KEEL.—A section of Pakai Khel, Afridis; Samil; Headmen: Us Gis Khel.

WALLI KEEL.—A minor fraction of Migrati Khel, Bad Khel, Kameal Khel, Sahib Jan, Aka Khel, Afridis; Samil.

WALLI DUBBI KEEL.—A section of Durbi Khel, Kambar Khel, Kambar Khel, Afridis; Samil.
Zakka Khel, Afridis. Samil.


WATTA: (300).—A section of Samozul or Muhammadzul, Zulmukht.

YAN KHEL.—See TOR KHEL.

YAR.—See Shirzaili Khel, for which it is another name.


YAR KHEL.—A section of Kama Khel, Malikdin Khel, Afridis. Headmen: Naveb and Sial Ghal.

YARU KHEL.—A section of the Tarhulli libel, Bazoti, Daulzai, Orakzais, Samil.


YAB KHAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Kama Khel, Sial Khel, Jawaki, Adam Khel, Afridis.

YAB KHEL.—One of the sub-divisions of the Hamozai.
ZAIUUHTS, or ZAIJIUSHTS (2,310; 1 Fakir, Qnlistan, Gul Shah, c:ountrp between the Zawaghar Rahmat. range, Knrr~m rirer, and bljran-
mi).-A tribe of Pathms, divided
into Ehoidad Khel, Or
Eastern Zaimnkhts, and Alamozai, or
Western Zdrnukhts. Samil.

ZAKXA KEEL (5,900; Khaibar,
Banu, Braja, and Mokhan, Live
diagonally across the whole Afridi
country).-One of the most
important of the 6 Khaibar Afridi
caste, Samil. Headmen: Jabah
and Mr Aham.

ZAKXO KEEL.-A section of
Janakhtar, Hasam Khel, Adam
Khel, Afrit.

ZAKXO KEEL.-A subdivision of
Sibach Khel, Kuki Khel,
Afrits. Get. Headmen: Safi-
dar and Khial.

ZAMA KEEL.-A minor fraction
of Yaghur Khel, Zurgan Khel,
Kukhi, Adam Khel, Afrit.

ZAMA KEEL.-A minor fraction
of Zarghun Khel, Kuki Khel,
Afrit. Get. Headmen: see
Zama Khel.

ZAMX KEEL.-A section of Mali
Khel, Kuki Khel, Kukhi
Khel, Afrits. Get. Headmen:
Fakir, Qnlistan, Gul Shah,
Babak.

ZAMX KEEL.-A section of the
Yarkndi Khel, Raam, Pabook, Usacktran, Ovaktrak. Samil.

ZAMX KEEL.-A section of Kkh
Khel, Babak, Supra, Afridi,
Samil. Headmen: Salil, Mohan-
thal, Babak.

ZAMX KEEL (Mastum rirer, at
its source).-A division of the A.
Khed (2,250), Memangp of the
Oakm. Get. 1 Soh. Head-
men: Mustil Khan.

ZAMX KEEL (600).-A sub-
division of Arbal, Adam Khel,

ZAMX KEEL.-A minor fraction
of Dene, Kharogi, Narothia,
Zahak Khet, Afrits. Samil.

ZAMX KEEL.-A minor fraction
of Miti, Kharogi, Nasrudin,
Zaklra Khel, Afridi.

ZAMX KEEL.-A minor fraction
of Miki Khet, Janakhtar, Hasam
Khel, Adam Khet, Afrits.

ZAMX KEEL.-A minor fraction
of Miki Khet, Janakhtar, Hasam
Khet, Adam Khet, Afrits.

ZAKHO KEEL.-A section of
Amd Khel, Zanka Khel,
and Nir Ahmad. its source).-A division of the All
Khel (2,76G), Earnsayas
of the
ZAIUUHTS.-A tribe of Pathms, divided
into Zaif Khel, or Zain Khel, and Zain-


PART III.

A


ABBAS KEEL.—(30).—A minor fraction of the Pinza Plara, Abdullai, the Kasim Khel, Badinzai, Shaikh Ali, Jinn Khel. Headman: Xalik Din.

ABDUL KEEL.—A division of the Shtab Khel. Headman: Malik Din.


ABDUL EAEXAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Babat Khel, Khelna Chil, Bakhil, Abraham, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

ABDUL HAMAN KHEL (240).—A minor fraction of the Sher Khel, Hacket Khel, Noor Khel, Bakhil, Mahende. Headman: Gahdha, Japar.

ABDUL HAMAN KHEL.—A fraction of Mohammad Khel, Babat Mandan, Darwesh.

ADITW WANDAI (50).—A section of the Bakhil King, Mansur, Allam Mahende.

ABDUL HAMAN KHEL (210).—A subdivision of the Bakhil Khel, Babat Mandan, Mahende.


AGHA KHBL in AGHA CHAL.—A part of the small tribe of Benne Fwamishan.

AGHNAH in AGHAH (240)—Kalna Valley, North Waste.—A colony of Yasmine hajj, now settled amongst the Khybe Khel Wazirs of the Baluchi. Headmen: Minan, Gandy.

ALIK KHBL (Darbes Gopari, etc., Kishan).—A minor fraction of Bakhil Khel, Utrun, Bakhil, Abraham, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

ALIK KHEL.—A minor fraction of Utrun Khel, Zelli Khel, Bakhil, Abraham, Kehm, Abraham, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

ALIK KHEL.—A subdivision of Zerai Khel, Bakhil, Abraham, Kehm, Abraham, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

ALIK KHEL.—A division of Zerai Khel, Bakhil, Abraham, Kehm, Abraham, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

ALIK KHEL.—A division of Zerai Khel, Bakhil, Abraham, Kehm, Abraham, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.


AEMAD KHEL (300).—A section of the Bahlolzai Mahsuds. Headman: Zadoor.

AEMAD KHEL (300).—A section of the Bahlolzai Mahsuds. Headman: Munir.


AKA KEEL (5,000).—A division of the Kurram river and British territory, Wango, Shkot, etc., Mahsud country. A clan of the Darwezh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Nabi Khan Sperkai, is the most influential; see also the two divisions of the Ahmadzais, viz., Kalu Khel and Sin or Shik Khel.

AKA KEEL (1,430).—A section of the Zanttah Khel, Wango, Shkot, etc., Mahsud country. A Clan of the Ahmadzais, viz., Kalu Khel and Sin or Shik Khel.


AKA KHEL.—(winter grazing ground near Tank in the Derawar Inam Khan district)—A division of Salim Khel, Ghilzai Pathans, Headman: Shabaz Khan.

AKA KHEL (20)—A fraction of Tank Khel, Darrak Khel, Nawabzai Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.


AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Tareta, Idar, Tappizad, Danar.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of Brahmin Khel, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.


AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

AKHTAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Balkhi, Shal Khel, Amrosh, Mallizad, Durrans.

ALAM KHEL.—(winter grazing ground near Tank in the Derawar Inam Khan district)—A division of Salim Khel, Ghilzai Pathans, Headman: Mohamed Ghulam Mohammad.
ALI KHAN KHEL (36).—A minor
fraction of the Bomai Khel. Headman: Jas Khan.

ALI KHAN KHEL (32).—A minor
fraction of the Sohrab Khel. Headman: Zulekha.

ALI KHAN KHEL (3).—A minor

ALI KHAN KHEL (26).—A minor fraction of the Sohrab Khel. Headman: Zali Khan.


ALI KEEL (56).—A minor fraction of the Langar Khel, Khoedsdi, Nalikshahi, Airral Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.

ALI KEEL (56).—A section of the Mania Khel, Shizgi, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Golpir.

ALI KEEL.—A minor fraction of Ahkkan, Rozi Khel, Navaidas, Kala Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.


ALIY KHEL (4,500).—One of three clans of the Mahsud Wazir tribe. Headmen: Badar Din, Mohammod Aftal, Badshah Khan, Shah Salim.


ALLANDA KEEL.—A section of the Sana Khel, TA. Bhittanis, Headman: Khan Khel, Wazirs.

ALLANDA KEEL.—A sub-division of Sha Khel, Taaj, Bhittanis.

AMAN KEEL (30).—A minor fraction of the Khohdadai, Malikand Khel, Aimal Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.

AMAN KEEL (40).—A minor fraction of the Langar Khel, Khoedsdi. Aimal Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.

AMAN KEEL (40).—A minor fraction of the Faridai, Khamsar Khel, Gidd Khel, Mahsuds, Aimal, Mahsuds.

AMAN KEEL (78).—One of the eight divisions of Malikand, Darwass. See also Em Khel and Tal Khel.

ANDA KHEL (36).—A minor fraction of the Hoxebak Khan, Shah Khel, Nama Khel, Shisari, Mahsuds, Wazirs.

ANDA KHEL (40).—A minor fraction of the Khamar Khel, Gidd Khel, Xarnzal, Alizai, Mahsuds.

ANDA KHEL (36).—One of the eight divisions of Malikand, Darwass. See also Em Khel and Tal Khel.

ANDA (1,000; Ghars, Kalat-i-Ghilzai).—One of the Twaindah trading clans of Ghilzai.

ANDAPA KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khohdadi, Malikand, Aimal Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Khan Shah.

ANDAPA KEEL (56).—One of the eight divisions of Malikand, Darwass. Headman: Khan Shah.
A~GIIUXD.-A sub-division of Arganda, Mallandi, Dawar.

AWAT, or AO, KEEL.-A section of Wari Khel, Maham Khel, Ummi Khel, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headmen: Juma Gul and Ghulam.


AWAD KEEL.-A section of A~GIIUXD. Headmen: Majeed.


AZKAN KEEL.-A section of Keel, Wazir, Dhera, Blittanis.

ASYLKEE.-See Azlan.

AZAK KEEL (42).-A minor fraction of the Nasir Khel, Nasir Khel, Blittanis. Headmen: Rana.


AZAQ KHEEL (42).-A section of the Shab Khel, Ali, Mahmooid. Headmen: Majeed.

AZAD KEEL (42).-A section of the Shab Khel, Ali, Mahmooid. Headmen: Majeed.
AZAD KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Babal Khel, Khaddad, Malik Shahid, Aimal Khel, Bahdoli Mahasuds.

AZAD KHEL.—A subdivision of Khalid, Mallizad, Dawars.

AZAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Babal Khel, Babalzai, Malik Shahid, Mahsuds.

AZAR MIR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Babal Khel, Babalzai, Malik Shahid, Mahsuds.

AZAR KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Babal Khel, Babalzai, Malik Shahid, Mahsuds.

AZAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Babal Khel, Babalzai, Malik Shahid, Mahsuds.


AZAB KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Babal Khel, Babalzai, Malik Shahid, Mahsuds.

AZAB KHEL (20).—A minor section of the Babal Khel, Babalzai, Malik Shahid, Mahsuds.

AZAB KHEL.—A subdivision of the Babal Khel, Babalzai, Malik Shahid, Mahsuds.

BAIBAI KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Babal Khel, Babalzai, Malik Shahid, Mahsuds.

BAIBAI KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Babal Khel, Babalzai, Malik Shahid, Mahsuds.

BAIBAI KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Babal Khel, Babalzai, Malik Shahid, Mahsuds.

BAIBAI KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Babal Khel, Babalzai, Malik Shahid, Mahsuds.

BAIBAI KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Babal Khel, Babalzai, Malik Shahid, Mahsuds.

BAIBAI KHEL.—A minor section of the Babal Khel, Babalzai, Malik Shahid, Mahsuds.

BAIBAI KHEL.—A subdivision of the Babal Khel, Babalzai, Malik Shahid, Mahsuds.

BAIBAI KHEL.—A minor section of the Babal Khel, Babalzai, Malik Shahid, Mahsuds.
BABAI KHEL (80).—A minor fraction of Abdul Rahman Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlolzai Mansuds.

BADAB KHEL (GO).—A minor fraction of the Walidad Khel, Lalli Khel, Abdulla, Abdul Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.


BADAI KHEL (65).—A section of the Pathanei, Shabi Khel, Alizai, Mahsuds.


BACHA KHEL (65).—A minor fraction of the Wali Khel, Jalli Khel, Abdul, Amuz Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.

BADIN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Umral, Zana Khel, Amuz Khel, Bahlolzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

BADAB KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Mirdad Khel, Abdul Rahman Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlolzai Miansuds.


BADNI KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khan Iohel Bar Xhozhai, Khaddar Khel, Mahsuds. Headman: Saiyid Allah.


BADAXZAI (313).—A division of the Bhaman Khel, Mahsuds. Headman: Saiyid Akbar Shah.


BADAN KHEL (25).—A section of the Fir Muhammad Khel, Haidar Khel, Shaman Khel, Mahsuds.


BADIN KHEL.—A minor division of the Upper Shaman Khel, Mahsuds. Headman: Zala.
BAHADUR KHEL—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (10).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (40).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (60).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (80).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (100).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (200).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (400).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (600).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (800).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (1000).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.


BAHADUR KHEL (4000).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (6000).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (8000).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (10000).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (20000).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.

BAHADUR KHEL (40000).—A minor fraction of the great Khel groups of Shabak, Patai, Khez, Nasrai, Kalu Khel. Headmen: Madi.
BAKHTI (60).—A section of the Umar Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Sums Rhen.

BAKSHAI (60).—A section of the Ozbakai, Shingi, Bahlolzai, Nahsuds. Headman: Bahim Khan.

Shelih Jamal. Ghulam Jan, Khan Ghazab, Jan, Gul Shirin, Kakai.


BATE KHEL (1,000).—Shawa and Bani Keel. Headman: Wali Shah.

BAKKA KEEL.—A section of Ipi, Haidar Khel, Tappizad, Dawars.


BAKTOCH (2,000).—Paniala in the Dera Ismail Khan district. A Pathan tribe of Turko-Iranian origin, allied to the Lodis.
BALOOCH KHEL (50,000).—A minor fraction of the Ind, Khel, Tappi, Dawras. Headmen: Mansur Khan, Suhail.

BALOOCH KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Ind, Khel, Tappi, Dawra.

BAOBA (50,000).—A division of the Baloche Khel, Tappa, Dawras. Headman: Shabaz.

BAOBAR (50,000).—An Afghan tribe of Turko-Iranian origin: inhabit the area between the Kunar, and Tachi in British territory.

BAOCH KHEL. (Their winter camping ground is at Dheadh in the Dera Ismail Khan district).—A division of the Isot Khel, Chilzai Wazirs. Headman: Suleman and Sabiha.


BAOCH KHEL. (Their winter camping ground is at Dheadh in the Dera Ismail Khan district).—A division of the Isot Khel, Chilzai Wazirs. Headman: Suleman and Sabiha.


BAKAM KHEL (Bannu District).—A minor fraction of Khelmukh Khel, Tor Khel, Moon Khel, Hadi Khel, Shin Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel, Wali. Headman : Harun and Waiz.

BAKAM KHEL.—A section of Habib Khel, Habibzai Shahid Malikzai, Dauran.


BAKAR KHEL (Shams, Qaoph, and Sarwar in Kurram).—A minor fraction of Kayalai, Tor Khel, Safdri Khel, Umrani, Hadi or Sal Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wali. Headman : Nikaya.

BAKAR KHEL (60).—A section of the Faranzi, sahri Khel, Asif Malikzai, Headman : Khilzian.

BAKAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Suj Khel, Mohammad Khel, Habibzai, Malikzai, Dauran.

BAKAM KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Ail Khel, Habib Khel Tappi, Dauran.

BAKAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Foi Khel, Muhammad Khel Malikzai, Dauran.

BAHRAN.—A subdivision of Zarkak Khel, Malikzai, Dauran.


BAKAR.—A subdivision of the Naur, Qahal Pirdiya. Their winter camping ground is at Bala in the (Hiz Jangal) Khan district. Headman : Habib Khan.


BAKAR.—A minor section of the Ail Khel, habibi, Hassan Khel, Malikzai, Dauran.

BAKAR.—A section of the Lashki, Waziristan, Bhitai.

BAKAR.—A minor fraction of the Ail Khel, Habib Khel Tappi, Malikzai, Dauran. Headman : Lashki.

BAKAR.—A minor fraction of the Ail Khel, Habib Khel Tappi, Malikzai, Dauran.
BARXI KEEL (Bannu District).—A minor fraction of Khandsr Khel, Hathi Khel, Shin, or San Khel, Akhnoor, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Shad Tame.


BARXI KEEL (Bannu District).—A minor fraction of Tari Khel, Musa Khel, Hathi Khel, Shin, or San Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Goli Khan.

BARXI KEEL.—A section of Mandere, Kelo, Tappinda, Dawars. Headman: Kelo.

BARXI KEEL (Bannu District).—A minor fraction of Painda Khel, Shadi Khel, Muradzai, Kalu Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Niarband.


BARSHAI KEEL.—A section of Mandere, Kelo, Tappinda, Dawars. Headman: Kelo.

BARSHAI KEEL (Bannu District).—A minor fraction of Khandsr Khel, Hathi Khel, Shin, or San Khel, Akhnoor, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Miroband.

BARSHAI KEEL (Bannu District).—A minor fraction of Tari Khel, Musa Khel, Hathi Khel, Shin, or San Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Goli Khan.

BASSAWI KEEL.—A section of Mandere, Kelo, Tappinda, Dawars. Headman: Kelo.

BASSAWI KEEL.—A section of Mandere, Kelo, Tappinda, Dawars. Headman: Kelo.

BASSAWI KEEL.—A section of Mandere, Kelo, Tappinda, Dawars. Headman: Kelo.


BASXI KEEL (30).—A section of Mandere, Kelo, Tappinda, Dawars. Headman: Kelo.


BASSAY (35).—A section of Mandere, Kelo, Tappinda, Dawars. Headman: Kelo.

BASSAY (40).—A section of Niazem Khel, Shadi Khel, Hathi Khel, Rana Khel, Bahlolzai Mahsuds. Headman: Ashiq.

BASSAY (40).—A section of Niazem Khel, Shadi Khel, Hathi Khel, Rana Khel, Bahlolzai Mahsuds. Headman: Ashiq.

BASSAY (40).—A section of Niazem Khel, Shadi Khel, Hathi Khel, Rana Khel, Bahlolzai Mahsuds. Headman: Ashiq.

BATEAI (70).—A subdivision of the Ghilzai Khel, Manzai, Alii, Mahsuds. Headman : Barfeis.

BATTI KHET (40).—A minor fraction of the Erfai Khel, Khumari Khel, Ghilzai Khel, Manzai, Mahsuds.

BAYAL.—A minor fraction of Dari Khel, Mathi, Shahi, Jam Khel, Wali Khel, Urmans, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

BAYAL KHET (Booth, Ward, and Berrai).—A section of Shik Khel 600 (600 in Waing), Shik, or babi Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: see Siki Khel.

BAYAL KHET.—A minor fraction of Mathi Khel, Toply Khel, Buma Khel, Naqsh Khel, Khan Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

BAYAL KHET (20).—A section of the Boow, Shabi Khel, Alii Mahsuds. Headman : Bhai.


BAZID KHET.—See Tei Khel.

BAYA KHET.—A section of the Bahral, Kettacram, Tatta, Bhalisa, Headman: Sayed Ansar.

BAYA KHET (20).—A minor fraction of the Ghilzai Khel, Alii, Khel, Buma Khel, Khan Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

BAYAL.—A minor fraction of Bar Khun, Khan Khel, Mullah, Dawars.


BAFLYI KHET (20).—A minor fraction of the Humru Khel, Khumari Khel, Namo, Khel, Ahmadzai, Khwal Khel, Bahkald Mahsuds.

BAFLYI KHET (15).—A minor fraction of the Erfai Khel, Mahsuds, Ahmadzai, Mahsuds.

BAWALI.—A minor fraction of Bawal, Shabi Khel, Mullah, Dawars.

BAWAL (30).—A minor fraction of the Ghilzai Khel, Alii, Khan Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

BAWALI KHET (10).—A section of the Bawa Khel, Billa, Shabi Khel, Alii, Mahsuds. Headman: Derrai.

BAWALI KHET.—A minor fraction of the Erfai Khel, Khumari Khel, Namo, Khel, Ahmadzai, Khwal Khel, Bahkald Mahsuds.

BAWALI.—A minor fraction of Bar Khun, Khan Khel, Mullah, Dawars.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Bakh.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.

BILASAI.—A sub-division of Rustam.
Bora (980).—A division of Dhana, Bhittanis. Headmen : Nasir, Mir Nasir Akbar, Adam Khan (Two Khel), Nhas Khan, Nabi Khan (Jeloz).

Boral.—A section of Habim Khel, Mohiuddin Shah, Mallizad, Dewar.


Boralal (197).—A subdivision of Shingi, Babitalai, Mallizad.

Boralai (95).—A minor fraction of Khojnl, Shadai Khel, Naseri Khel, Feh Khas Ahmadalai Dewars Khel Wazirs. Headman : Baghdad, Khidar Khan.

Boralai (28).—A section of Bhor Khel (70).—A minor fraction of the Surat Khel, Sultani, Shahi, Khel, Alizai, Mahsuds. Headman : Chiri Khan.

Boralai Khel (150).—A subdivision of Shingi, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman : Muhammad Yar.

Boralai Khel (150).—A subdivision of Shingi, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman : Nambi Khan.

Boralai Khel (60).—A section of Bhor Khel (70).—A section of Brahmin Khel, Amrooi, Mallizad, Dewars.

Boralai Khel (130).—A section of Bhor Khel (70).—A section of Brahmin Khel, Amrooi, Mallizad, Dewars.

Boralai Khel (160).—A section of Bhor Khel (70).—A section of Brahmin Khel, Amrooi, Mallizad, Dewars.

Boralai Khel (160).—A section of the Surat Khel, Sultani, Shahi, Khel, Alizai, Mahsuds. Headman : Nabi Khel.

Boralal Khel (60).—A minor fraction of the Surat Khel, Sultani, Shahi, Khel, Alizai, Mahsuds. Headman : Chiri Khan.

Boralal Khel (60).—A minor fraction of the Drepalrai, Shadai Khel, Mallizad, Dewars. Headman : Mumtaz Khel.

Boralal Khel (60).—A minor fraction of the Drepalrai, Shadai Khel, Mallizad, Dewars. Headman : Mumtaz Khel.

Boralal Khel (60).—A minor fraction of the Drepalrai, Shadai Khel, Mallizad, Dewars. Headman : Mumtaz Khel.

BOSR KHEL (30).—A section of the Chahar Khel, Upper Shaman Khel, Nahsuds.

BORA KHEL (180).—A section of the Tappi Khel, Bulamati, Shaman Khel, Mahads.

BOTA KHEL (180).—A minor fraction of the Malik Khel, Sher Khan. Taj Khel, Roza, Shammi Khel, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

BOTA KHEL (Bawoo, Charsi and Garsing in Kurrum).—A minor fraction of Tor Khel, Unamati, Shin Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

BOSR KHEL (Bawoo, Charsi and Garsing in Kurrum).—A minor fraction of the Malak Khel, Unamati, Shin Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

BOTA KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Malak, Wooti Khel, Mahals Khel, Unamati, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

BOTA KHEL (400).—A section of the Malak Khel, Utmanzai, Darmesh Khel Wazirs. Headmen: Nasrai (Khel), Bezai (Khel) and others.

BOTA KHEL.—A section of the Malak Khel, Utmanzai, Darmesh Khel Wazirs. Headmen: Nasrai (Khel) and others.

BOTA KHEL (78).—A division of the Tappi Khel, Dowlai.

BOTA KHEL.—A section of the Tappi Khel, Bulamati, Shaman Khel, Mahads.

BOYA KHEL (20).—A section of the Malak Khel, Utmanzai, Darmesh Khel Wazirs. Headmen: Shah Tamoo.


CHAMAT.—A section of Shamsi Khel, Dost Khel, Nisar Khel, Wazirs.

CHAHAB KEEL (10).—A minor fraction of the Upper Shaman Khel, Mahnds.

CHAHAB KEEL (30).—One of the four divisions of the Upper Shamn Khel, Mahnds.


CHALAK KEEL.—A section of the Nami Khel, Bhaiati, Hasan Khel, Mohiats, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

CHALAS KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Lamsrai Khel, Khel, Hasan Khel, Mohiats, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

CHAND KEEL (50).—A section of the Bojis Khel, Shingi, Bahlolzai, Mahnds, Headman: Tarmisa.
CHORKHIL (40).-A section of Land Nalakh, Jallizad, Dawnrs.

CHITUK (is).-A section of Zira Khel, Amzoni, Nallizad, Damars. Headman: Zewar, Ghulam.


DACHI KEEL (1,270).-A section of the Palli Khel, Alizai, Blahsuds. Headman: Badshah Khan.

DADI KHEL (60).-A section of Taru Khel, Boba, Dhaun, Bhittanis. Headman: Shewapar.

DADOE.-A sub-division of Wazir Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Dig.

DALAT KHEL (80).-A sub-division of Tappizad, Hubaihel, Mahsuds.

DALIL KHEL (30).-A minor section of the Sher Khel, Haybat Khel, Sans Khel, Xallsuds. Headman: Ma'ang.

DALLI KHEL (70).-A section of the Malik Dinai, Manzai, Alizai, Nahsandis. Headman: Shewapar.

DASGAB KHEL (150).-A section of Saigids living with Muhammad Khel, Nalakb, Mallizad, Daws.

DARD.-A sub-division of Banda, Tappizad, Daws.

DARI KHEL.-A minor fraction of Alizai, Jallizad, Wuzi Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

DARAI or IDARAI (90).-A section of the Chilhar Khel, Upper Shaman Khel, Mahads.

DARI KHEL.-A minor fraction of Jallizad Khel, Wuzi Khel, Mahads Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Dig.

DARAI KHEL (123).-A section of the Bibizai, Shabi Khel, Alizai Mahsuds.

DAEI KHEL.-A section of FChaplai Nuia, Waraspun, Bhittanis.

DEI KHEL (30).-A section of the Kasim Khel, Badinzai, Upper Shaman Khel, Shaman Khel, Mahads. Headman: Khadrai.
DASHE KHEL (10).—A minor fraction of the Al Khel, Khan Ichel, Khablodani, Mahands. Headman: Gulaim.

DASHE KHEL (30).—A minor fraction of Bizen Ichel, Shadi Ichel, Rahod Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.


DASHE KHEL (20).—The name given to the Ulmanzai and Ahmadzai clans of Wazirs. Headman: see Ahmadzai and Ulmanzai.


DASHE KHEL (10).—A minor fraction of the All Khel, Khusa Ichel, Mahands, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.


DARTESH KHEL.—A minor fraction of the All Khel, Khan Ichel, Khablodani Mahands. Headman: Gulaim.

DARTESH KHEL (30).—A minor fraction of the Bizen Ichel, Rahod Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

DARTESH KHEL TAFIRAS (30,000).—The area given to the Ulmanzai and Ahmadzai clans of Wazirs: see Ahmadzai and Ulmanzai.


DARRI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Shadi Ichel, Balal Ichel, Hasan Ichel, Rlohmit Ichel Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

DARRI KHEL (30).—A minor fraction of Yadda Khel, Islamai, Kabul Ichel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

DARRE KHEL.—A minor fraction of Shadi Ichel, Balal Ichel, Hasan Ichel, Rlohmit Ichel Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

DARXAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Shadi Ichel, Palli Ichel, Nanzai Alizai, Nabsuds.

DARXAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Kamal Din, Shekh Baxid Ichel, Isap Khel, Zalli Ichel, Bomai, Nasrai, Khan Ichel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

DARXAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Shadi Ichel, Balal Ichel, Hasan Ichel, Rlohmit Ichel Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

DAHRA KHEL.—A section of Alizai Daxpa Ichel, Mallizad, Dawaurs.


DAHRA KHEL.—A section of the Khan Ichel, Balal Ichel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Mejab.


DARSH KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khan Ichel, Balal Ichel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

DARSH KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khan Ichel, Balal Ichel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

DARSH KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khan Ichel, Balal Ichel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

DARSH KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Khan Ichel, Balal Ichel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.
DATTA (60).—A section of the Badinai, Khall Khel, Upper Shaman Khel, Shaman Khel, Mahsuds.

DATTA (59).—A minor fraction of the Dallali (present), Ballar Khail, Upper Shaman Khel, Shaman Khel, Mahsuds, Headman: Zazi.

DATTA KEEL.—A section of the original Datta Khel branch of Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs who, having lands among the Waddar Khel, are regarded as a section entitled for purposes of administration. Headman: Firdoos.

DATTA KEEL.—A section of the same branch of the tribe as the last entry but living with the Abdul Khel, Hara Khel, Hoshali Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Zazim Khan.


DATTA KEEL.—A subdivision of Zerakki, Mullah Khel, Dara.

DATTA.—A section of the Datta Khel, Lash, Alizai, Mahsuds.

DATTA KEEL.—The chief subdivision of the Zerakki, Mullah Khel, Dara.

DATTA KEEL.—A section of the Datta Khel, Balak, Dara, Bhittanis.

DATTA.—A minor fraction of Balak Khel, Zari Khel, Aqor Malhiz, Dara.

DATTA KEEL (40).—A section of the Aqor Khel, Balak Khel, Mahsuds.

DATTA KEEL.—A sub-section of the Jung Khel, Umar Khel, Chajal, Muqaddar, Bhittanis, Headman: Zulfiqar Khan.


DATTA KHEL.—A subdivision of Zenaka, Mallana, Dara.

DATTA.—A minor fraction of the Zenaka Khel, Ibrahim Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

DATTA.—A minor fraction of the Alizai Khel, Hara Khel, Mahsuds.

DATTA.—A minor fraction of the Alizai Khel, Akbar Khel, Ghulam Khel, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

DATTA.—A minor fraction of the Akbar Khel, Abdul Khel, Rahman Khel, Mahsuds.

DATTA.—A minor fraction of the Barumi Khel, Khoddad Khel, Gidi Khel, Aqor Khel, Mahsuds.

DATTA.—One of the Gilgit Pamir-dars trading clans.
DAGR KHEL (45).—A minor fraction of the Nekzan Khel, Shad Khel, Halbat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahalai, Mahsuds.

DEHA (700).—Their winter camping grounds are on the banks of the Indus between Kat Malaria and Porda in the Dera Ismail Khan District. One of the leading Pathan tribes of similar origin to the Lobana Pathans. They originally possessed Wane, but were almost completely ousted by Ajgarzai Wadris. In their efforts to recover the valley they were assisted by their allies the Iwaching Khel Pathans. They are divided into the following clans: Daichi Khel, Sirdar Khel, Wazir Khel, Ahmadzai. Headmen are above shown.

DAWAB KHBL.—A minor fraction of Dachi Khel, Ismail Khel, Bozi Khel, Dudas Khel, Ibrahim Khel.

DAWAR (6,000, Tochi Valley).—The Dawars are divided into two main fractions called Malizad or Malir, and Tappizad. They are priest-ridden and fanatical, and those of Lower Dwar bear the reputation of being cowardly. The Upper Dawar, however, appear to be industrious and skilful cultivators. Dawar villages are strongly walled and flanked, while towers are found scattered among the fields to protect the cultivators and their crops from Wazir raids.

DEANA (@,080; Bannu and Dera Ismail Khan districts).—A clan of Silltnis. Headman: Arslan. Adam Khan, Bara Khan, Laisar and Raza Khan.

DEANII KHBL (60).—A minor fraction of the Shnmi Khel, Palli Khel, Mahsuds. Headmen: Tate.


DEAB (30).—A minor fraction of the Mulla Khel, Kharai, Nana Khel, Bahalai, Mahsuds. Headman: Dilar.


DEENI KHBL.—A minor fraction of Dabi Khel, being with the Abd Khel, Babi Khel, Shad Khel, Umman Khel, Darvesh Khel, Wazirs. Headmen: Zaman Khan.

DEER.—A small tribe of doubtful origin, who although not Wazirs are found in various parts of the
Wazir country living with the following:-

(i) Khaddar Khel, Sdohmit Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel, (Bannu District).-A minor fraction of Khaddar Khan Khel, Hatii Khan, Shad Khan, Abdalzai, Darwesh Khan Wazirs.

(ii) Tori Khel, Muhim Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel.-A sub-division of Khaddar Khel, Muhim Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

(iii) Arghund, Mullahs, Howars.

DABASH (40).-A minor fraction of the Band Khel, Bahofrai, Mahsuda, Howars; Tagahal.

DAI (30).-A minor fraction of the mixed Khel, Mohi Khel, Khadj Khel, Affai Khel, Shad Khan, Abdal Mahsuda.

DEEGAH.-A section of Weti Khel, Mahsud Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman; Wazirzada, Khadj Khel.


DIEDONI.-A section of Wuzi Khel, Mohmt Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman; Abdalzai, Wuzi Khel.

DOD AM KHEL (Bani District).-A minor fraction of the mixed Khel, Must Khel, Shad Khel, Shad Khel, Abdalzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

DODA KHEL (60).-A minor fraction of the mixed Khel, Shand Khel, Mahsuda, Howars; Wazirs.

DODA KHEL.-A minor fraction of the mixed Khel, Mohmt Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman; Charakki (Ghurburu).

DODIA KHEL (60).-A minor fraction of the mixed Khel, Sdohmit Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman; Abdalzai, Wuzi Khel.
DEERAI.—A minor fraction of Ang Khel, West Khel, Maham Khel, Utrmzai Khel, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.


DEERAI.—A minor faction of Muhammad Khel, Hassan Khel, Mohnit Khel, Utrmzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

DEERAI (820).—A section of Sori Khel, Ibrahim Khel, Usman, Darwesh Khel Wazirs, Headman: Muhammad Khel, Khari Mallizad, etc.


DURAI (375).—A minor fraction of Sarki Khel, Madha Khel, Ibrahim Khel, Utrmzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headmen: Umar Khan, Nusrat Khan, etc.


DEERAI (30).—A section of the Naya Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Zainal.

DURAI.—See Umar Khel and DUR.

DURAI.—A section of Bibakki Bhoon Khel. Headman: Muhammad Afrab, Bahlolzai, Tazem, etc.

DURAI (85).—A section of Bibakki Bhoon Khel, Bahlolzai, Headman: Tawakal.

DUARAI.—See Daur.

DURAI.—A section of Bibakki Bhoon Khel. Headman: Muhammad Afrab, Bahlolzai, Tazem, etc.

DURAI (65).—A minor fraction of the Raz Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlolzai, Headman: Tawakal.

FARAI.—A minor fraction of the Dada Elon Khel, Asroid, Kallilzad, Dawara.

FARAI (30).—A minor fraction of the Dada Elon Khel, Asroid, Kallilzad, Dawara.

FARAI (65).—A minor fraction of the Dada Elon Khel, Asroid, Kallilzad, Mahsuds.

FARAI (30).—A minor fraction of the Dada Elon Khel, Asroid, Kallilzad, Mahsuds.
FATEH KHEL.—A section of Tirakl Khel, Shakhai, Warapna Bhittian.

FATIMA KHEL (20).—A section of the Urak Khel, Astanai, Shakh Khel, Mahsuds. Headman: Monir Khan.


FATIMA KHEL.—A section of the Umar Khel, Astanai, Shabi Khel, Mahsuds, Headman: Momit Khan.


GAJJI KHEL (30).—A minor fraction of Sayid Khel, Dachi Khel, Palli Khel, Mauzav, Ahmadzai, Mahsuds.

GANDI KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Mirat Khel, Shami Khel, Jalal Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Nazemir.

GANDI KHEL (20; Dera Islam Khan District).—Nomadic, a section of Baluch Khel, Isot Khel, Mian Khel, Lohana, Pawindah.

GANDI KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Mirat Khel, Shami Khel, Jalal Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Nazemir.

GANDI KHEL.—A section of the blonde Khel, Kikrni, Nana Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Monir Khan.

GANDI KHEL (20; Dera Islam Khan District).—Nomadic, a section of Baluch Khel, Isot Khel, Mian Khel, Lohana, Pawindah.


GANDI KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Umar Khel, Astanai, Shabi Khel, Mahsuds, Headman: Momit Khan.

GANDI KHEL.—A section of the Urak Khel, Astanai, Shakh Khel, Mahsuds. Headman: Monir Khan.


GANA KHSL (50).—A fraction of Shamak Khel, Abdullai, Aimal Khel, Baholzai, Mahsuds, Headman: Mamak.

GANDA PUR.—(Dera Pamail Khan, District east of Tank).—A tribe of Sayid origin similar to the Ustaramus (Pt. IV). They appear to have descended into the plains with the Lohana Pawindah in the 17th century. Headmen: Nawab Muhammad Afzal Khan. The clans, etc., of the Ganda Pur are not separately indexed in this dictionary.

GANDI KHEL (20; Dera Islam Khan District).—Nomadic, a section of Baluch Khel, Isot Khel, Mian Khel, Lohana, Pawindah.

GANDI KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Mirat Khel, Shami Khel, Jalal Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.

GANDI KHEL.—A sub-division of the Mirat Khel, Shami Khel, Jalal Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.

GANDI KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Mirat Khel, Shami Khel, Jalal Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.
GABAI KHEL (35).—A section of the Shahed Khel, Chakar Khel, Shams Khel, Mahenda Headman: Ishaq.

GABA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Kundai, Tor Khel, Ugamati, Shams or Sam Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Fazal.

GABA (600).—A minor fraction of the Shumi Khel, Palli Khel, Minazai, Alizai Mahabadi. Headman: Kabul.

GABA OR GABA KHEL (300).—A minor fraction of Harim Khel, Bahlolzai, Mshsuds. Headman: Mohammad Afzal.

GABA KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Shahed Khel, Jami Khel, Malik Shakti, Wall Khel, Ummari, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

GABA KHEL (30).—A minor fraction of the Shahed Khel, Jami Khel, Naka Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahabadi.

GABA KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Shahed Khel, Jami Khel, Naka Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahabadi.

GABA KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Shahed Khel, Jami Khel, Naka Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahabadi.

GABA KHEL (70).—A minor fraction of the Shahed Khel, Jami Khel, Allahzai, Alizai Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahabadi.


GABA KHEL (50).—A section of the Shahed Khel, Jami Khel, Naka Khel, Bahlolzai, Alizai Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahabadi.
GHAWAS KHEL.—A minor fraction of Jilah Khel, Hadwai, Khall Khel, Shaman Khel, Mal- sunde.

GHULAMKHAI (35).—A minor fraction of Fiza Aungar Khel, who are a Pathan section living with the Muhammad Khel, Shikhi, Maliradi, Darras.

GHARAT (30).—A minor fraction of the Pochi Pathan, Abdalali, Amir Khel, Dadilka, Malouts, Branhans, Ghulakhai.

GHULAMKHAI (49).—A minor fraction of the Pumplam, Abdalali, Amir Khel, Dadilka, Mahsuds.

GHARIKH (69).—A minor fraction of the Kasim Khel, Chaker Khel, Upper Shikhi, Shamu Khel, Malouts, Branhans, Amir Khel.

GHULIAN.—See Ghilani, Part IV, and Pawindah, Part LII.

GHORE KHEL (69).—A minor fraction of the Shah Alam Khel, Kasim Khel, Chaker Khel, Shamu Khel, Malouts.

GHERN.—A section of Drepars, Shaliki, Wamouje, Bhitaram.

GHULAM KHEL.—A minor fraction of Khariz, Valb Khel, Amouri, Malisht, Darwars.

GHULAM KHEL.—A section of Aline, Darpa Khel, Malisht, Darwars.

GHULAMKHAI (309).—A fraction of the Ali Khel, Hala Khel, Bora Khel, Urmatani, Darwesh Khel, Warsi, Hoilmas, Kirpit.

GHULAMKHAI (309).—A fraction of the Ali Khel, Hala Khel, Bora Khel, Urmatani, Darwesh Khel, Warsi, Hoilmas, Kirpit.

GHULAMKHAI (309).—A fraction of the Ali Khel, Hala Khel, Bora Khel, Urmatani, Darwesh Khel, Warsi, Hoilmas, Kirpit.

GHULAMKHAI (309).—A fraction of the Ali Khel, Hala Khel, Bora Khel, Urmatani, Darwesh Khel, Warsi, Hoilmas, Kirpit.

GHULAMKHAI (309).—A fraction of the Ali Khel, Hala Khel, Bora Khel, Urmatani, Darwesh Khel, Warsi, Hoilmas, Kirpit.

GHULAX KHEL.—A section of Allah, Darpa Khel, Malisht, Darwars.

GHULAX KHEL.—A section of Allah, Darpa Khel, Malisht, Darwars.

GHULAX KHEL.—A section of Allah, Darpa Khel, Malisht, Darwars.

GHULAX KHEL.—A section of Allah, Darpa Khel, Malisht, Darwars.

GHULAX KHEL.—A section of Allah, Darpa Khel, Malisht, Darwars.

GHULAX KHEL.—A section of Allah, Darpa Khel, Malisht, Darwars.

GHULAX KHEL.—A section of Allah, Darpa Khel, Malisht, Darwars.

GHULAX KHEL.—A section of Allah, Darpa Khel, Malisht, Darwars.

GHULAX KHEL.—A section of Allah, Darpa Khel, Malisht, Darwars.

GHULAX KHEL.—A section of Allah, Darpa Khel, Malisht, Darwars.

GHULAX KHEL.—A section of Allah, Darpa Khel, Malisht, Darwars.

GHULAX KHEL.—A section of Allah, Darpa Khel, Malisht, Darwars.

GHULAX KHEL.—A section of Allah, Darpa Khel, Malisht, Darwars.

GHULAX KHEL.—A section of Allah, Darpa Khel, Malisht, Darwars.
GULBAIZ KHEL (10).—A minor fraction of the Barak Khel. Headman: Haji Mohammed.


GUTAI KHEL (400).—A minor fraction of the Bakh Khel. Headman: Haji Mohammad.

HAIBAT KHEL (180).—A section of the Tor Khel. Headmen: Ahmad Wazir, Aslam Khel.

HAIBATKEEL (1,000).—A section of the Sagh Khel. Headmen: Wazir, Wazir.

HAIBATKEEL (190).—A section of the Darya Khel. Headman: Mir Amin.

HAIBATKEEL (200).—A section of the Darya Khel. Headman: Mir Amin.

HAIBATEHAI (1,000).—A section of the Sagh Khel. Headmen: Wazir, Wazir.

HAIDAV KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khubay Khel, Khezel Khel, Mohammad Khel, Hame Khel, Motin Khel, Umskand, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

HAIRAV KEEL (89).—A division of the Malh Khel, Pakistan, Shah Khel, Allah Maksan. Headmen: Anwul.

HAIRW (89).—A section of the Chahar Khel, Ubayr Sumeen Khel, Mahsad.

HAI. KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Pal Khel, Muhammed Khel Skhak, Murlud, Darwesh.

HAIR KEEL (220).—A subdivision of the Band Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.

HAIR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Pas Khel, Abdal Khel, Malakh, Mallizad, Damars.

HAIR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Pura Khel, Jangal Khel, Malakh, Shahzai, Umskand, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

HAIR KEEL.—A subdivision of the Band Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.

HAIR KEEL (220).—A subdivision of the Urmuz, Mallizad, Darwesh.


HAKIM KEEL (99).—A subdivision of the Milhal Khel, Mallizad, Darwesh, Hanzau, Chahar Khel.


HASKI KEEL.—A subdivision of the Abs Khel, Pala Khel, Tatta, Mallizad, Headmen: Zaman.

HASKI KEEL.—A subdivision of the Aba Khel, Pala Khel, Tatta, Mallizad, Headmen: Zaman.

HASKI KEEL.—A subdivision of the Chabar Khel, Upper Shams Khel, Mahsuds.

HASAN KEEL.—A subdivision of the Muhammad Khel, Nama Khel, Alim Khel, Balochistan Mahsuds.

HASAN KEEL (400; Khaliq and Laram).—A subdivision of the Urmuz Khel, Umskand, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headmen: Jan Gulshar, Khaliq and others.

HASAN KEEL.—A subdivision of the Urmuz, Mallizad, Darwesh.


HASSAN KHEL.—See TAJI KHEL.

HASSAN KHEL (30).—A division of the Mullahiysieed Eedhing: Mad Tawak, Tawak Shah, and others.

HASSU KEEL (80).—A division of the Shalnen, Shalnen Keskar, Sair, and others.

HASSU KEEL (805).—A division of the Xaniiz, Danars. Headmen: Mad Afzal, Tawan Shah, and others.

HATHI (3,006).—A division of the Mulla, Shalnen, Bahlolzai, Shiia, and others.

HATHO (2,009).—A division of the Shiia, Bahlolzai, Shiia, and others.

HABIB KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Biri Khel, Nana KHEL, Bahlolzai, and others.

HABIB KEEL (30).—A minor fraction of the Shalnen KHEL, Nana KHEL, Bahlolzai, Shiia, and others.

HAJINAY KHEL (80).—A division of the Sehban KHEL, Nana KHEL, Bahlolzai, Shiia, and others.

HABIB KEEL—A division of the Biri KHEL, Ghulam, Eedhing: Mad Tawak, Tawak Shah, and others.

HABIB KEEL (7,500).—One of the three great divisions of the Darmeji KHEL. Headmen: see the above subdivisions.
IDAK (615).—A division of the Tappizad, Dawars. Some authorities, however, say they are a separate clan belonging neither to Tappizad, nor Mallizad. Headmen: Bakht Jamal, Sardar, Mrie Salik.

IDAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Chirton, Zra Khel, Amnari, Mallizad, Dawars.


IDAL KHEL (70).—A section of Muhammad Kheel, Malcoh, Mallizad, Dawars. Headmen: Payo-das, Seth Khan.


IDA B KHEL.—A section of Ali Khel, Bubak, Dhama, Ishkhanst.


LEHITAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Distan, Wali Kheel, Malik Kheel, Utmanzad, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

LEHITAL KHEL. See LEHITAL KHEL.


LEHITAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Dirdoni, Mokhit Kheel, Mallizad, Utmanzad, Darwesh Kheel Wazirs.

LEHITAL KHEL. See LEHITAL KHEL.


LEHITAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Dirdoni, Mokhit Kheel, Bubak Kheel, Malik Kheel, Utmanzad, Darwesh Kheel Wazirs.
ISAB KHEL (40).- A section of Tappi Khel, Dadanali, Shamarin Khel, Malakot.


ISAB KHEL.- A minor fraction of Nash Khel, Badar Khel, Tappi Khel, Durrani.

ISAGAI KEEL (29).- A section of the longer Khel, Ghil Khel, Marani, Allah, Bahads.


ISA KHEL (21).- A section of the Birr Khel, Gudshah, Shamarin Khel, Bahads.


ISA KHEL.- A minor fraction of Sakhri, Khad Khel, Wali Khel, Ummarsai, Durrani Khel Wazirs.

ISA KHEL (180).- A section of Zalli Khel, Bannu Khel, Nasrai, Khali Khel, Ahmadali, Durrani Khel Wazirs.

ISA KHEL.- See Sat Khel.


ISA (180).- A section of the Khez Khel, Momtaz, Dur- wani Khel Wazirs. Headman: Niazi.


JABAR KEEL (30).—A minor fraction of the Bajja Khel, Shingi, Bhalto, Headman: Khan Sana.

JALAL KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Wali Khel, Mal Khel, Dari Khel, Pali Khel, Mann, Allal, Hahinda.

JABAB KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Bakhshi Khel, Madda Khel, Ibrahim Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

JAHANE.—A tribe, occupying the east slopes of the Sulaiman range, east of Zermat.

JABAB KEEL (YO).—A minor fraction of the Walid Khel, Mann Khel, Dachi Ichel, Palli Ichel, Ylanzai, Alizai, Mahsuds.

JALAL RHEL (250).—A subdivision of the Nam Khel, Hahlhela, Hahinda. Headman: Gul Muhammad.

JALAL KEEL.—A subdivision of the Nam Khel, Bhalto, Hahlhela, Hahinda. Headman: Korim Khan.

JAMALKHAN.—A minor fraction of the Nam Khel, Bhalto, Hahlhela, Hahinda. Headman: Zaman Khan.


JALAL DION (100).—A minor fraction of the Shekh Bazid Khel, Isap Khel, Zalli Ichel, Upper Shamsan Ichel, Shamsan Ichel, Hahinda.


JAMAL KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Ali Khel, Bashir Khel, Ahmad, Mallind, Lalzai.


JALAL KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khel Khel, Bhai Khel, Shingi, Bhalto, Hahlhela, Hahinda.
JAHAL KEEL (30).—A section of the Shalil Khel, Badhzai, Upper Shams Khel, Shaman Khel, Malahal, Headmen: Lali Khan.

JAHAL KEEL.—A section of the Shalil, Chabak Khel, Shaman Khel, Malahal.

JAHAL KEEL (Bannu District).—A minor fraction of Ali Khel, Moa Khel, Malal Khel, Sain, Khel. Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.


JAHAL KEEL (30).—A minor fraction of Shalil Khel, Lower Lachi, Malal Khel, Justin, Urmass, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headmen: Malakh.


JAHAL KEEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Kala Khel, Sairi Khel, Malal Khel, Malal Khel, Urmass, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headmen: Malik and Namdin.

JAHAL KEEL (30).—A section of the Kala Khel, Shahil Khel, Shaman Khel, Malahal, Headman: Sabdan Shah.


JAHAL KEEL (200).—A sub-division of Wall Khel, Urmass, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headmen: see Jillas Khel, Tot, and Malakh Shah.

JAHAL KEEL.—A minor fraction of Shahil Khel, Shahil Khel, Malal, Malakh, Malahal, Darwesh.

JAHAL KEEL.—A sub-division of Shahil Khel, Tappazad, Darwesh.

JAWAL KEEL.—A sub-division of Shahil Khel, Tahil, Bhit, Headman: Sabdan Shah.

JAHAL KEEL (Bannu District).—A minor fraction of Firka Khel, Hafiz Khel, Sain, or Shahil, Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headmen: Mustafa Khan, Gullaghes, and Jiraz.

KABIR KHEL.—A section of the Tori (or Tort) Khel, Tappizad, Dawarn, Headman: Ghulam Shah.

KABUL KHEL (2,600; Kurram, Shawal, and Birmal).—A subdivision of Wali Khel, Utmanzai, Liarwesh. Headmen: Landri of the Saifali section and Gulbat Khan of the Manse section.

KADAM KHEL.—A section of the Ali Khel, Hadar Khel, Tappizad, Dawara.


KABIR KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Amin Khel, Bachi Khel, Nam Khel, Bashor, Mahads. Headman: Shaurang.

KABIR KHEL.—A section of the Naseer Khel, Hssdar Khel, Tappizad, Dawara.

KABIR KHEL (120).—A minor fraction of the Khaddar Khel, Qari Khel, Messa, Allau, Mahads. Headman: Said Abder.

KABIR KHEL (150).—A section of the Madi Khel, Messa, Allau, Mahads. Headman: Sayid Abder.

KABIR KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Jassal Khel, Bad Khel, Mafa Khel, Hsskom Khel, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

KAKI KHEL (50).—A minor fraction of the Kandi Khel, Bitch, Mejdi Khel, Birmal, Niaari, Khel, Kheel, Alamdari, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.


KAKI KHEL (60).—A minor fraction of Karim Khel, Soori Khel, Dachi Khel, Pahl Kheel, Mann, Allau, Mahads. Headman: Poo.

KALEH (70).—A fraction of the Pol Khel, Shaiti, Pahl Khel, Mann, Allau, Mahads.

KAGH KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Peshi Khel, Shamal, Pahl Khel, Mann, Allau, Mahads.


KAGH KHEL.—A section of the Tosa Khel, Shaiti, Warmer, Bhils.


KARAI (60).—A section of the Kala Khel, Khudmard, Upper Shaman Khel, Richard. Headmen: Sabir.


KALANDAR KEEL (Balu).—A minor fraction of Tara Khel, Pabho Khel, Hadi Khel, Shis, or Shih, Khel, Ahmadzai, Daurwesh Khel Wazirs.

KALANDAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Bakhtai Khel, Mathi Khel, Daulat Khel, Umabad, Daurwesh Khel Wazirs.


KASAI KEEL.—A minor fraction of Badakh, Tor, Jap Khel, Wali Khel, Ummadzai, Daurwesh Khel Wazirs. Headmen: Kaimal and Sultana.

KASAI KEEL.—A minor fraction of Ummadzai, Abdul Khel, Sura Khel, Moham, Khel, Ummadzai, Daurwesh Khel Wazirs.

KASAI KEEL (3,000).—A division of Ahmadzai, Daurwesh Khel Wazirs, Zul Khel, Iqbal, is the leading man; for other Jirazians see Jirazia and Nasr al-din.

KASAI DIO (40).—A minor fraction of the Shekh Bzid Khel, Ijap Khel, Zal Khel, Nasri, Nasri, Kala Khel, Ahmadzai, Daurwesh Khel Wazirs.
KAMAL KHEL (10).—A section of the Gish Khel, Bibingi, Shafi Khel, Akim, Malakd. Headman: Jumal.

KAMAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Kamal Khel, Hadi Khel, Hadi Khel, Maha, or Hadi Khel, Ahmadn, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Zada.

KAMAL KHEL (20).—A section of Obakai, Singi, Behla, Malas, Hozim: Sari Gul.

KAMAL, KHEL (Winter grazing ground at Urubin in the Der Ismail Khan district) — A division of Nara, Shaire Fatirbab. Headman: Bura Khan.

KAMAL KHEL (40).—A minor fraction of the Karkay Khel, Malak Singi, Behla, Malas. Headman: Sali.


KAMAL KHEL (140).—A section of the Mandai, Shingi, Behla, Malas, Headman: Kandhar, Baghdad, Xirza.

KAMAL KHEL (60).—A minor fraction of the Khel, Bibingi Khel, Komai, Kam, Khel, Ahmadn, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Jumal.


KAMAL KHEL.—A section of Shadi Khel, Behla, Shina, Behla.


KAMAL KHEL (200).—A fraction of the Ali Khel, Kama Khel, Mawadi Khel, Kamar, Kama Khel, Ahmadn, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

KAMAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Jamd Khel, Shahi Shahi, Wali Khel, Uzarmali, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

KAMAL KHEL (50).—A section of Akal Khel, Kili Khel, Nara Khel, Behla, Malakd.

KAMAL KHEL (200).—A section of the Dara Khel, Dula Khel, Barot, Kama Khel, Ahmadn, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

KAMAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of Kamal Khel, Bonai Khel, Kamar, Kama Khel, Ahmadn, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.
KARMAI EN:—A minor fraction of Mandi Khel, Misamai, Bahai Khel, Umar Khel, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

KARMEN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Yamm Khel, Abdul Khel, Zama Khel, Muchal Khel, Umaran, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

KARMEN KHEL.—A minor fraction of the (minor) Kheel, Jacob Khel, Palli Khel, Misamai, Abdul, Makanidi.

KARKH (143)—A section of the Mandi, Chilangi, Bakhali Bakhlan.

KARBI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Kehramai, Khan Khel, Saimi Khel, Qulndi, Khan Khel, Aminatul, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

KASHAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Khel Khel, Qure Khel, Kha/ma Khel, Makan Khel, Umaran, Darwesh Khel Wazirs, Headman Aml Azam, and Abdul Rashid.

KASHAN KHEL.—A section of the Mandi, Abdul, Topling, Darwesh, Headman Sazarband, Khaja hammam.

KASHAN KHEL.—A subdivision of Makanidi, Makanidi, Darwesh.

KASHAN KHEL.—A subdivision of Urwa, Makanidi, Darwesh.

KASHAN KHEL.—A section of the Ali Khel, Haidar Khel, Topling, Darwesh.

KASHAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Kheel, Misamai, Hosen Khel, Makanidi, Darwesh.


KASHAN KHEL.—A fraction of Kheel Khel, Umar Khel, Jami, Khwaja, Headman: Misamai.

KASHAN KHEL.—(60)—A subdivision of Karapi, Shama Kheel, Makanidi.

KASHAN KHEL.—(70)—A fraction of Saimi Kheel, Umar Khel, Jami, Kheel, Makanidi, Makanidi.


KASHAN KHEL.—A section of D oraz, Hafiz, Khan Khel, Makanidi, Makanidi.

KASHAN KHEL.—A subdivision of Mandi, Mandi, Makanidi, Darwesh.

KASHAN KHEL.—A section of Mandi, Mandi, Makanidi, Makanidi.
I~ATLL ICEEL (60).—A minor fraction of the Khwa Kbel, Bidai, the Astanni, Sbabi KheI, Alizai, Gaogi Khel, Bomai, Nasrai, Kalu, Mahsuds. Headman: Nawal.


KHADDU KHEL (750).—A sub-division of the Ksrxki Kbel, Vtmanzai, Darmesh Kbel, Wazirs. Headmen: see Ali Kbel, Mad Kehl, and Zaw Khel.

KHARI (217).—A division of Mall- ral, Dawar. Headman: Shah Madi and Jami.

KHADI KHEL (50).—A section of the Shmks Kbel, Alizai, Mahsuds. Headman: Mohammad, Aye.

KHADI KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Shmks Kbel, Kakezai, Domdadai, Nalikshahi, Aimal Khel, Bomai, Wazirs.

KHADI KHEL (30).—A section of the Brmnai, Sbabi KheI, Alizai, Mahsuds. Headman: Muhammad, Aye.

KHADI KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Shmks Kbel, Komor Kbel, Abdnllai, Kbel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Kbel, Wazirs.


KHIM KHEL (50).—A minor frac- sion of the Phayepara, Kshil, Masru Kbel, Zuhubin, Mahsuds.

KE~N.—A sub-division of the Wazirs. Headman: Laimur KheI.

KHALE (lo).—A minor fraction of the Shekh Khszid Kbel, Isap K hel, I~EXAT KHEL (50).—A minor fraction of the Shmks Kbel, Isap K hel, Kshil, Ksh, Zuhubin, Ahmads.

I~zsu.—A sub-division of the Shmks Kbel, Zuhubin, Mahsuds. Headman: Laimur KheI.
KHALLI KHEL (3401.-A division of Upper Shamsh Khel, Mahsuds. Also a division (90) of the Dhahpur Shamsh Khel, Mahsuds.)-A section of Khan Kher, Shabi Khel, Alizai, Jamsnds.

KHASS KEEL.-A minor division of Khassni, Wali Shahi, Wali Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

KHAR KEEL (60).-A subdivision of Shabi Khel, Alizai, Mahsuds. Headman: Sukhel.

Khan Khel (200).—A fraction of the Khtirmanz Khel, Nazar Khel, Aimal Khel, Bahlolzai Mahsuds.


KHABE (20).—A section of Tahl Khel, Amzoni, Mallizad, Dwaras.

KHAEE KHEL.—A minor fraction of Tahl Khel, Mad Khel, Khabber Khel, Mahsuds, Ulmarzai, Darwaz Khel Wazirs.


KHAEMACH or KHAMANZ KHEL (200).—A section of Nazar Khel, Aimal Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headmen: Fateh Khan.

KHAEMACH KHEL (150).—A subdivision of Shingi, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.

KHAROTIS (1,710).—Between Khoraasan and India. Their winter camping grounds are situated between Mandra and Paharpur in the Dera Ismail Khan district. One of the Ghilzai Pamirah trading clans.


Khataks.—A Pathan tribe belonging to the Turko-Iranian group. They are divided into two main branches: the Eastern or Akora and Western or Teri Khataks. They inhabit the Kohat district.

KHATI (87).—A section of Khazz Khan, Amzoni, Mallizad, Dwaras.

KHAEE KHEL (200).—Upper Tochi Valley. A small tribe claiming to be Sayeds from Abyssinia, settled on the northern border of upper Tochi. Headmen: Sahain (Gi), Quli, and Raigoli. A larger branch of the main tribe resides in Sabari, a district of Kohat, west of Maiman.

KHASORS. A tribe of uncertain origin inhabiting the south-east section of the Khaza range in Khuzistan Territory.

KHATI (20).—A Pathan tribe belonging to the Turko-Iranian group. They are divided into two main branches: the Eastern or Akora and Western or Teri Khataks. They inhabit the Kohat district.

KHAEMACH KHEL (150).—A subdivision of Shingi, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.

KHAEMACH or KHAMANZ KHEL (200).—A section of Nazar Khel, Aimal Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headmen: Fateh Khan.

KHAEMACH KHEL (150).—A subdivision of Shingi, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.

KHAROTIS (1,710).—Between Khoraasan and India. Their winter camping grounds are situated between Mandra and Paharpur in the Dera Ismail Khan district. One of the Ghilzai Pamirah trading clans.

KHANJAI KHEL (13).—A section of the Hasav Ked, Nama Khel, Bahlolzai, Manna.

KHANJAI KHEL.—A section of Tarai Khel, Musa, Wadadani.

KHANJAI KHEL.—A section of the Ismail, Jazai, Thalhe Khel of Terri in the Bannu District.


KHANJAI.—A subdivision of Pahal Khel, Taiba, Bhitiana.

KHANJAI KHEL (125).—A section of the Ismail, Shaki Khel, Alimi, Mahal, Headman: Mowal.

KHANJAI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Mahamond Khel, Nama Khel, Mhamud Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wadera.

KHANSI KHEL (15).—A section of the Ismail, Shaki Khel, Alimi, Mahal.

KHEDAI KHEL (100).—A section of Manda, Halqan, Darwa. Headman: Sadiq Khan.

KHEDA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Ali Khel, Mimi Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wadera.

KHEDA KHEL (72).—A section of Maha Khel, Minda, Mahal.


KHEDA KHEL (32).—A minor fraction of the Khajinda Khel, Adabi Bahan Khel, Nama Khel, Bahlolzai, Manna. Headman: Khudabakh.

KHEDA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Maki Khel, Minda Khel, Musa Khet, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wadera. Headman: Khudabakh.

KHEDA KHEL.—A section of the Maki Khel, Minda Khel, Jazai, Musa Khet, Wadera. Headman: Khudabakh.

RHOJA KEEL.—A minor fraction of Masti Khel, Tojiya Ichel, Rorni Khel, Nasradin, Ralu Rhel.

KHOJI KEEL (210).—A minor fraction of Bazi Khel, Xadda Khel, Ibrahim Khel, Utm~nzai, Darwesh Iihel Wazirs. Headmen: Namwar and Kor.


KHUJBAX KEEL.—A minor fraction of Shinki Khel, Eib~kai, Hassu Khel, Melliznd, Davars.


KEENI KHEL (23).—A minor fraction of the Khai-mach Khel, Nazar Khel, Aimal Ichel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.

XHOJKAI (50).—A section of Khan Khel, Shabi Khel, Aliza';, Mahsuds.

KHUNIYA KHEL (200 ; Gumti temporarily).—A minor fraction of Shadi Khel, Nasradin, Kihel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Bhittani.


KHUN KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Shumi Khel, Palli Khel, Manzai, Alizai, Mahsuds.


KHAWA KHAN (70).—A minor fraction of Ghargi Khel, Quamzai, Taim Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwa Khel Wazirs. Headman: Khilam.


KHAYA KHAN (100).—A minor fraction of the Sandal Khel, Shahi Khel, Jamal Khel, Nana Khel, Bahrola, Mahsuds. Headman: Path Khan.

KHAYA KHAN (10).—A minor fraction of the Sandal Khel, Shahi Khel, Jamal Khel, Nana Khel, Bahrola, Mahsuds. Headman: Path Khan.


KARAT KHAN.—A minor fraction of the Abdul Khel, Langan Khel, Khilafed Khel, Ghul Khel, Mianal, Alizai, Mahsuds.

KIMA KHAN (140).—A subdivision of Haidar Khel, Tappizai, Dawars. Headman: Riaz Khan.

KIMA KHAN (90).—A minor fraction of the Pancer, Fauz Ali, Ahmad Khel, Bahrola, Mahsuds. Headman: Kalam Khan.

KIMA KHAN (20).—A subdivision of Khaddi, Nallizai, Dawars.

KIMA KHAN (60).—A section of the Malik Dinhal, Mianal, Mahsuds.

KIMA KHAN.—A section of the Malik Dinhal, Mianal, Mahsuds.

KIRA KHAN.—A section of the Pancer, Tappizai, Dawars.

KIRA KHAN.—A minor fraction of the Malik Dinhal, Malik Khel, Alian Khel, Bahrola, Mahsuds. Headman: Kalem Din.

KISH KHEL (40).—A minor fraction of the Malik Dinhal, Malik Khel, Alian Khel, Bahrola, Mahsuds.

KUZ KHEL.—A section of Tappizai, Tappizai, Dawars.

KUMKAM KHAN (10).—A minor fraction of Mianal Khel, Shabari, Dinas, Bahrola, Mahsuds. Headman: Alim Khan.
KUKI, or RAHMAP, KHEL.—A minor fraction of Manaila Bakhshi Khel, Medha Khel, Ibrahim Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

KEE IA KHEL. (20).—A minor fraction of the Kharki Khel, Jala Khel, Naka Khel, Bahlulai Mahads.

KUNDAL.—A minor fraction of Jang Khel, All Khel Khel, Sara Khel, Medha Khel, Ibrahim Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

KUNDAL.—A minor fraction of the Shing Khel, Jal Khel, Naka Khel, Bahlulai Mahads.


KINDAI.—A minor fraction of Tor Khel, Unaram Khel, or Shal Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Niazi, Fazal, Zaid Gali.


LANDS.—A section of Tezta Idak, Tippal, Dera Is.

LANDI KHEL (39).—A minor fraction of the Nichk Khel, Namda Khel, Barbari Zhindal. Headman: Bait Khan.


LADH (or DOD) KHEL.—A minor fraction of Khubzar Khel, Ali Khan Khel, Hari Khel, Matta Khel, Doshin Khel, Valour, Darwesh Khel Wazir.


LANDI KHEL.—A subdivision of Khadri, Halfed, Darwa.


LANDI KHEL (39).—A section of Amlabai, Amlabai Khel, Halfed, Malikabad. Headman: Prol.


LANDI.—A section of Koh, Warakai, Darwa, Halfed.


LAW.—A subdivision of Urmuz, Halfed, Darwa.

LAW.—One of the principal divisions of the Bakh Khalsis inhabiting the plain portion of the Kohistan district.

LAW (39).—A subdivision of Halfed, Halfed, Derasar. Headman: Nazeer Din and Akh.

LAWMA KHEL (49).—A section of the Soltan Khel, Khudshali, Malakabad, Ali Khel, Bahlolzai, Halfed.

LANDI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Abbas Khan, Rami Khan, Nasrudin, Zada Khan, Ahmadzai, Darwez Khel Wazirs.

LANDI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Sahar Khan, Umaar Khan, Shabe, or Sain Khan, Ahmadzai, Darwez Khel Wazirs.

LANDI KHEL (14).—A section of the Ali Khel, Eshafi Khan, Shams Khan, Mahmads.

LANDI KHEL (60).—A section of the Khudachi, Malik Shaki, Attaal Khan, Bashildai, Mahsuds. Headman: Shihi.

LANDI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Atri Khel, Shafi Khan, Zada Khan, Morfe Khan, Ummamani, Darwez Khel Wazirs.

LANDI KHEL (650).—A section of the Gdii Khel, Monami, Allah, Mahsuds. Headman: Muhammad Afzul and Bhdr Din.

LANDI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Masr Khel, Tajya Khan, Shafi Khan, Nasrudin, Zada Khan, Ahmadzai, Darwez Khel Wazirs.


LAMSHER.—A section of Ummu Mina, Shah, Tanplas Doaur.


LATTI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Murad Khan, Abdul Khel, Zada Khan, Morfe Khan, Ummamani, Darwez Khel Wazirs.


LASHEAEI.—A section of Utman Miram Shah, Tappizad masurs.


LATI (100).—A minor fraction of the Makhi Khel, Juna, Karim Khan, Ali Khan Khel, Darwez, Nasrudin, Zada Khan, Ahmadzai, Darwez Khel Wazirs.

LATI KHEL.—A division of the Khudachi, Monami, Allah, Mahsuds. Headman: Shihi.

LATI KHEL (60).—A section of the Gdii Khel, Arzana, Allah, Khel, Mahzai, Headman: Afl Khan.

LATI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Umar Khel, Sada Khan, Spechak, Zada Khan, Ahmadzai, Darwez Khel Wazirs.

LATI KHEL.—A minor faction of Pai Khel, Muhammad Khel, Malakh, Malkind, Darwez.
Loc~1—A minor fraction of Darwesh Khel, Bami Khel, Waziris.

Lokha—A term often loosely applied to all Powindah clans. Correctly speaking it is held to apply only to those clans that are descended from Nahar-pan, son of Lohana, great grandson of Ismail (Loedai) and brother to Shalim, the supposed ancestor of the akhsais.


Loor Kehl (50)—A minor fraction of the Musakki Kehl, Janas.

Lorli Kehl—A minor fraction of the Powindahs.

Lorli Kehl (900)—A section of the Powindahs. Headman: Gula Khan, Rsja, Qurban, Nisar.

Lorli Kehl (640)—The largest and most important minor fraction of the Powindahs. Headman: Gula Khan, Rsja, Qurban, Nisar.


MADDA KHEL (60) — A minor fraction of the Malik Khel, Dachi Khel, Utmanzai, Darmesh Khel. Headmen: Mirza, Ahmad, Abdur Rehman.


MADDA KHEL — A sub-section of the Dhalak Khel, Niri Khel, Lakh, Mahmood, Malikzai, Devar.


An important tribe of Pathans, occupying the hills north of the Duwar Pass. They are an extremely barbarous and warlike tribe, of the same origin as the Darvesh Khel Wazirs.

**Show Khel.** (Winter camping ground, Qalgarh in the former Lusuli Khan district)—A clan of Nodl Tartshzdahs. Headmen: Salim.

**Kara Khel.** (120)—A minor fraction of Mulki Khel, Gadi Khel, Baddul, Nami, Kela, Abduhali, Darvesh Khel Wazirs.

**Muswai.**—A minor fraction of the Khez Khel, Hadji Khel, Tapizad, Namsar.

**Masz Khel.** (90)—A section of the Pannee, Shali Khel, Allah Malhiz, Harshad.

**Masah Khel.**—A minor fraction of Had Khel, Say Baddul, Masha, Moosa Khel, Donza Khan, Urupand, Darvesh Khel Wazirs.

**Masz Khel.**—A minor fraction of Emp, Haddar Khel, Tapizad, Dawa.

**Maz Khel.** (80)—A minor fraction of the Hose, Kherz Khel, All Kela Khel, Fanni, Nami, Kela

They originally belonged to the Boba division, but they have now severed their connection with them.

**Khel.**—A fraction of the Wardshal, Golai Khel, Muzali, Allah Malhiz. Headmen: Ansar Din.

**Khel.** (160).—A fraction of the Wardshal, Golai Khel, Muzali, Allah Malhiz. Headmen: Ansar Din.

**Khel.** (360).—A sub-section of the Dachi Khel. Headmen: Ansar, Allah Malhiz, Dadshah Khan.

**Khel.** (90).—A sub-division of Shingi, Ribalic, Malikiz.

**Maz Khel.** (46).—A minor fraction of the Band of the Shingh being near the Leniz Pass. Headmen: Zafar Khan, Fateh Khan.

**Maz Khel.**—See Mala Khel.

**Maz Khel.**—A clan of the small tribe of Nodl Tartshdaus. Headmen: Ansar Khan and Gaus Khan.

**Maz Khel.**—A minor fraction of the Dachi Khel, Baddul Khel, Muhannad Khel, Malih, Malikiz, Dervans.

**Maz Khel.**—A minor fraction of Shingi Khel, Ansar Khel, Darya Khel, Muhannad, Urmizad, Darvesh Khal Wazirs.

**Maz Khel.**—A minor fraction of Donza Khel, Ansar Khel, Baddul Khel, Muzali, Allah Malhiz, Dervans.

**Maz Khel.**—A minor fraction of the small tribe of Nodl Talshadhs. Headmen: Ansar Khan and Gaus Khan.
NALLA~KHél (30).—A minor fraction of Torang Khél, Lall Khél, Abdulla, Aimal Khél, Mohsin Manzoor.


MAIKA Kél (18).—A subdivision of Nawada, Aimal Manzoor. Headmen: Kasim Gil.

MALIK Khél.—A minor fraction of Wali Khél, Land, Mohsin Manzoor, Bashir.

MALIK Khél (50).—A section of Kala Khél, Rosul Khél, Narsal Kula Khél, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khél, Wazirs.

MALIKSHAHI (480).—A subdivision of Aimal Khél, Bahlolzai, Manzoor.

MALIK Sbreh (466).—Sah Koh and Khurram.—Nomads, a small subdivision of Wali Khél, Osmanzai, Darwesh Khél, Wazirs. Headmen: Ghara, Bahlolzai, Ghaffar.


MALIK (1,000).—One of the eight divisions of Mallakh, Darwesh. Headmen: see Chart.


MALIK Khél (31).—A subdivision of Chota Khél, Stim, Khél, Mahsuds.

MALIK Khél (48).—A minor fraction of Pir Mohammad Khél, Rahim, Chabak Khél, Stim, Khél, Mahsuds.


MALIKSHAH (2,083).—One of the two main clans (eri, Tappnad and Mallakh) of Darwesh. Headmen: see Malik Shah, Lihip, Darwesh Khél, Monoo Shah, Khafi, Zawakhi, Sharbuddin Manzoor, Hamin Khél, Hame Khél.


MALIK Khél.—A section of Malpi Khél, Lala, Tappnad, Darwesh. Headmen: Mir Shafi.
MANDEBI (460).—A sub-division of the Idak, Tappizad, Dswars.

Headmen: Sahib Khan, Nazarband, Bakht Jamal.


Headmen: Amzalla, Wargulli.

MANDI KHEL.—A section of the Chaghai, Muis, Waraspun, Bitttmis. Headman: Daulat.


MANDI KHEL.—A division of the Nan Khel, Tapiai, Lappizad, Dswars.


MANZAI.—A division of the Bar& Khataks living near Teri in the Bannu District.

MANZAI (3370).—The larger of the two divisions of Alizai, Mahsuds.


Headman: Pir Khan.

MARHE (40).—A section of the Gharani, Shami K esl, Puli K hel, Nomes, Allar, Mahads. Headman: Asti.

MAHI KEEL.—A minor section of the Manon K hel, Masur K hel, Ash K hel, Namer K hel, Ajmal K hel, Bakhtiari Mdhands.

MAH: KHEL (80).—A section of Nati K hel, Gashwali, Shahan K hel, Mahads. Headman: Anum, Khal Jumna.

MAIN: (110).—A section of Sibarai, Shali K hel, Allar, Mahads. Headman: the Mulla Panshad, Baser Khan.


MAJAI (70).—A minor fraction of the Harari, Shumal K hel, Puli K hel, Momin, Allar, Mahads.


MAJHE KHEL.—A sub-division of Wargars, Dobar, Bihartina.

MAJHE KHEL.—A sub-division of Darra K hel, Mahalro, Dwarsh Headman: Mtn.

MAJHE KEEL (30).—A section of Shalil K hel, Bahaari, Shuman K hel, Mahads.

MAHMA.—A branch of the Pathan tribe of Lodi. Their principal divisions are the Musa K hel, Ash K hel, Shala K hel Bakels, Tepa. They inhabit the north-eastern portion of the Swat district.

MAH: KHEL (21); Usamil K hel, Molett.—Nomadic, a sub-division of the K hel. Mins K hel, Lahan Pardisab.

MAHRAI.—A minor fraction of Sir Shodigak, Bumil K hel, Nauri, Akhl K hel, Ahmaddali, Darwsh K hel Wazirs.

MAIHE KEEL.—A section of the Jawal, Shana, Sardak K hel of Tar in the Bannu district.

MAJHE KHEL (50).—A sub-division of Shna, Shina, Bhutiliana.

MAJHE KHEL (50).—A minor section of the Bari K hel, Mundli, Shingal, Subhait, Mahads.


Masti Keel (wajis Durante Keel).—A section of Syed Khel, Shabali, Wazirpan, Bhitttan. Headmen : Mahmurdu.


Mayal (65).—Duty Ismail Khan Dewarri.—Nearable. A section of Wazir, San Khel, Man Khel, Loban Faunickha.


Max Keel (165).—A sub-division of Takhshal, Upper Shamas Khel Mahinda. Headmen : Motahar.

Mang Keel (35).—A minor fraction of Shari Khel, Kassan Khel, Chahar Khel, Shamas Khel, Mahinda.

Mawar Keel (26).—A minor fraction of the Kamal Din, Shal Khel, Darsh Khel, Umay Khel, San Khel, Madri Khel, Donal, Nazri, Kar Khel, Akhundal, Darwesh Khel Wazir. Headmen : Banisha.

Matai Keel.—A minor fraction of Iis Khel, Mir Hansud, Shaza, Madri Khel, Darsh Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazir.


Mayar Khel.—A minor fraction of Muhammad Khel, Shusa Khel, Mehmud Khel Umarri, Darwesh Khel Wazir.

Mayar Keel (358).—A section of浦lai, Tajdal, Tappirul, Dera.

Mayar Khel (91).—A minor fraction of the Wazir Khel, Hed Khel, Daud Khel, Pahl Khel, Manali Alumal, Mahinda.

Max Keel (150).—A minor fraction of the Jalal Din, Shal Khel, Jaya Khel, Kahi Khel, Boshi, Nazri, Baki Khel, Akhundal, Darwesh Khel Wazir. Headmen : Tila Khan.


Mian Gour Khel (Chanes Distric).—A minor fraction of Khall, Pali Khel, Bahl Khel, Shika, or Sabi Khel, Akhundal, Darwesh Khel Wazir. Headmen : Sara Shah and Jina Khan.
MIAN KEEL.—A minor fraction of Shad Khel, Shafi Khel, Mohsin Khel, Umman, Darweh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Gur-

MAIA.—A section of Deyalpas, Shabb, Warelpers, Hittaram.

MAAB KEEL (60).—A minor fraction of the Wazirah Khel, Lal Khel, Abdullah, Alix Khel, Darar, Mahazadi,Headman: Sahib Khel.

MAA (190); Gomm Winter camping grounds near Pata and Hatt-
ala on the Dera Ismail Khan (Ist class).—One of the lesser Pawindah trading tribes. Head-
man: Ghulam, Ustura, and Tal.

MAAN KEEL (Kohar Diyal).—A minor fraction of Jiraki, Phits Khel, Hadi Khel, Silm, or Shala Khel, Ahzafali, Darweh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Ghulam.

MAAN KEEL (60).—A minor fraction of Band Khel, Malhshah, Aimal Khel, Jhobda, Mahazadi. Head-
man: Khilzad.

MAAN KEEL (190); Ghani and Darwiz.—A clan of the Lohana Pawindah. Headman: Mir Azam Khan.

MAANWAL.—A minor fraction of Bad Khel, Mir Hasani, Maro Madha, Khela, Ibrshim Khel, Um-
man, Darweh Khel Wazirs.

MOHAB KEEL.—Practically identical with the Narwars in British territory.

MOHAB KEEL.—One of the lesser Pawindah trading clans. They have no separate Khels of their own but are found living with other Pawindahs.


MOHAB KHAN (60).—A minor fraction of Shabbur Khel, Radhui, Khal Khel, Shadur, Khel, Mahazadi. Headman: Madakki.


MOHAB KEEL.—A section of Gour-

MOHAB KEEL (60).—A minor section of the Shadi Khel, Maskar Khel, San Khel, Saif Khel, Aimal Khel, Shahbok, Mahazadi.

MOHAB KEEL (60).—A minor fraction of Ali Khel, Trapal, Tari Khel, Darweh Khel, Umman, Darweh Khel Wazirs.

MOHAB KEEL.—A minor fraction of Bati Khel, Shah Khel, Darwiz Khan, Mohsin Khel, Umman, Darweh Khel Wazirs.

MIRA KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of Chehlik, Lod, Malab, Malland, Dwaras.


MIR ALAI.—A minor fraction of Drepano, Tur Khel, Tengani Khel, Unamani, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.


MIRAM KHEL.—A section of Tari Khel, Tapzipal, Tapzipal, Dawars.

MIRAM STEIN (12).—A division of Tapzipal, Dawars. Headman: Akbar, Mopal, Sharop, Jifir Khan.


MIRAN (or MIRAN) KHEL (42).—A fraction of the Shami Khel, Tahli Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Gird Ghafar.

MIRAN KHEL (50).—A minor fraction of Saddar Khel Khoidadtr, Malikshahi, Aimal Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Mian Khan.


MIRAN KHEL (60).—A minor fraction of Shalam Khel, Bahlolzai, Shalam Khel, Shalam Khel, Mahsuds. Headman: Malik Shafi.

MIRAN KHEL (70).—A minor fraction of the Shalam Khel, Bahlolzai, Shalam Khel, Shalam Khel, Mahsuds. Headman: Malik Shafi.


MIRAN KHEL.—A section of Land, Malab, Malland, Dawars. Headman: Khan.


MIRAN KHEL (60).—A minor fraction of the Shalam Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Malik Shafi.

MIRAN KHEL (10).—A minor fraction of Saddar Khel Khoidadtr, Malikshahi, Aimal Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Mian Khan.
MIR KHAN KHEL (25).—A minor fraction of the Pindal Khel, Achal Kahan Khel, Sher Khel, Habib Khel, Nana Khel, Bilal Khel, Mahads.


MIR KHAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Khushal, Tori Khel, Doombal Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

MIR KHAN KHEL (19).—A minor fraction of the Khali Khel, Ansar Khel, Nana Khel, Abid Khel, Fakhir, Mahads.

MIR KHAN KHEL.—A subdivision of Khali, Mallhad, Darren.

MIRMAN KHEL (Better known as Khush Khel).—A minor fraction of Dostal, Wari Khel, Mahmit Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

MIDON KHEL (Bara District).—A minor fraction of Tor Khel, Pika Khel, Habib Khel, Shah, or Path Khel, Abdulmalik, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Fauzan Khan.

MIRAH.—A section of Noor Khel, Atta Shah, (Ghajji)., Darren.

MIRMAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Samand, Bier Khel, Mallhad, Darren.

MIRMAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Babshahi Khel, Malik Khel, Darwesh Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.


MIRWASH KHEL (20).—A fraction of the Shamas Khel, Gulshahi, Upper Shamas Khel, Shamas Khel, Mahads.

MIRWASH KHEL.—A minor fraction of Mir Khann Khel, Ama Khel, Wari Khel, Mohmit Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

MIRWASH KHEL (20).—A section of the Shamas Khel, Gulshahi, Upper Shamas Khel, Shamas Khel, Mahads.

MIRZAI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Mir Khan Khel, Ama Khel, Wari Khel, Mohmit Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

MIRWASH KHEL.—A minor fraction of Safir Khel, Utmanzai, Fils, or Suli, Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.


MIRWASH KHEL.—A head of the Khata and Utman Khels, but now identical with the Marazta in British territory.

IISHI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Khali, Talib Khel, Ahmad, Malikish, Juma.

MISHI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Shah Khel, Lai Sheral, Jadoh Malik, Malli, Dawar.

MUTA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Hoss Khel, Shah Khel, Nisar, Kal Khel, Ahmad, Dawar, Khat Wazirs.

NUTA KHEL.—A sub-division of Lom, Tapizad, Dawar.

MUTHA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Khulm Ikhel, Khwaja Khel, Niam, Kabul Khel, Wali, Dawar, Dawar Khel Wazirs.

MUTI KHEL.—A sub-division of the Badiwai, Khali Khel, Shamai, Alizai Khel, Mahsuds.

MUTI KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Adda Khel, Utmanzai, Ispi Khel, Zalai Khel, Nisar, Nama, Kal Khel, Ahmadzai, Dawar Khel Wazirs.

HEADMAN: Khwaja.

MOHAN KHEL.—A minor fraction of Khamar Khel, Gidz Khel, Manzai, Alizai Mahsuds.

MUTI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Khali Khel, Shaab Khel, Nisar, Alizai Mahsuds.

MUTHI KHEL.—A section of the Pathanai, Shabai Khel, Alizai, Mohamm.

MUTHI KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Adda Khel, Utmanzai, Ispi Khel, Zalai Khel, Nisar, Nama, Kal Khel, Ahmadzai, Dawar Khel Wazirs.

HEADMAN: Khwaja.

MUTHI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Shah Khel, Bora Khel, Motmoh Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

MOGHALI (40).—A section of Pathanai, Shak Khel, Alizai, Mohamm. HEADMAN: Khwaja.

MOGHAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Adda Khel, Utmanzai, Ispi Khel, Zalai Khel, Nisar, Nama, Kal Khel, Ahmadzai, Dawar Khel Wazirs.

MOGHAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Adda Khel, Utmanzai, Ispi Khel, Zalai Khel, Nisar, Nama, Kal Khel, Ahmadzai, Dawar Khel Wazirs.

MOGHAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Adda Khel, Utmanzai, Ispi Khel, Zalai Khel, Nisar, Nama, Kal Khel, Ahmadzai, Dawar Khel Wazirs.

MOGHAL KHEL.—A minor fraction of the Adda Khel, Utmanzai, Ispi Khel, Zalai Khel, Nisar, Nama, Kal Khel, Ahmadzai, Dawar Khel Wazirs.
MOGHAL KEEL.—A minor fraction of Dar Khel, Maskai, Malik Khali, Wall Khel, sự Imanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

MOGHAL KEEL (Tnahme District).—A minor fraction of Dar Khel, Al Khel, Mas Kar, Malik Khali, Shin, or Sita, Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs. Headman: Zabta Khan.


MOKHER KEEL (3,000).—One of the three great divisions of the Imanzai Khel Wazirs, the other two divisions being the Ibrahiim Khel and the Wall Khel. Headman: Kipat Khan.

MOSHEE (35).—A sub-division of the Karriari, Shsmi Khel, Pall Khel, Hali Ialzi, Kasims. Headman: Muhammad Akbar.

MOSHEE.—A section of the Karriari, Shsmi Khel, Pall Khel, Hali Ialzi, Kasims. Headman: Muhammad Akbar.

MOSHEE.—A section of the Karriari, Shsmi Khel, Pall Khel, Hali Ialzi, Kasims. Headman: Muhammad Akbar.


MOHIB KEEL.—A minor fraction of Sarmast Khel, Dardoni, Wazi Khel, Iall Khel, Iimani, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

MOHIB KEEL.—A minor fraction of Sarmast Khel, Dardoni, Wazi Khel, Iall Khel, Iimani, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

MOHIB KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Karriari, Shsmi Khel, Pall Khel, Hali Ialzi, Kasims. Headman: Muhammad Akbar.

MOHIB KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Karriari, Shsmi Khel, Pall Khel, Hali Ialzi, Kasims. Headman: Muhammad Akbar.

MOHIB KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Karriari, Shsmi Khel, Pall Khel, Hali Ialzi, Kasims. Headman: Muhammad Akbar.

MOHIB KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Karriari, Shsmi Khel, Pall Khel, Hali Ialzi, Kasims. Headman: Muhammad Akbar.

MOHIB KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Karriari, Shsmi Khel, Pall Khel, Hali Ialzi, Kasims. Headman: Muhammad Akbar.

MOHIB KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Karriari, Shsmi Khel, Pall Khel, Hali Ialzi, Kasims. Headman: Muhammad Akbar.

MOHIB KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Karriari, Shsmi Khel, Pall Khel, Hali Ialzi, Kasims. Headman: Muhammad Akbar.

MOHIB KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Karriari, Shsmi Khel, Pall Khel, Hali Ialzi, Kasims. Headman: Muhammad Akbar.

MOHIB KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Karriari, Shsmi Khel, Pall Khel, Hali Ialzi, Kasims. Headman: Muhammad Akbar.
MUHAMMAD KEHEL (18).—A sub-division of Khadi, Mallizad, Dawars.

MUHAMMAD KEHEL (12).—A section of Nama Khel, Tapal, Tapizad, Dawars.

MUHAMMAD KEHEL (700).—A sub-division of Malakh, Mallizad, Dawars. Headmen: Khan Muhammad Khan, Pami Din, Muhammad Shad Khan, alias Bich.

MUHAMMAD KEHEL.—A section of Alami, Darpa Khel, Mallizad, Dawars.


MUCA (200).—One of the divisions of Wanaqan, Bhitiana, Headmen: Tanai, Toti (balki Khel), Dorran Sarmaki (Umi Khel).

MUSA OR MAI KHHEL (269).—One of the divisions of Mallizad, Dawars. Headmen: Khushdil and Jahan.

MUJA OR MAI KHHEL (529).—winter camping grounds (Para) in the north-west of Uta Jami (Khan District)—One of the lesser Pawindals trading tribes. Headmen: Eshkabi and Jahan Khan.

MUJA KEHEL.—A division of the Marwats in British territory.

MUAM (89).—A division of Malakh, Dawars. Headmen: Rocol.

MUJA.—A section of Isi- Haster Khel, Tapizad, Dawars.

MUJA KEHEL (39).—A minor fraction of the Bakhi Khel, Bich Khel, Ummi Khel, Massr Khel, Massr Khan, Khel.


MUJA KEHEL (39).—A minor fraction of the Rebahe, Bighi, Bhitiana Mahaz. Headmen: Mir Deh.

MUJA KEHEL (1,099).—Dama District).—A section of Bakhsh Khel Bich, or Suk Khel, Akhbadal (Darwakh Khel Wadars. Head- men: Adam Khan, Sakhir Deh.

MUJA KEHEL.—A sub-division of Khadi, Mallizad, Dawars.

MUJAKE (369).—A division of Mallizad, Dawars.

MUJAI (365; Dera Ismail Khan District).—Khamef, a sub-division of Sen Khel, Massr Khan, Lehana Pawindals.

NUSA (85).—Dera Ismail Khan District. A division of the Khadi, Mallizad, Dawars.
MIXAJAI (Waste encroaching ground
Darya in the Dera Ismail Khan district)—a division of the
Maras, Mirza, Pardadshah. Head- 
man: Zaman.

NIKHAI—A minor division of
Mehsin, Sabah Khan, Haroon Khan, Dera Ismail Khan. Head-
man: Wali Khan.

NABH KHEL—A subdivi- 
Kohl, Mohsin, Khan. Utmanzai, Dera Ismail Khan.

NADAR KHEL—A minor division of
Omar Khan, Ashal, Wali Khan, Utmanzai, Dera Ismail Khan. Head-
man: Adal Khan.

NADAR KHEL—A minor fraction of
Avial Khan, Asat Khan, Wali Khan, Utmanzai, Dera Ismail Khan.

NANA KHEL—A subdivision of
Zapal, Tappizad. Darus.

NANDAR KHEL—A minor fraction of
Paimal, Sabah Khan, Wall 
Kohl, Utmanzai, Dera Ismail Khan.

NANDAR KHEL—A section of
Arzai Khel, Halilabad, Darus.

NANI KHEL—A minor fraction of
Lawer, Land, Nalakh, Xallizad, Darwesh Khan.

NANI KHEL—A minor fraction of
Mohmood Khan, Haroon, Khan, Ulmanzai, Dera Ismail Khan.

NANA KHEL—A minor fraction of
Menat Khan, Tariq Khan, Ulmanzai, Tribes, Khan, Almas. Head-
man: Alir Khan.

NADAR KHEL—A minor fraction of
Mohsin Khan, Harr, Ulmanzai, Dera Ismail Khan. Head-
man: Alir Khan.

NARA KHEL (100)—A minor fraction of
The Khan, Ashal, Wall Khan, Upper Shamas, Kohl, Malikzada. Head- 
man: Arslan.

NANA KHEL (100)—A division of 
Bakhsh, Mahsuds.

NADAR KHEL—A minor fraction of 
Paipali, Kabul Khan, Wali 
Kohl, Utmanzai, Dera Ismail Khan.

NANA KHEL—A section of
Arzai Khel, Halilabad, Darus.

NANDAR KHEL—A minor fraction 
of Lawer, Land, Malikzada, 
Halilabad, Darus.
NAWAB KHEL.-A section of Hakim Khel, Band Ichel, Bahlolzai, Mazaruds.

NAYAB KHEL.-A minor fraction of Salah Khel, Paidi Khel, Nisharuds.


NABIR KHEL.—A section of Yaza Khel, Asman, Mallizad Daraus.


NABLAB KHEL (British territory).—A minor fraction of Budin Khel, Shadi Khel, Nasad Khel, Kets Khel, Abdulwaiz, Darwesh KHEL Waizir. Headman: Mir Alam.


NEBAN KHEL.—A subdivision of the Nana Khel, Bahlolzai, Malsuds.

NEXSAN KHEL (190).—A subdivision of the Nana Khel, Bahlolzai, Malsuds.

NEZAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of Aziz Khel, Shadi Khel, Uora Khel, Nohmit Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh KHEL Waizir.


OAXA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Pir KHEL, Pir Hasam, Makah, Yadda KHEL, Darwesh KHEL, Ummami, Darwesh KHEL Waizir.

NAYAN KHEL (90).—A section of the Pirdol KHEL, Abdurrahman KHEL, Nasa KHEL, Mallizad Malizad Headman: Mubin.

RAHAM KHEL (130).—A minor fraction of the Kamination KHEL, Charah KHEL, Ummami, Darwesh KHEL Waizir.
NIKAH (340).—Khilaf-ah and the Denjaal.—Migrants, a Parih-
dag tribe of similar origin to the Lobhur Parih-rachis. They are
crested as follows:—(1) Mamrez Khel, (200), (2) Sir Khan
Khel, (170), (3) Balini Khel, (220), (4) All Khel, (220)
(5) Mal Khel, (200). There are four other clans of this tribe, viz.
Jan Khel, (1,000), Kamar Mesian (60), Kundi (1,200), who are settled in British
territory in Jan Khel, Kishabagh, Minwali, Burtz, ete.
NIKARAB KHREL (280).—A frac-
tion of the Langar Khel, Gheldi
Khel, Miram Aliad, Mahsuds.
Headman: Bablodin.

OH KEEL.—A section of Moham-
mad Khel, Maikath, Mallized,
Dawars.

OAK KEEL (16).—A minor frac-
tion of the Shandar Khel,
Miram Aliad, Upper

PAUMI (38).—A section of Tahl
Khel, Amrend, Mallized,
Dawars.

PADAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of
Ish Nand, Moham Khel, Hasni
Khel, Moham Khel, Uttmanzai,
Darwasheh Khel Wazirs.

PAK KEEL.—A section of unknown
origin, living with the Shandar,
Moham Khel, Uttmanzai,
Darwasheh Khel Wazirs.

PARI KEEL.—A minor fraction of
Kandi, Sir Khel, Utmanzai, Sha-
or orn, Khel, Ahamed Khel,
Darwasheh Khel Wazirs.

PAHAR KEEL.—A section of
Khul Khel, Balinal, Shamani Khel,
Mahsuds.

PAZ KEEL.—A minor fraction of
Kandi, Sir Khel, Utmanzai, Sha-
or orn, Khel, Ahamed Khel,
Darwasheh Khel Wazirs.

Headman: Ghistad.
PARI KHEL (10).—A minor fraction of Madda, Mullabadih, Atmala Khel, Babulzai, Mahsuds.


PARAB KHEL.—A section of the Mandarai, Ind, Tappizad, Dawa, Pahindahs, Zirchah.

PARAB KHEL.—A subdivision of Tappizad, Tappizad, Dawa, Headman: Abdulla, Zirchah.

PARABAI (210).—A section of the Ghilzai, Mandai, Atmala Mahsuds. Headman: Gulaam.

PARAB KHEL (110).—A minor fraction of the Shii wild Khel, Pulai Khel, Mandai, Atmala, Mahsuds. Headman: Gulaam.

PARAB KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Shii wild Khel, Badina, Mandai, Mahsuds. Headman: Shawa Khan.

PARAB.—See Pران.


PARAS.—(Winter camping ground) Chiri in the Dera Ghazi Khan District.—A division of Naur Global, Pawindahs.


PARAS (20).—A section of the Nazim Khel, Naw Khel, Babulzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Pana.


PATANAI (1950).—A tribe said to inhabit the southeastern hills of the Dera Ghazi Khan District. No other information available.

PATANAI (50).—A subdivision of Shii Khel, Atmala, Mahsuds. Headman: Hinhak.

PAT KHEL (110).—A section of the Akh Khel, Nazir Khel, Atmala, Babulzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Jalal.

PATRI KHEL. - A section of Khushal Khel, Amoda, Najmuddin, Bawaran.

PACHINARAS (20,000); between Khushan and Indus. - The name applied in the Derajat to all these migratory Pathan clans, who come down to British territory in winter, returning as summer approaches, to Afghanistan. The leading Pathanah clans are:- Nadir, Sulehman Khel, Khudad, Minus Khel, and Barani. Of less importance are:- Nadir, Mal Khel, Blush, Khawar, Mirza Khel, Gangar, Ghangas, and Fernand. Of the above the first three are Ghilzai, the Minus Khels are Lohanas, the Khudad and Barani are allied to the Abidi in origin; and the remainder are several Pathanah clans that are often spoken of as Lohanas, but whose origin is doubtful. The Akbars, Taibah and Tavake are also Ghilzai Pathanah who come down with kafilas and leave their families behind. The others bring their families and have fixed camps, or Kirris, in British territory. See Akbar, Pt. IV, and Lohana, Pt. III.


PUTAPADA (100). - A section of Abulal, Ahmad Khel, Baghun, Mahade.


PUTI KHEL. - A minor fraction of the Jazil Din, Uramas, Khel, Jang, Zaeiki Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs. Headman: Khadi.

PUTI A KHEL. - A minor fraction of the Jazil Din, Uramas, Khel, Jang, Zaeiki Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

PUTI A KHEL. - A minor fraction of the Jazil Din, Uramas, Khel, Jang, Zaeiki Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

PUTI A KHEL. - A minor fraction of the Jazil Din, Uramas, Khel, Jang, Zaeiki Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

PUTI A KHEL. - A minor fraction of the Jazil Din, Uramas, Khel, Jang, Zaeiki Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

PUTI A KHEL. - A minor fraction of the Jazil Din, Uramas, Khel, Jang, Zaeiki Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.
PESA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Mr. Hameed, Moosa Khel, Jandhi Khel, Uturnzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

PASHI.—A sub-division of Bajpa, Toppinda, Darnai.

PASHI KHEL.—A section of Jhi Hazer Khel, Toppinda, Darnai.

PIAX.—A sub-division of Bajpa, Malinda, Darnai.

PIAX DASPAI KHEL (150).—A section, living with the Mohammad Khel, Malinda, Darnai, Headman: Balkurg, Ghanam Shah.

PIAX.—A section of Haidar Khel, Toppinda, Darnai.

PIAX.—A sub-division of Zeraki, Toppinda, Darnai.


PIBA KHEL (700; Bannu District).—A section of Hathi Khel, Shai, or Sail, Khel, Ahmados, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Pilmar Khan, Alam Shah.

PIBA KHEL (650).—A section of Hathi Khel, Shai, or Sail, Khel, Ahmados, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Arsalalii.

PIBA KHEL.—A section of the Hathi Khel, Shai, or Sail, Khel, Ahmados, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Amin.

PIBA KHEL.—Another name for the Pash Khel.

PIBA REEL (20).—A section of the Daria Khel, Bibizai, Shabi Khel, Alizai, Mahsuds. Headman: Share.

PIBA KHEL (90).—A fraction of the Pash Khel, Shabi Khel, Alizai, Mahsuds. Headman: Share.

PIBA KHEL (150).—A fraction of the Shani, Pash Khel, Manzai, Alam, Malinda, Headman: Share.


PIBA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Bz Sodidakh, Shal Khel, Naran- din, Kali Khel, Ahmados, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Alizai, Mahsuds.

PIBA KHEL.—A section of the Alizai, Shabi Khel, Alizai, Mahsuds.

PIBA KHEL (40).—A section of the Hathi Khel, Shai, or Sail, Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Lalo Wai.

PIBA KHEL (20).—A fraction of the Daria Khel, Bibizai, Shab Khel, Alam, Malinda, Headman: Share.

PIBA KHEL (40).—A section of the Hathi Khel, Shai, or Sail, Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

PIBA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Bz Sodidakh, Shal Khel, Naran- din, Kali Khel, Ahmados, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Hiss Khel.

PEK KHEL.—A minor fraction of Pat Khel, Muhammad Rakhshand Khan, Malash, Malinal, Darwesh. Heads: Shadistan, uli Khel.


RASH KHEL (Sarni District).—A minor fraction of Ali Khel, Maso Khel, Hadi Khel, Sin, or Shad, Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel. Heads: Shadistan, uli Khel.

RAGHAIZAI (GO).—A section of Tahari Khel, Ahmad, Malinal, Darwesh. Heads: Habib Aman.

GARIMDAD KHEL (GO).—A section of Bakh Khel, Khanhr, Khan Khar Khel, Eati Khel, Shau, or Sain, Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel. Heads: Shadistan, uli Khel.


RAFJATI KHEL (Bannu District).—A minor fraction of Ali Khel, Maso Khel, Hadi Khel, Sin, or Shad, Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel. Heads: Shadistan, uli Khel.


RAJI KHEL (GO).—A minor fraction of Kalash Khel, Abdur Rahman, Khar Khel, Bahlolzai, Jabarshuds.

RAIJI KHEL (150).—A minor fraction of Jalsa, or Sal Khel) Chabi Khel, Palai Khel, Masul, Allah, Malash.

RANA KHEL (70).-Dera Ismail Khan District.--Nomad, a section of Umrrzai, Roh-ichel, Ummal Khel, Lohama and Mtia- nalees.


RASAN KHEL.-A minor fraction of Charkhil, Charshil Land, Malakul, Mallizad, Darwesh.


RAJUL KHEL.-A section of Tarn Khel, Beba, Dhana, Bidhitals.

RAJUL KHEL (15).-A subdivision of Khadai, Mallizad Darwesh.

RAJUL.-A section attached to the Azad Khel, Wazul Khel, Mohamut.

SAHAI KHEL (70).-A minor fraction of the Karim Khel, Gori Khel, Bachi Khel, Palik Khel, Mansul, Aliul, Mahsudu. Headman: Nazir Khan.


RASIN KHEL.-A minor fraction of Naja Khel, Maiman, Khal Khel, Ummal, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs. Headman: Mohamad.

REMUND KHEL.-A minor fraction of Shandkh Khel, Abdul Khel, Bera Khel, Mohamad Khel, Ummal, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

REMUND KHEL.-A minor fraction of Bax Karun, Hasso Khel, Mallizad, Darwesh.

ROZI.-A section of Zho Khel, Tagiul, Tappiul, Darwesh.


ROZI.-A section of the Ahsan Khel, Huxat Khel, Rami Khel, Pakserat Mahsud, Headman: Shahid.

SABAI KHEL.-A section of Shaiki Khel, Baxiul, Dhana, Bidhitals.


EAIN KEEL, or SHIN KEEL (2801. -) is a subdivision of the Abu~adzai, Dalvesh Khel, Wazirs. Headmen: Khemor and Bado.


SAIYIDGIS OR SAIDGIS (430; Waziristan).-A clan of Saiyids who inhabit Zome, Sharval and the Tochi, Dawaghar, Kanibogh, and the Dandi plain, north of Miram Shah. There are also some Saiyids across the frontier in Birmi, of whom little is known. The divisions of the Saiyids are known by the names of the localities they inhabit, as above. Those of Kanibogh and of Shawal are pastoral in their habits, and all are on good terms with the Darwesh Khel. Headmen: Pai Mul~arunlad and Sabai (Dandi Plain) Juma Khan (Zowe), and Aghamir.

SAIYID KEEL.-A section of Toobna Pala, Tatta, Bhitawane.

BAIYID KEEL (Balti, Kurnam).-A section of Umarzai, Shin, or Sain, Ehel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Pirmal Khan.

SAIYID KEEL (120; winter camping ground, Gandi Umar Khan in the Dera Ismail Khan District). Nomadic, a sub-division of Isot Khel, Mian Khel, Lohana, Pawindahs. Headman: Siliandar Khan.

SASAI KEEL (30).-A section of Snilrnkar, Khalli Khel, Shaman Khel, Nlahsuds.


SALIH KEEL.-A minor fraction of Shinki Khel, Bibabki, Hassu Khel, Mahbuds, Darwesh.


SAIYID KAI (125).-A sub-division of Khal' Khel, Ruman Khel, Mahbuds.

SAIYID RAY (10).-A minor fraction of Pasinjarai, Alibabai, Ahmad Khel, Bhahzai, Mahbuds. Headman: Tari Makhmad.

SAIYID KAI (130).-A fraction of the Shahi Khel, Upper Shouman Khel, Ruman Khel, Mahbuds.

SAIYID KAI (35).-A minor fraction of the Abdul Khel, Larga Khel, Khazrai Khel, Ghul Khel, Mannal, Aimal, Mahbuds.

SANDRA KHEL (60).-A section of the Sandru Khel, Jabb Khel, Nasr Khel, Bahubal, Malakoh. Headman: Korin Khan.


SARDARI KHEL (40).-A section of the Jemal Khozai, Bawal Khozai, Shab Khozai, Bawal Khozai. Headman: Allahdad, Shahzai.

SARDA KHEL (50).-A section of the Sardah Khozai, Sandru Khozai, Shab Khozai, Sardah Khozai, Bawal Khozai. Headman: Allahdad, Shahzai.
SAB PAREKI (Winter camping ground, Choti, in the Dera Ghazi Khan District).-A division of Nasar, Ghilzai, Pawindahs.

SAKA (10).-A division of Tatta, Bhittanis. Headmen: Sher Khan, (Jalal Chel), Lawat (Nabab Khel).

SAKAI KHEL.-A subdivision of Daud Ihel, Nasir, Ghilzai, Pawindahs. Headmen: Gul Khan.


SAKII KHEL (50).-A minor fraction of the Luddi Khel, Sattar Khel. Headmen: Musah Shakh, Ahmad Khel, Rahutin, Mahmuds.

SAI KHEL (60).-A division of Sattar Khel, Lobzai Pawindahs. Headmen: Anwar Khan.

SAH KHEL.-A subdivision of Aba Khel, Tatta, Bhittanis. Headman: Mian Khan.

SEH KHEL.-A section of Khandari, Katragnam, Tatta, Bhittanis. Headman: Tor.

SEHAI.-A section of Kher Warkali Khel, Bhittanis. Headmen: Sher Makland.

SEKHAI KHEL.-A section of Pakhi Tapi, Tapirod, Wazirs.

SEKHAI KHEL (10).-A minor fraction of Khaisaur Khel, Mubarak Khel, Shingli, Rahutin, Mahmuds.


SEHAI KHEL.-A minor fraction of Mian Khel, Mohammad Khel, Shahi, Aimal Chel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.

SEKHAI (600).-A nomadic division of Mian Khel, Lohana Pawindahs. Headman: Azim Iehao.

SEKHAI KHEL.-A subdivision of Aba Khel, Tatta, Bhittanis. Headman: Mina Iehao.

SEXZAI.-A section of Eshazai, Rattagram, Tatta, Bhittanis. Headman: Tor.

SHEHAI.-A section of Eshazai, Dahnah, Bhittanis. Headman: Sher Khahmud.

SHABATJIN KHEL.-A section of Paclli Tapi, Tapirod, Wazirs.

SHABAI KHEL (70).-A fraction of the Subai, Mubarak, Shingli, Rahutin, Mahmuds. Headman: Khali.

SHADAI KHEL (40).-A minor fraction of the Khaisaur Khel, Shingli, Rahutin, Mahmuds. Headman: Fateh Khan.

SHADAI KHEL (60).-A fraction of the Mubarak Khel, Aima Khel, Nazir Khel, Aimal Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Allah Dost.

SHADAI KHEL (120).-A division of the Alban, Mahmuds.

The Mulla Pawindah is the leading man in this division.
SHAB~DIN—A section of the
Sharai, Sharai Khel, Palli
Khel, Naran, Aliani, Mahsuds.
Headman: Jafri.

SHADAI (300)—A minor fraction
of Muhammad Khel, Jepolia, Kala
Khel, Abrahami, Darwesh Khel,
Wazirs. Headman: Kabani.

SHAIKH (400)—A section of Naurad,
Kala Khel, Abrahami, Darwesh
Khel Wazirs.

SHADAI—A section of Sura,
Tappizad, Dawar.

SHAIKH [300]—A sub-division
of Subai, Duma, Subaitana.
Headman: Masoor.

SHAIKH (75), winter camping
ground, Subai in the Dashtai
Khan District—Kondrate. A sub-
division of Subai Khel, Khan Khel,
Ibrahimi, Pirodkhan. Headman:
Haji Panji.

SHAIKH—A minor fraction
of Abrahami Khel, Maino Khel,
Dawars Khel, Urmanzai, Darwesh
Khel Wazirs.

SHAIKH—A section of Sura
Khel, Mahsud Khel, Urmanzai,
Dawar. Headman: Kippat Khan.

SHAIKH—A minor fraction
of Borai Khel, For Khel, Urmanzai,
Sula, Sula Khel, Khair, Abrahami,
Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

SHAIKH [300]—A minor fraction
of the Sula Khel, Baliah,
Upper Shands Khel, Shams
Khel, Mahsuds.

SHAIKH—A minor fraction
of Banda Khel, Hanan Khel,
Mahsud Khel, Ulmanzai, Darwesh
Khel Wazirs.

SHAIKH—A sub-division
of Banda, Tappizad, Dawar.
Headman: Shahu, Nat Malamu.

SHAIKH—A section of Sura,
Tappizad, Dawar.

SHAIKH—A minor fraction
of Lala Khel, Lando, Mahsud,
Dawar.

SHAIKH (Winter camping
ground, Monsoon in the Dashtai
Khan District)—A division of Naura,
Ghoti, Forodehka. Headman:
Bai Khan.

SHAIKH [300]—A sub-division
of Subai, Makhzad, Dawar.
Headman: Aman.

SHAIKH—A minor fraction
of Subai Khel, For Khel, Urma-
manzai, Shai, Sula Khel, Abrahami,
Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Head-
man: Kippat Khan.

SHAIKH—A minor fraction
of Borai Khel, For Khel, Urma-
manzai, Sula, Sula Khel, Khair,
Abrahami, Dawar. Headman:
Sulfat, Kohn.
SHAH ALAM KHEL (129).—A section of the Khan Khel, Chahar Khel, Shaman Khel, Mahends.

SHAMS AL KHEL (90).—A minor fraction of the Ruhani Khel, Mallakhel, Al Qal Khel, Palolsha, Mahends. Headman: Sik Khan.

SHARIF KHEL (60).—A minor fraction of the Rahimkail Khel, Al Boiler Khan Khel, Nana Khel, Palolsha, Mahends. Headman: Shalal.

SHAMSHUL KHEL. — A sub-division of Nama Khel, Tatta, Bhittanis. Headmen: Lover.

SHAH KHEL. — A subdivision of Shalakh, Mallakhel, Dawson.

SHAKAL KHEL. — A minor fraction of Pata, Toba Khel, Amumin, Mallakhel, Dawson.


SHAH MOHAMMAD KHEL. — A minor fraction of Pata Khel, Janal Khel, Malik Khel, Wall Khel, Urmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

SHAHALL KHEL. — A minor fraction of Khan Khel, Jalal Khel, Nana Khel, Malhchin Khel, Urmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.


SHAKAL KHEL (30).—A fraction of the Khali Khel, Shahri Shams Khel, Shahri Khel, Mulekh, Headman: Naim Kha.


SHAKAL KHEL (20).—A fraction of the Salabri, Khali Khel, Upper Shams Khel, Mallakhel. Headman: It.

SINHALL.—A minor fraction of Mulla, Munda, Khel, Ibrahim Khel, Urmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

SHAKAL KHEL (10).—A fraction of the Red Khel, Munda, Khali Shalakh, Mallakhel. Headmen: Raji Khans.

Shahs Khel.—A minor fraction of Mukhdoon, Wali Khel, and Sven Kar, Ummum, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.


Shahs (250):—A division of Wazir Iakh, Headman: Rashid, (Abdum), Muhammad, Torka Khel, Chekal (Derphsh).

Shahs Khel (900):—A subdivision of the Band, Shakhr, Mahal, Headman: Enamul.

Shahs Khel (120):—A section of the Band, Upper Shams Khel, Mahal, Headman: Paimul.


Shahs Khel (100):—A section of the Band, Amdar Khel, Paimul, Mahal, Headman: Paimul.

Shahs Khel:—A minor fraction of Khel, Khel, Shem, or Sani Khel, Abdumk, Derwesh Khel, Wazirs.


Shahs Khel (1000):—A clan of Mahal divided into (1) Upper Shams Khel (1200), and (2) Khel Shawman Khel (900).

Shahs (140):—A fraction of the Band, Mohnal, Mahal, Headman: Karim Khan.

Shahs Khel (90):—A minor fraction of the Band, Tor Khel, Darwesh Khel, Ummul, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

Shahs (140):—A minor fraction of Shams, Khel, Shem Haoon, Tor Khel, Ummul, Nohnt, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs, Headman: Dost Muhammad and Mirkhan.

Shahs Khel (150):—A fraction of Jalal Khel, Nana Khel, Bahal, Mahal, Headman: Paimul.

Shahs Khel:—A section of Noor, Khel, Tapal, Tapal, Dower, Headman: Paimul.

Shahs Khel:—A minor fraction of the Band, Bhal, Band, Headman: Paimul, Shahmahmad Khan, Nana Khel, Mahal, Headman: Qandupul.

Shahs:—A subdivision of the Band, Bhal, Dower, Headman: Dost Muhammad.

SHAMSH KHEL — A sub-division of Khaddi, Mallizad, Dawars.


SHAMS KHEL (100) — A minor fraction of the Sahil Khe, Shar Khel, Harsat Khel, Naim Khel, Haklbalzai, Mahamna. Headman: Korra.

SHAMS KHEL — A section of the Ali Khe, Hadar Khel, Takkabni, Dawa.

SHAN KHEL (80) — A division of Tatta, Bhotiam. Headman: Azeem.

SHARBAH KHEL — A minor fraction of Pusapi, Khezil Khel, Wali Khel, Ummadni, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

SHART KHEL (90) — A section of Haidar Khe, Mahuar Khe, Mallizad, Dawars.

SHART KHEL (55) — A section of Korra Khe, Chaker Khe, Shama Khe, Mahamna.

SHARULI (68) — A section of Malik Ismail, Mansur, Allah, Mahamna. Headman: Shara.


SHEKH ALL — A minor section of Naim Khe, Bahk Khe, Wali Khe, Ummadni, Darwesh Khe Wazirs. Headmen: Gahalbak and Pid Khe.

SHEKAR — A subdivision of Naimi, Mallizad, Dawars.

SHEKH BADIN KHEL (20) — A minor fraction of the Naimi Khe, Mocal Khe, 031 Khe, Naim, Ali, Mahamna.

SHEKH BADIN (Kana) — A minor fraction of Zabi Khe, Rami Khe, Naimi, Kho, Esha, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khe Wazirs.

SHEKH BADIN KHEL (209) — A minor fraction of the Zabi Khe, Zabi Khe, Bocia, Niomic, Kha, Khe, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khe Wazirs.

SHEKH BAZID (Wazir) — A minor fraction of Zabi Khe, Rami Khe, Naimi, Kho, Esha, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khe Wazirs.

SHEKH BAZID KHEL (50) — A minor fraction of Sardi Khe, Bakba Khe, Tali Khe, Ukanzai, Darwesh Khe Wazirs. Headmen: Ashraf Khan, Shah, Gulak Khan.

SHEKH BHEK — A minor fraction of Sardi Khe, Bahk Khe, Wali Khe, Ug. agai, Darwesh Khe Wazirs. Headmen: Asadul Khan, Raki Khe, Gulk Khe.

Sheh HASSAN (60).—A section of the Zai Khel, Sardar, Nateal, Badal Khel, Talib Khel, Ahmad Khel, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.


SHEKH DADIX KEEL.—A minor fraction of Shafi Khel, Bora Khel, Mohamad Khel, Umeed Khel, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

SHEKH ALI KEEL (30).—A minor fraction of the Nokzai Khel, Sharif Khel, Bahlul Khel, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

SHEARK KHAN KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Nokzai Khel, Sharif Khel, Bahlul Khel, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.

SHEKH BAKKAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of the Khurmanj Khel, Khokhar Khel, Haibat Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlul Khel, Mahsuds.
SHER MUHAMMAD KHEL.—A minor fraction of Mitr Hasani, Naoga, Mada Khan, Ushak Khan, Ullung Khan, Undas, Bakhsh Khan, Wazirs.

SHAKU (149).—A division of the Bihbal, Makhso, Headmen : Fadi Khan and Gai Pir.

SHREEK KHEL.—A section of Nakhak, Hasak Khan, Makhso, Pawar, Khan, Wazirs.


SHERE KHEL.—A minor fraction of Bala Khan, Durbali, Khan, Almadd, Dupar, Khan, Wazirs. Headmen : Zalim Khan.

SHISHNIN.—See Part IV for this tribe and all its clans, etc.

SHREES KHEL (109).—A fraction of John Khan, Nana Khel, Bakhsh Khan, Mahsuds.

SHIR KHEL.—A subdivision of Sherbad, Makhso, Pawar.

SHIRE KHEL.—A subdivision of Sherbad, Makhso, Pawar.

SHIRPAK (80).—A section of the Sarad, Bakhsh Khan, Fad Khan, Masood, Atta, Makso, Headmen : Nojir.

SHRAPA KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Bakhsh Khan, Ali, Bakhak Khan, Sher Khan, Khizar Khan, Nana Khan, Makso, Bakhsh Khan, Wazirs.


SHIH KHEL (14).—One of the five sections of the Ghulam Khel, Bakhsh Khan, Shams Khan, Mahsuds.

SHITAIKHEL.—A minor fraction of Bakhsh Khan, Nana Khan, Almadd, Darwesh Khan, Wazirs.

SHARKI.—A minor fraction of the Bala Khan, Bakhsh Khan, Upper Shamsh Khan, Shamsh Khan, Makso, Headmen : Kasir.

SHIRKHHEL.—A section of the Bakhsh Khan, Bakhsh Khan, Upper Shamsh Khan, Shamsh Khan, Makso. Headmen : Kasir.

SHHRKHHEL.—A minor fraction of Bakhsh Khan, Bakhsh Khan, Ummari, Darwesh Khan, Wazirs. Headmen : Kasir.

SHIRKHHEL.—A minor fraction of the Bakhsh Khan, Bakhsh Khan, Ummari, Darwesh Khan, Wazirs. Headmen : Kasir.

SHIRKHHEL.—A minor fraction of the Bakhsh Khan, Bakhsh Khan, Ummari, Darwesh Khan, Wazirs. Headmen : Kasir.

SHIRKHHEL.—A minor fraction of the Bakhsh Khan, Bakhsh Khan, Ummari, Darwesh Khan, Wazirs. Headmen : Kasir.
SHARIF KHAN (1)—A minor fraction of the Bahlaif Khel, Abdul Najam Khan, Sher Khan, Hayat Khan, Naim Khan, Babar Khan, Ahmad Khan.

SHOAIB KHAN (2)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (3)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (4)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (5)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (6)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (7)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (8)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (9)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (10)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (11)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (12)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (13)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (14)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (15)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (16)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (17)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (18)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (19)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (20)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (21)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (22)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (23)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (24)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (25)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (26)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (27)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (28)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (29)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (30)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (31)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (32)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (33)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (34)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (35)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (36)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (37)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (38)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (39)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (40)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (41)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (42)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (43)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (44)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (45)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (46)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (47)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (48)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (49)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Hadi Khel, Naim Khel, Khali Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.

SHOAIB KHAN (50)—A minor fraction of the Badiwai, Shadi Khel, Umar Khan, Darweh Khan, Wazirs.
SIRE WASAB (Winter camping ground, Choti, in the Dera (Dera) Khan District). A division of Nasar, Gbilzai Pawindahs.


SIR, or JOT KHEL. A division of Mir Khel, Jamand Pawindahs.

SIRKI KHEL. A minor fraction of Ahmadzai Khel, Mohammad Khel, Malakh, Mallind, Dawan.

SIRKI KHEL. A minor fraction of Zhao Khel, Sari Khel, Mohammad Khel, Malakh, Mallind, Dawan.


SIRKI KHEL. A minor fraction of Ahmadzai Khel, Mohammad Khel, Malakh, Mallind, Dawan.

SIRKI KHEL. A minor fraction of Zhao Khel, Sari Khel, Mohammad Khel, Malakh, Mallind, Dawan.

SIRKI KHEL. A minor fraction of Zhao Khel, Sari Khel, Mohammad Khel, Malakh, Mallind, Dawan.

SIRKI KHEL. A minor fraction of Zhao Khel, Sari Khel, Mohammad Khel, Malakh, Mallind, Dawan.

SHADAB. A minor fraction of Abdul Sattar Khel, Mohamnodes Khel, Malakh, Mallind, Dawan.

SPEIIGI. A minor fraction of Abdul Khel, Sari Khel, Mohammad Khel, Malakh, Mallind, Dawan.


SUZI. Sometimes said to be a section of Khaddar Khel, but in reality a section of Wazir Khel, Mohamnodes Khel, having land among the Khaddar Khel.
Snaw KHel (9,220; between Kalat-i-Ghilzai and Jalalabad).—The most numerous and powerful of the Ghilzai Pamindah trading clans.


Sultan KHEL (70).—A section of the Shani, Shabi Khel, Alizai Mahsuds. Headman: Davar.

Sultan KHEL (70).—A section of the Shani, Shabi Khel, Alizai Mahsuds. Headman: Davar.

Sultan KHEL (70).—A section of the Shani, Shabi Khel, Alizai Mahsuds. Headman: Davar.

Sultan KHEL (70).—A section of the Shani, Shabi Khel, Alizai Mahsuds. Headman: Davar.

Sultan KHEL (70).—A section of the Shani, Shabi Khel, Alizai Mahsuds. Headman: Davar.

GELTANAI (20).—A sub-division of Shabi Khel, Alizai, Mahsuds. Headman: Fakir Muhammad.


SCLTAX RHEL (do).—A minor fraction of the Shabi Khel, Shingi, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Sirat Khan.


SCLTAX KHEL (Winter camping ground, J;ineli in the Dera Ismail Khan District).—A division of the Shabi Khel, Ghilzai Pamindahs. Headman: Aurang.


TAJAL KHEL (50).—A section of Ibrahim Khel, Astanai, Shahi Khel, Allah, Mahsuds, Headman: Shahnir.

TAJAL KHEL (45).—A section of the Taru Khel, Shadi, Daman Mekunda.

TAJI KHEL (600).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Ruma Khel, Sultan, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Shari Khel, Hama Khel, Umarzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (150).—A section of the Shirz Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Sber Khel, Haibat Khel, Nums Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.

TAII KHAN KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Darai, Chahar Khel, Upper Shahan Khel, Mahsuds.

TAJAL KHAN (50).—A section of the Umarmi, Waseem Khel, Shahi Khel, Bahlolzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJAL KHAN (50).—A section of the Umarmi, Waseem Khel, Shahi Khel, Bahlolzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Ramai Khel, Shimli Khel, Mahsuds.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the ramai Khel, Shimli Khel, Mahsuds.

TAJI KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Ramai Khel, Shimli Khel, Mahsuds.

TAJI KHEL (30).—A minor fraction of the Sber Khel, Hama Khel, Umarzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Sber Khel, Hama Khel, Umarzai, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (600).—A section of the Shari Khel, Sultan, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (20).—A minor fraction of the Ruma Khel, Sultan, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.

TAJI KHEL (50).—A section of the Romai, Nunul, Khan Khel, Ahmadi, Darwesh Khel, Wazirs.
Pirba Khel, Hathi Khel, Shin, or Saio, Ahrnadzai, Ijarwesh Khel Wazirs.

Headman: Dilawar Khan.

Taxi: 3,000, the northern border of Khost. A tribe living between the Zadran and the Gurbaz. Headman: Khan Badshah. Chief village: Dargi. About 100 families. (Headman: Khan Shirin) are settled amongst Madha Khel Wazirs of the Raja.

Taxi or Taxi Khel: A section of Taos, Hala, Tappezad, Dwars. Headman: Graham Khan.


Tagh Khel: A minor fraction of Sogi Khel, Mohammad Khel, Malak, Malik, Dwars. Headman: Khan Muhammad Khan.


Tap or Tap Khel (60): A subdivision of Shama, Shama Khel, Mardana.


Tapu: Another name given to the Tapel Tapirrud Dwars.


Tarai Khel (400): A subdivision of Mian, Wazirs, Hulmari. Headman: Iff Khan (Khwail).

Tarai Khel (50): A minor fraction of the Sardar Khel, Sana, Khel, Jalal Khel, Naus Khel, Badshah, Mardana.

Tarai: One of the three primary branches of the Khatak in British territory.

Taratz (2,000); Ghulam and Khalid-i-Sitikal: One of the Ghulam Pardah trading clans.


Tarai: One of the three primary branches of the Khatak tribes in the Bannu District.
TAKI KHEL — A minor fraction of Bola Khel, Mullah Khel, Musa Khan, Shahzai Khel, Ahmad Khan, Murwak Khel Wazirs.

TAKI KHEL (WINTER CAMPING GROUND) — In the last (last) Khan District. — A clan of the Rashid Porgis. Head: Shahzai Khan.

TAKI (460) — A section of the Nawabs. Headmen: Fero Khel.

TAKI KHEL — A minor fraction of Charkhi, Land, Malakh, Mallain, Darwa.


TAKI KHEL — A section of Pari Khel, Bastai, Bakhram, Satta, Bhitai.

TAKI KHEL — A section of the Ismail, Gulmai, Bashir Khelzai of Tor in the Bannu District.

TAKI (30) — A section of Murad Khel, Golshahi, Shams Khel, Malwa.

TAKI KHEL (20) — A section of Biltim, Shahi Khel, Alai, Malwa.


TAKI KHEL — A minor fraction of Bola Khel, Mullah Khel, Musa Khan, Shahzai Khel, Ahmad Khan, Murwak Khel Wazirs.

TAKI KHEL (49) — A minor section of the Mullah Khel, Mullah Khel, Mullah Khel, Padi Khel, Mullah, Alai Mahboob.


TAKI KHEL — A minor fraction of Dask Khel, Khanal, Khanal, Darwaqal Khel Wazirs.

TAKI KHEL — A minor fraction of the Mullah Khel, Mullah Khel, Musa Khan, Shahzai Khel, Ahmad Khan, Murwak Khel Wazirs.

TAKI KHEL — A minor section of the Mullah Khel, Musa Khan, Shahzai Khel, Padi Khel, Mullah, Alai Mahboob.


TAKI KHEL (35) — Deva Ismail Khel (District) — Nusakli, a division of the Murad Khel, Son Khel, Sana Khan, Loban Porgis.

TAKI KHEL — A minor fraction of Bola Khel, Mullah Khel, Musa Khan, Shahzai Khel, Ahmad Khan, Murwak Khel Wazirs. Headman: Ghul.
TAWLA KHEL (Bannu, Wano, and Birmal).—A section of Sirki Khel, Shin, and Sain, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headmen: see Sirki Khel.

TEBI KHEL.—A sub-division of Tapiai, Tapiaizad, Dawars. Headman: Gul Nam.

TILA KHEL.—A minor fraction of Mir Hasani, Mulla, Mudda Khel, Ibrahim Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

TILAS KHEL.—A section of Ghundai, Dharga Khel, Milland, Dawars. Headman: Gul Nam.


TITI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Bomi Khel, Nasrudin, Kalu Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

TOCHI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Riki Khel, Xuhammad Khel, Milland, Dawars. Headman: Tardar Khan.


TOGI KHEL.—A minor fraction of Fita Khel, Jami Khel, Malik Shah, Wall Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

TOJII KHEL.—A minor fraction of Bomi Khel, Nasrudin, Kala Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.

TOJIIYA KHEL (1,500; Ghazni and Kalat-i-Ghilzai).—One of the Ghilzai Pamirabad trading clans.
POLAB KHEL (30)—A minor fraction of the Khan Khel, Abdul Khoi, Sajjad Khoi, Khudad Khoi, Sher Khoi, Mashal, Ali, Malik.

TORA KHEL—A minor fraction of Mir Khan Khoi, Abd Khoi, Wazir Khoi, Momin Khoi, Ussamal, Darreah Khoi Wazirs.


TORA KHEL (29)—A minor fraction of the Lall Khoi, Abid, Momin Khoi, Habib, Maliks. Headman: Khanzadi Muhammad.


TORA KHEL—A subdivision of Pak Khoi, Tabla, Bilharz.

TORA KHEL—A subdivision of Khoi Khoi, Maldas, District.


TORA KHEL—Another name for Tari Khoi, Tajur, Torial Dawar.

TORA KHEL—A minor fraction of Theal Khoi, Malald, District.


TORA KHEL—A minor fraction of Iqbal Khoi, Muhammad Khoi, Almali, Malald, Dawar.


TORA KHEL—Another name for Tari Khoi, Tajur, Torial Dawar.

TORA KHEL—A minor fraction of Theal Khoi, Land, Malald, Dawar.

TORA KHEL—A minor fraction of the Khan Khoi, Hathi Khoi, Shan, Momin Khoi, Umoural, Darreah Khoi Wazirs.

TORA KHEL—A minor fraction of the Khan Khoi, Khwara Khoi, Shahid Khoi, Asiat Khoi, Habib, Malald, Dawar.


TOR (or Barai) KHEL.—A minor fraction of Shabaz Khel, All Khel, Mohi Bkhel, Bera Khel, Barai Khel, Umnat Khel, Ummat Khel, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.


TOR KHEL.—A minor fraction of Allah Khel, Umnat Khel, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.


TOR KHEL.—A sub-division of the Khallat Khel, Shahur Shafik Khan, Shahur Khan, Mahbub Khan, Headman: Fazlul Haq.

TOR KHEL.—A section of Allah Khel, Mohi Bkhel, Umnat Khel, Darwesh KHEL Wazirs.

TOR KHEL.—A section of Allah Khel, Mohi Bkhel, Umnat Khel, Darwesh KHEL Wazirs.

UDDAR, or WADAR KHEL.—A minor fraction of Allah Khel, All Khel, Bera KHEL, Barai Khel, Mohi Bkhel, Umnat, Darwesh KHEL Wazirs. Headman: Khadim Khan and Nabi Khan.

UXAB KEEL.—A minor fraction of Ali Khel, Land, Malik, Mallined, Darsari.

UXAR KHAN IHEL.—A minor fraction of Tatta, Bhittanis. Headmen: Path Khan (Naani Khel), Gohbagh (Gohri Khel).


UXAR KEEL.—A minor fraction of Khadar Khel, Mohini Khel, Muhammad Khel, Homan Khel, Utmanzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs.


UXAB KEEL (140).—A section of Astoni, Shal Khel, Ali Shal Khel. Headmen: Ali Shal Khel.

UXAB KEEL (150).—A minor fraction of Nikarah Khel, Khudaid Khel, Ghil Khel, Hama, Ali Shal, Mohini. Headmen: Rular Din, Muhammad Afridi, Sabriun, Sadi Ben.

UXAB KEEL (152).—A sub-division of Harm Khel, Balandra, Mohini. Headman: Mohini Amir.


UXAR KEEL (160).—A sub-division of Sana Khel, Almandari, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Headman: Fornai Khan, Jamal Din, Zain Khan, Seloo, Malik, Zard Oli, Gohshal.


UXAR KEEL (214).—A division of the Ahmadzai, Darwesh Khel Wazirs. Inhabits the south bank of the Kurram partly in British territory.

CEUAB KHEL (1000).-A subdivision of Sana Iihel, Bahlolzai Nahasuds. Headmen: Pahalwan and Abdul Karim.

EXTRA.-A minor fraction of Bahl
Khel, Shahi Khel, Bar Khel, Shabi Khel, Ummadai, Dardesh Dihal Wastes.

EXTRA.-A section of Taib Khel, Anzam, Malizaw, Darwesh.


UPAN KHEL (1000).-A section of Shahi Khel, Alam, Wastes.

UPAN KHEL (500).-A section of Tappi Khel, Baluns, Shabzai Khel, Bahlolzai. Headmen: Sadiq.


EXTRA.-A division of Khairul, Ghilzai Pahindahs. Headman: Musa Khan.

EXTRA.-(Winter camping ground, Patia, in the Dera Ismail Khan District).-A division of Nose, Ghilzai Pahindahs. Headman: Jams Khan and Mir Khan.


UPAN KHEL (500).-A minor fraction of Sall Khel, Bakkai, Sall Khel, Alam Khan, Darwesh Khan Wastes.

UPAN KHEL.-A section of Khor, Walai, Shahi, Wastes.

UPAN KHEL.-A minor fraction of Charkhi, Land, Malizad, Darwesh.

UZMAN (15,000).-Kurram river, Kaitu, Tochi, Khaisora and Shamel).-One of the two clans of Darwesh Khan Wastes.
UZAH.

KEEL.

A minor fraction of the Sikandar Khel, Bahlolzai, Khanzai, Upper Shahzada Khel, Shahzada Khel, Mahsuds.

WALID KHEL (60).—A minor fraction of the Rondsd Khel, Abdur Rahman Khel, Nana Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds.

WALID KHEL (600).—One of the 3 great divisions (viz., Musa Khel, Hathi Khel, Shin, or Sain Khel) of the Darwash Khel Wazirs. Headman: Adam Khan.

WALID KHEL (Bannu District).—A minor fraction of the Koohi Khel, Firuzi Khel, Hubi Khel, Shab Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwash Khel Wazirs.

WALID KHEL (Bannu District).—A minor fraction of Kondh, Firuzi Khel, Hubi Khel, Shab Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwash Khel Wazirs.

WALID KHEL (Bannu District).—A minor fraction of Kondh, Firuzi Khel, Hubi Khel, Shab Khel, Ahmadzai, Darwash Khel Wazirs.
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WABA~PUN (1,030).-A clan of the 

WARTHAN (230).-A division of the 
Bhattani. Headman: Gul Saha (Murtal Khan).

WATA.-A minor fraction of 
Ahmad Keh, Zira Keh, Aswani, 
Malhele, Dacorous.

WASTA KHEL.-A section of Ali 
Khet, alone, Bhittanis.

WASTA ALI KHAN KHEL (300).-
A section applied to the Khamion 
Khet, Newpahen Khet, and 
Jhuny Khet, minor fractions of 
the Ali Khet. Headman: Majid 
Khet, Malti Khet, Malahle Khet, 
Ummarul, Dacorous Khet 
Wad, Northern: Madi and 
Naward.

WASTAL.-A minor fraction of 
Ift Khet, Jusl Khet, Wall Khet, 
Ummarul, Dacorous Khet Wad, 
Headman: Zargai and Sheltl 
Majid.

WATA (130): Winter camping 
ground, Bhittanis, in Dera Jamai 
Khan District.-Nemodel a sub 
division of this Khet, Kushe Khet, 
Lalbi Panabah. Headman: Ift Khet 
Muhammad.
WAZIR (36, 140") — A large tribe of Pathans who inhabit the hill country to the west of the Trans-Indus frontier from the Rurram river near Thall, to the Gomal Pass. They are divided into two main branches, i.e., the Darwesh Khel and the Mahsuds. The former are again divided into the Akhmadali and the Utmansai. Each of these three branches, i.e., the Mahsuds, the Utmansai, and the Akhmadali have little in common with each other. Two Afghan tribes, i.e., the Garbars of Khost and the Pathik, northern slopes of the Safed Koh, are of the same origin as the Wazirs. A few families of Garbars live on the British side of the Durand Line. The name Wazir is, amongst the tribesmen, more generally applied to the Darwesh Khel branch only, which is considered as a separate tribe to the Mahsuds for the purposes of this dictionary.

YAR AHMAD KHEL (82) — A section of the Kandhi, Chahar Khel. Headman: Badirka, Kamardin, Kakar.

**Including Uazmar, Sajjil, etc.**

YUKARI.-One of the lesser Pamirbagh trading clans. Headman: Khan.

YUHEANI.-One of the lesser Pamirbagh trading clans. Headman: Khan.

Yusu EHEL (30).—A section of the Tapia Khel, Badin, Upper Shamsi Khel, Shamsi Khel, Mahsuds. Headman: Bazar Din.


ZAKLB KHEL (30).—A division of the Tapia Khel, Badin, Khuzial Khel, Shamsi, Mahsuds. Headman: Bashir Khan.

ZALIL KHEL (200).—A section of Bana Khel, Nangar, Khan Khel, Ahmadzai, Darmesh Khel, Wazirs. Headman: Zaineb.


ZAYKH KHEL (30).—A section of Mitbai Khel, Badin, Ichalli Ehel, Shamsi Khel, Mahsuds. Headman: Muslim Khan.

ZAKABIYA (or ZAKARIYA) KHEL (30).—A minor fraction of Nangar. Chief: Pandit Allah. Headman: Pasha Khan.


ZANAB KHEL (190).—A section of the Tapia Khel, Tappizad, Darmesh Khel, Wazirs. Headman: Banочка.

ZARKSH KHEL (100).—A minor fraction of Gidi Alizai, Mahsuds. Headman: Nian Gul.
ZARGAR.-A sub-division of Khaddi, Malizzad, Damars.

ZARGAR KHEL (60).-A minor fraction of Khizaran Khel, Nazar Khel, Alim Khel, Bahadurzai, Malizzad. Headman: Masq Khel.


ZARIF KHEL (601).-A section of the Shamak Khel, Abdullai, Aimal Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Tarkai.

ZABB KHEL.-A minor fraction of the Nizarai Khel, Khoshal Khel, Nazar Khel, Alim Khel, Bahadurzai, Malizzad.


ZABB KHEL.-A minor fraction of the Khizaran Khel, Nazar Khel, Alim Khel, Bahadurzai, Malizzad.

ZABB KHEL (18).-A minor fraction of the Karimdad Khel, Shabu Khel, Umar Khel, Nana Khel, Bahadurzai, Malizzad.


ZHAB KHEL (18).-A minor fraction of the Shamak Khel, Abdullai, Aimal Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Tarkai.

ZHAB KHEL (10).-A minor fraction of the Shamak Khel, Abdullai, Aimal Khel, Bahlolzai, Mahsuds. Headman: Tarkai.

ZHAB KHEL (16).-A section of Kharmanz Khel, Nazar Khel, Alim Khel, Bahadurzai, Malizzad.

ZHAB KHEL (10).-A minor fraction of the Miah Khel, Khoshal Khel, Umar Khel, Nana Khel, Bahadurzai, Malizzad.


ZIBAI.--A minor fraction of Mad Khel, Liaqat Khel, Landi Kotal, Khidari, Hazara.

ZIBA IHEL.--A sub-division of Shadi Khel, Lar Lrazi, Landi Kotal, Khidari, Hazara.


ZIBAI IHEL.--A section of Shadi Khel, Tappizad, Darars, Malakzai, Banda Khel.

ZIBAI IHEL.--A minor fraction of Malik Khel, Kotal Waiqas, Darars, Banda Khel.

ZIBA IHEL.--A sub-division of Shadi Khel, Tappizad, Darars, Malakzai, Banda Khel.

ZIBIT IHEL.--A section of Amirzai, Mirza Shah, Tappizad, Darars, Malakzai, Banda Khel.

ZIBIT IHEL.--A minor fraction of Malik Khel, Tappizad, Darars, Malakzai, Banda Khel.

ZIBIT IHEL.--A sub-division of Amirzai, Mirza Shah, Tappizad, Darars, Malakzai, Banda Khel.

ZIBIT IHEL.--A section of Amirzai, Mirza Shah, Tappizad, Darars, Malakzai, Banda Khel.

ZIBIT IHEL.--A minor fraction of Malik Khel, Tappizad, Darars, Malakzai, Banda Khel.

ZIBIT IHEL.--A sub-division of Amirzai, Mirza Shah, Tappizad, Darars, Malakzai, Banda Khel.

PART IV.
Baluchistan.

A

ABDAS KHAN (46)(Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Targhans Kakars.

ABDAS (6146) (Quetta-Pishin).—The largest clan of Tarins.

ADBUL (520) (Sibi).—A subdivision of Mbalances, Ter, Tarins.


ADBULAZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Ashazai, Achakzai, Abdul, Tarins.


ABDULLAKHEL (Sibi).—A clan of Panis.

ABDUE RAHYABZAI (75) (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Pareznn, Sarvakbel, Kakars. Headman: M. Jan.

ABDUE RAHZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Mehtsrzai, Harud-khel, Sanatia, Kakars.

ABU BAKAE (505) (Quetta, Pishin).—A division of Ter, Tarins. Headman: Malik Pakar Khan.

ACHAKHEL (97) (Zebk).—A division of Naar, Ghilzais.

ACHAKHEL (4,725) (Quetta-Pishin).—The largest division of the Abdal, Tarins. In reality the term ‘‘Abdal’’ is but sparingly used for the Achakzais, who have become localised in the Quetta-Pishin district, and are regarded as a separate political unit from the rest of the Tarins. Headmen: Sirdar Abdul Hamid Khan; Sirdar Balaidur Ghulam Haider Khan; Muhammad Hassan Khan and Taj Muhammad Khan.
ACHOZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A clan of Kuchh. Headman: Mulla Ata Muhammad Khan.

AUDZA (Lebri).—A sub-division of Malzai, Sikhanwah, Lasha. Headman: Fiaz.

AUDZAI (27) (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Kizai, Tor, Tarin. No recognized Malik.

AUDZAI (Loralai).—A division of Kobirdai, Safin. Headman:

AUDZAI (Sibi).—A minor fraction of Hidzai, Niasah, Almas, Niasah, Kekar, Headman: Mulla Khoob.

AUDZAI (North Zhob).—A minor fraction of Khandzai, Khafer, Almas, Niasah, Kekar, Headman: Mulla Khan.

AUDZAI (Loralai).—A division of Morval, intact. Headman: Fatih Muhammad.

AUDZAI (Loralai).—A division of Kuredai, Safin, Kekar, Headman: Shukr.

AUDZAI (80) (Zhob).—A minor fraction of Malzai, Partun, Marzudai, Rana, Rana.

AUDZAI (29) (Zhob).—A sub-division of Khandzai, Sarateli, Kekar. Headman: Shukr and Tarin.

AUDZAI (57) (Zhob).—A division of Malzai, Ulhis.

AUDZAI (84) (Zhob).—A division of Kizai, Shurabi.

AUDZAI (56) (Zhob).—A division of Malzai, Khafer, Muqri, Kekar. Headman: Shukr.

AUDZAI (29) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Kizai, Niasah, Almas, Niasah, Partun. Headman: Wali Muhammad Khan.
ADRI MAZAI (36) (Zhob).—A section of Mirazi, Alizai, Sanzarkhel, Kakars. Headmen: Mir Ali and Ali Bakhsh.


AMAZAI (30) (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Mirzai, Alizai, Sanzarkhel, Kakars. Headmen: Mairan and Shabe.

AMAZAI (40) (Zhob).—A minor division of Kabalzai, Hassanzai, Kibzai, Sanzarkhel, Kakars. Headman: Faiz Muhammad.


AHMED (29) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Mirzai, Alizai, Sanzarkhel, Kakars. Headmen: Nundu and Ali Bakhsh.

AHMED (36) (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Mirzai, Alizai, Sanzarkhel, Kakars. Headmen: Mairan, Shambe and Nobin.

AHMEDZAI (Zhob).—A section of Israilzai, Alizai, Sanzarkhel, Kakars. Headmen: Nooroddin and Sadiq.

AJABKHEL (Sibi).—A division of Dehpal, Panis.

AKAZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Alizarzai, Haidarkhel, Mandokhel (q.v.), of Harderkhel, Mandokhel (q.v.), a. Headmen: Amir and Taj.

AHMEDZAI (Loralai).—A division of Panis, Sardhau.
Akhhtazai (35) Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Achakzai, Abdal, Tarins. Affiliated with the Bahral sub-division of Achakzai. Headman: Ayub Khan.


Akhreza (Shih).—A sub-division of Umarzai, Jinjal, Pacis.

Aladzai (40) Zhob).—A minor fraction of Bulomi, Panizai, Harri, Shar, Swabi, Sakhs, Headmen: Sher Shah.

Akhrexal (100) Zhob).—A section of Shadozai Ali, Sanzarkhel, Headman: Musan.

Alahtazai (18) Zhob).—A division of Chansarkhel, Shirnas.


Allahzai (Shih).—A division of Sanzarkhel, Kakars.

Allahzai (Shih).—A division of Nabi, Ghilzai.

Allahzai (Shih).—A division of Sanzarkhel, Kakars.


Allahzai (Loralai).—A division of Bhorai, Lewis, Headman: Lai Khan Saffar.


Allahzai (50) (Zhob).—A division of Bhorai, Lewis, Headman: Lai Khan Saffar.
ALIZAI (Sibi).—A division of Kohat, Peshawar. Headman: Wazir Muhammad.

ALIZAI (497) (Loralai).—A subdivision of Wazirali, Jyo, Tarins. Headman: Mohammad Nisar.


ALIZAI (Loralai).—A division of Umarkhel, Ustranas (q. v.). Headman: Ali Muhammad.

ALIZAI (Loralai).—A division of Perozai, Zarkhun. Headman: Paind Khan.


ALIZAI (48) (Quetta-Pishin and Loralai).—A sub-division of Panis. Headman: Hajji Islam Khan.

ALIZAI (22) (Loralai).—A division of Perozai, Zarkhun. Headman: Paind Khan.

ALIZAI (30).—A section of Ahmad, Ahmad Khel, Obok, Shirman.

ANIZAR (21) (Quetta-Pishin).—A subdivision of Bazai Harnai, Sanatia, Kakar. Headman: Islam Khan.

ANIZAT (23) (Quetta-Pishin).—A subdivision of Toor, Tanj, Torins. Headman: Naqib Khan.


BABAB (Quetta-Pishin).—Usually classed the Achakzais, but actually belong to a separate tribe. No separate headman, the families being distributed among the Achakzai sections.

BABARZAI (Loralai).—A division of Alikhel, Panis. Headman: Pail.


BABRI (Mastung).—A sub-section of Kunda.

BATE (25) (Loralai).—A division of Tursin. Headman: Mir Khan.

BANNAZAI (5) (Loralai).—A sub-division of Salezai, Shush. Headman: Shah Bakhsh.

BANZAI (200) (Zhob).—A minor section of the Ahmedzai, Kibilzai, Hassanzai, Kibzai, Sanzarkhel, Kakars. Headmen: Kahn Sahib Paindan Khan.

BANZAI (Bari).—A section of the Shabozai, Shush, Sanzarkhel, Kakars. Headman: Khan Sahib Paindan Khan.


BAHADURZAI (Loralai).—A division of Feroz Kohs.

BAHREIN (Sibi).—A section of Saran Khel.

BAHRIZAIL (Sibi).—A subdivision of Khanzai, Qanais, Zarkons.


BAHZAI (Loralai).—A division of Bakhshzai, Ustranas (q. v.).

BAULIZAI (20) (Loralai).—A section of Umarzai, Alizai, Tor, Dera. Headman: Earech.

BAULIZAI (Loralai).—A minor division of Cheema Khel. Headman: Allahdad.

BAULIZAI (Sibi).—A division of Bakhshzai. Headman: Sahibzada Sharif Mohammad Khan.

BAUHTZAI (Loralai).—A division of Bear Khel, Zarkonais. Headman: Fazil Khan.

BAKTI (32) (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Ahshekzai, Abdal, Tarins. Headman: Binam Khan.


BAKTI (36) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Ahshekzai, Abdal, Tarins. Headman: Parhar Khan.

BALKI (42).—A division of Dehpal, Panis.

BALKI (25) (Zhob).—A division of Bhalot, Ghilzais.

BALKI (36) (Zhob).—A division of Bhalot, Ghilzais.

BALKI (25) (Loralai).—A division of Rashidani, Jafars. Headman: Khul.

BARAHKEEL (149) (Loralai).—A section of Tarkar, Ghilzais. Headman: Khan Rabih Khan.

BAKHILA (20).—A minor group of Ahrnezni, Kibilzni, Hassanzai, Binnekhel (138) (Zhob and Loralai).—A division of Umarzai, Tari.

BAKHILA (20) (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Tarakh, Kakarzai. Headmen: Bin Amran Khan and Zarlin Khan.

BAKHILA (20) (Zhob).—A sub-division of Tarakh, Kakarzai. Headmen: Mir Alan Raja and Muhammad Jan.

BAKHILA (20) (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Bahramzai, Sibi, Tarins.

BAKHILA (26) (West of Dera Ghazi Khan district).—A section of Kabzai, Bhalot, Laharzai, Man Khan. Headman: Zobid.

BAKHILA (26) (Zhob).—A division of Umarzai, Tari.

BAKHILA (25) (Sibi).—A division of Chukhelzai, Sibi.

BAKHILA (25) (Zhob).—A division of Bahramzai, Iihajak, Panis.

BAKHILA (26) (West of Dera Ghazi Khan district).—A section of Kabzai, Bhalot, Laharzai, Man Khan. Headman: Zobid.

BAKHILA (26) (Sibi).—A division of Chukhelzai, Sibi.

BAKHILA (26) (West of Dera Ghazi Khan district).—A section of Kabzai, Bhalot, Laharzai, Man Khan. Headman: Zobid.

BAKHILA (26) (Sibi).—A division of Chukhelzai, Sibi.
The tribe is found chiefly in Southern Afghanistan, more especially in the Shokarat District. Only a few families live in the Quetta-Pishin and Chagai Districts.

QHAIY (Sibi).—A division of Bsgnn, Pauis.

Braru (Loralai).—A sub-division of Lasani, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Sarguzasah.

Bruzar (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Barakzai, Targhara, Kakars.

IAXZAI (46) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Alizai, Nasratzai, Achakzai, Abdal, Tarins. Headman: Samundar Khan.

BJRAZAI (Loralai).—A division of Sharamani, Zarknns.

BOIAZAI (Loralai).—A sub-division of Lasani, Ltakhanmaal, Lnns. Headman: see Ladn.

Bo~aazar (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Panezai. Harnnkhel, Sanatia, Kakars. Headman: Haji.

BOBIKEEL (27) (Loralai).—A division of Nasir, Ghilzais.

BOBIZAI (168) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Dlezai, Achakzai, Abdal, Tarins. Headman: Pakar Khan.

EILAL~AI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan district).—A section of Kabalzai, Nokczai, Laharzai Musa Khel. Headman: Rasul.

Br~naszar (33)(Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Lamar, Kakars. Headman: Ketta Khan.

BINZAI (Zhob).—A division of Babar, Shiranis. Headman: Sahiban.

B1zaza1 (50) (West of Dera Ghazi Khan district).—A sub-division of Hamzazai, Be1 Khel, Musa Khel. Headman: Oaman.

BO~TAN KAHOL (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Xelezsi, Achakzai, Abdal, Tarins.


BRAHIMZAI (West OF Dera Ghazi Khan district).—A section of Kabalzai, Nokczai, Laharzai, Musa Khel. Headman: Haji.


BEAHIMZAI (40) (Largha).—A section of Rezai, Hahyazai, Hasan Khel, Shiranis. Headman: Bahin.
CHACHEZAI PASHNAKHEL. (Quetta-Pishin).—A clan of Maahwanis.

CHAXARZAI (Loralai).—A subdivision of Nubzai, Isorts. Headman: Pastak.

CHALGABI.—A section of Mekhiani, Tor, Tarins.

CHANAZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Samungli, Kansie. Headman: Abdul Rahid.

CHARZAI (Loxalai).—A subdivision of Samani, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Nazir.

CHOTIALIWAL.—See Dzam.

CHOTZAI (Loralai).—A subdivision of Nubzai, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Abdul.

CHHAND Prairie (Zhob).—A division of Samungli, Kansie.


CHANDOZAI (Zhob).—A division of Samungli, Kansie.

CHANZAI (Loralai).—A clan of Shirlinis.

CHANDMAI (Zhob).—A division of Khawansai, Sarrakhel, Kakar. Headman: Mullu Wasil.

DADAKZAI (Zhob).—A minor fraction of Khawansai, Pansai, Harmal, Jakran, Bahar, Headman: Rahim.

DABAI (Loralai).—A sub-division of Zamas, Spin, Tarins.

DABAI (Zhob).—A sub-division of Wazir, Spin, Tarins.

DADSENEH (Loralai).—A division of Jarei, Khawansai, Sarrakhel, Kakar.
DARATE (Sibi).—A subdivision of Wahab, Sibi, Tairol.

DARATE (Loralai).—A subdivision of Lohar, Markhal. Headman: Kadir.

DARATE (Loralai).—A division of Nani, Gilgit.

DARATE (Loralai).—A clan of Loralai, Headman: Musa Jan.

DARATE (Sibi).—A subdivision of Malir, Rahim, Loralai.

DARATE (Loralai).—A clan of Loralai.

DARATE (Sibi and Loralai).—A subdivision of Ornana, Zarkun. Headman: Baloch.

DARATE (Sibi and Loralai).—A division of Sharnwani, Zarkun, Headman: Hassan.

DARATE (Sibi and Loralai).—A clan of Ustranas (q. v.).

DARATE (Loralai).—A subdivision of Nasir, Ghilzai, Nalezri, Rakhanwal, Lunis.

DARATE (Loralai).—A division of Nasir, Ghilzai, Nalezri.

DARATE (Loralai).—A clan of Lunis. Headman: Nusa Jan.

DARATE (Sibi and Loralai).—A section of Ashezai, Achakzai, Abdal, Loralai. Headman: Mezhai Khan.

DARATE (Loralai).—A clan of Loralai.

DARATE (Sibi).—A section of Shahid, Malir, Shamsabad, Bassi. Headman: Isha Khan.

DARATE (Sibi).—A division of Dzame, Kohat.

DARATE (Sibi).—A section of Asmai, Abdal, Tufik, Agha Nabi, Mezhai Khan.

DARATE (Sibi).—A division of Loralai, Kohat.

DARATE (Sibi).—A division of Nasir, Gilgit.

DARATE (Sibi).—A division of Nasir, Gilgit.


DARATE (Zhob).—A clan of Panis.

DARATE (Zhob).—A clan of Panis. Headman: Yousuf.

DARATE (Zhob).—A clan of Panis.

DARATE (Zhob).—A clan of Panis.

DARATE (Zhob).—A clan of Panis.

DARATE (Zhob).—A clan of Panis.

DARATE (Zhob).—A clan of Panis.

DARATE (Zhob).—A clan of Panis.

DARATE (Zhob).—A clan of Panis.

DARATE (Zhob).—A clan of Panis.
DODAZAI (Loralai).—A division of Emran, Jafars. Headman: Sawan.

DODAZAI (Zhob).—A small clan of Ghilzais.

SPANZAI (Zhob).—A sub-division of Abdullazai, Lamar, Kakaw.

DODAZAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan district).—A section of Yalizai, Ahmadzai, Bel Khel, Qam Khel. Headman: Zhob.


FARZ (East of Quetta).—A division of Demer, Kakars.

FATTHI (Sibi and Loralai).—A division of Sharawani, Zsrkuna.

FAIZAL (1,188) (Zhob).—A section of Mirzai, Alizai, Sanzarkhel, division of Saigi, Tarins.

Fakirzai (10) (Zhob).—A section of Malook, Abdulzai, Sagarzai, Kakar. Headman: Mulla Dinair.

DUMARZ (537) (Sibi).—A Kakar clan. Headman: Birdar Jelal Khan.


FARKHANA (Loralai).—A division of Bazai, Hmorakhel, Sanatia Kaliars. Headman: Ismael Khan.
FAETHAZ (Quetta-Pishin).—A clan of Muharram (q. v.).

FAETHAZAI (Zal).—A division of Dukhathai, Rehman.

FAETHAZAI (20) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Hameedzai, Achakzai, Abdul, Tarins. Headman : Wali Mohammad.

FAETHAZAI (Loralai).—A division of Nasserzai, Paris.

FAETHZAI.—A section of Mirzai, Abdul, Samerzai, Rehman. Headman : Khairullah, Abdul, Muhammad and others.

GADAIKH (Zal).—A minor fraction of Abdul, Siddiquzai, Gwadarkhel. Headman : Ajab Khan.

GADAIKH (Quetta-Pishin).—A clan of Qasim, Headman : Qasim Muhammad Khan.

GADAIKH (Kr) (West of Dera Ghazi Khan district).—A section of Hameedzai, Hameedzai, Sadiqzai, Mutawakkil, Panis. Headman : Jan Gul.

GADAIKH (W) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Abdulzai, Abdulzai, Rehmanzai, Abdul, Tarins.

GADAMAI (Zal).—A division of Khanzai, Mianzai, Rehmanzai.

GADAMAI (16) (Loralai).—A division of Ahmadzai, Ahmadzai.

GADAMAI (50).—A section of Usmanzai, Usmanzai, Abdul, Tarins.

GADAMAI (30).—A minor division of Usmanzai, Usmanzai, Abdul, Tarins.

GAGALZAI (20).—A clan of Usturanzai, Usturanzai, Abdul, Tarins.

GAGALZAI (R).—A division of Nasserzai, Usturanzai.

GAGALZAI (Zal).—A division of Muhammadzai, Rehmanzai, Abdul, Tarins.

GAGALZAI (20).—A division of Nasserzai, Rehmanzai, Abdul, Tarins.

GAGALZAI (Zal).—A division of Nasserzai, Rehmanzai, Abdul, Tarins.

GAGALZAI (30).—A division of Usturanzai, Usturanzai, Abdul, Tarins.

GAGALZAI (50).—A division of Usmanzai, Usmanzai, Abdul, Tarins.

GAGALZAI (30).—A division of Usmanzai, Usmanzai, Abdul, Tarins.

GAGALZAI (Zal).—A division of Muhammadzai, Rehmanzai, Abdul, Tarins.

GAGALZAI (20).—A division of Nasserzai, Usturanzai.

GAGALZAI (Zal).—A division of Muhammadzai, Rehmanzai, Abdul, Tarins.

GAGALZAI (30).—A division of Usmanzai, Usmanzai, Abdul, Tarins.

GAGALZAI (50).—A division of Usmanzai, Usmanzai, Abdul, Tarins.

GAGALZAI (Zal).—A division of Muhammadzai, Rehmanzai, Abdul, Tarins.


A division of Isbaks, Khajak, Panis. From Khelat-i-Ghilzai on the south to the Kabul River on the north, and from the Ghulzai range on the east, in many places overflowing these boundaries. The main clans or branches are the Andars, Hotaks, Kbaroti, Sasira, Baibul, Tarakir, Tokhis. The Ghilzais generally reiect the Durrans, whom they regard as usurpers. They are to be found in considerable numbers in Zhob and other districts of the Baluchistan Agency (gathering money 400), and many emigrate to India in the cold weather. See also Pomindahs, Part III.

A division of Drugzi of Loralai. A division of Nusr, Ghilzais.


A division of Drugzi of Loralai. A division of Nusr, Ghilzais.
GULFARAI or Gullara (23) (Loralai).—A division of Umapati, Alzai. Headman: Balakhan.

GULFARAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Buzi, Buzarkhel, Jumlo. Headman: K. & Haji, Balder-shah Khan.

GULFARAI (27) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Ajaizai, Alzai, Abdul, Tarins. Headman: Panza Khan.

GULFARAI (65) (Zhoob).—A division of Subumbahal, Ghilzai.

GULZAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan District).—A section of Kabuli, Nishani, Lasharai, Makahal, Hewzma Khan.

GULZAI (Shah).—A division of Bel, Pishin.

GULZAI (22) (Zhoob).—A section of Nasirzai, Alzai, Panzakhel, Razer, Headman: Shah Alam.

HAIBATZAI (Loralai).—A subdivision of Parwana, Rawat, Khan. Headman: Haji Khanju.

HAIBATZAI (27) (Quetta-Pishin).—A minor fraction of Ghilzai, Nishani, Akbarzai, Abdul, Tariq. Headman: Sula.

HAIBATZAI (Loralai).—A subdivision of Harmozai, Aobakzai, Abdul, Tarins. Headman: Haji Khanju.

HAIBATZAI (20) (Loralai).—A subdivision of Harpani, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Mulla Xali Muhammad.


HAIBATZAI (Shah).—See Shahzai.
HAIDARZAI (317).—A subdivision of Attaab, Surundal, Kakar. Headman: Jan Muhammad and Zareef.

HAIDARZAI.—A section of Na-
tozai, Messabab, Dumar, Panser-
khel, Kakar. Headman: Puzdar.

HAIDARZAI (65).—A section of Na-
tozai, Messabab, Dumar, Panser-
khel, Kakar. Headman: Puzdar.

HAIKZAI (70).—A division of Attaab, Tor, Tarins, Headman: Baz Khan.

HALABASI or LABAN: (Loralai).—A division of Khudranzai, Jafars. Headman: Roiidyar.

HALIKZAI (984).—A subdivision of Haidarkhel, Mandolhel (q. v.), Panis.

HANFEZAI (130).—A subdivision of Suleimnzai, Babar. Headman: Haji Salim Khan.


HARAHLZAI (984).—A subdivision of Haidarkhel, Mandolhel (q. v.), Panis.

HAYZAZAI (323).—A clan of Musakhel. Headmen: Sirdar Mehrab Khan. In Bori the headmen are: Nadir Khan, Dora Khan, Fare Khan, Fark Khan, Merajay, Rohun Khan, Masun and Mulla Sahib Khan.

HAYZAZAI (225).—A clan of Haidarkhel. Headman: Sirjar Mehsh Khan. In Bori the headmen are: Nadir Khan, Dora Khan, Fark Khan, Fark Khan, Merajay, Rohun Khan, Masun, and Mulla Sahib Khan.

HAYZAZAI (225).—A subdivision of Haidarkhel, Mandolhel (q. v.), Panis.

HAYZAZAI (225).—A division of Attaab, Tor, Tarins. Headman: Baz Khan.

HAYZAZAI (984).—A subdivision of Haidarkhel, Mandolhel (q. v.), Panis.

HAYZAZAI (225).—A division of Haidarkhel, Mandolhel (q. v.), Panis.

HAYZAZAI.—See Heml.

HAYZAZAI (323).—A subdivision of Haidarkhel, Mandolhel (q. v.), Panis.

HAYZAZAI (70).—A subdivision of Haidarkhel, Mandolhel (q. v.), Panis.

HAYZAZAI (70).—A subdivision of Haidarkhel, Mandolhel (q. v.), Panis.

HAYZAZAI (984).—A subdivision of Haidarkhel, Mandolhel (q. v.), Panis.

HAYZAZAI (323).—A subdivision of Haidarkhel, Mandolhel (q. v.), Panis.
HARANZAI (Lonlai) — A division of Marghbari, Pakht.

HARIKAT (491) (Quetta-Pishin) — A section of Alizai-Sarhazai, Shakkar, Cheeni, Headman: Devani Khan.


HASANZAI (Quetta-Pishin) — A section of Shiranis, Headman: Sahibzada Ali Khan.


HASHTAI (Zob) — A section of Sahabzai, Marishbal, Zabul. Headman: Blackburn.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A section of Sahabzai, Marishbal, Zabul. Headman: Blackburn.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Barakzai, Sardar, Kakars. Headman: Guli.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Badarzai, Sardar, Kakars. Headman: Guli.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.

HASHTAI (Zob) — A division of Bihari, Musa Khel. Headman: Gul Durr.
HEZAI (81).—A subdivision of Yahyazi, Hassans, Khel, Shireen. Headman: Malik Dadan.

HILALZAI (23) (Loralai).—A subdivision of Mulazai, Rakhanaal, Luni. Headman: Sharif Barel.


HOTEK (99) (Zhob, Loralai and Quetta-Pishin).—A clan of Ghilzais. Headman in Loralai: Sardar Muhammad Shah Khan.

HOTXALANI (150) (Loralai and Sibi).—A subdivision of Wanechi, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Bala Khan.

HOCHSJAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A subdivision of Babi, Hotak Ghilzais. Headman: Shah Jehan Khan.

HOTXALANI (150) (Loralai and Sibi).—A subdivision of Wanechi, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Bala Khan.

HOTXALANI (150) (Loralai and Sibi).—A subdivision of Wanechi, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Bala Khan.

HCBCM SHAZAI.—A minor fraction of Mulazai, Rakhanaal, Luni. Headman: Bala Khan.

HOTXALANI (150) (Loralai and Sibi).—A subdivision of Wanechi, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Bala Khan.

HOTXALANI (150) (Loralai and Sibi).—A subdivision of Wanechi, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Bala Khan.

HOTXALANI (150) (Loralai and Sibi).—A subdivision of Wanechi, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Bala Khan.

HOTXALANI (150) (Loralai and Sibi).—A subdivision of Wanechi, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Bala Khan.

HOTXALANI (150) (Loralai and Sibi).—A subdivision of Wanechi, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Bala Khan.

HOTXALANI (150) (Loralai and Sibi).—A subdivision of Wanechi, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Bala Khan.

HOTXALANI (150) (Loralai and Sibi).—A subdivision of Wanechi, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Bala Khan.
IBEAHIX~AI or Brahimzai (21) (Quetta-Pishin).-A sub-division of SerangZai, Sanatia, Rakars. Headman: Halim Khan.

IBEEI~AI (Quetta-Pishin).-A sub-division of BarakZai, Tarqgara, Kaliars. Headman: Sillman Khan and Zarin.


Joizar (West of Dera Ghazi Khan district).-A sub-division of Isazai, Panis. Headmen: Miran and Jangal.

1S~ABHEL (66) (Loralai).-A division of Ismailkhel. Zamis. Headman: Fazil Khan.

IS~AHEL (Loralai).-A sub-division of Isazai, Targar, Kaliars. Headmen: Alim, Bakhsh and Arslan.

IS~AZAI (Loralai).-A division of Zmarai. Headmen: Fazil Khan, Abdn, Rozai, and Dari.

ISBAP~AI (Sibi).-A division of Khajak, Panis.

ISTANI (Loralai).-A division of Dirgzai, Panis.

ISYAILPH~AI (Sibi).-A division of Barozai, Panis.

ISYAILPHBL (Loralai).-A division of Nazir, Ghilzais.

ISXAIHEL (141) (Loralai).-A clan of Zmarai. Headmen: Fazil Khan, Abdn, Bakhsh, and Dorai.

IS~AILZAI (313) (Zhob).-A sub-division of Isazai, Panis. Headmen: Gula Khan Sheikh and Fateh.
Ishailzai (Zhob).—A division of Oso Khel, Shirins. Headman: Ziar Mohammad.

Ishailzai (Loralai).—A division of Mohammadzai, Isots. Headman: Khan Beg.

Ishailzai (72) (Zhob).—A division of Lawans. Pains.

Ishailzai (Loralai).—A clan of Usots.

Isots (465).—(Loralai) A small tribe of nomads, of the Ghor.

Jahandarzai (260) (Dera Ghazi Khan district).—A small tribe of somewhat doubtful origin generally classed as Pathans. Headman: Kal Khan.

Jahmazai (Loralai).—A division of Khajak, Pains.

Jahmanzai (Loralai).—A Division of Mohamad, Isots. Headman: Maw ra Khan.

Jalakhzai (72).—(Zhob and Loralai).—A division of Nushkai, Be1 Khel. Nushkai Khel. Headman: Azim Ben (Ssozai), Sarbadar (Mirdzai).

Jalalzai (1,408) (Zhob).—A section of Sadozai Alizai, Sanzarkhel, Kakar. Headman: Hotal.

Jalalzai (West of Dera Ghazi Khan district).—A sub-division of Khajak, Pains.


Jalalzai (1,408) (Zhob).—A section of Shadozai Allar, Sadozai, Kakar. Headman: Sarbadar (Mirdzai).
JALALZAI (69) (Zhob).—A division of Rehmanzai, Ghilzais.

JALALZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Jammalzai, Ahmad Khel, Zaranj. Headman: Siby Zamar.

JALAXALZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Ahmadzai, Ahmadzai, Allah, Taran. Headman: Shaker Khan.


JANAI (48) (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Allah, Tor, Tarin. Headman: Malik Zaman.

JANAI (Loralai).—A division of Dandzai, Ustranas (p. v).

JAWAL (Islam).—An insignificant clan of Panni.

JATTUL (Loralai).—A division of Khidrani, Jafars. Headman: Bashka.

JEEBA (Loralai).—A division of Dandzai, Ustranas.

JEEBA (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Allah, Tor, Tarin. Headman: Malik Zaman.

JANTA (West of Dera Ghazi Khan division).—A section of Maghdanzai, Ahmedzai, Dei Khel. Headman: Lat.


JAKAUL (Loralai).—A division of Allah, Tor, Tarin. Headman: Malik Zaman.

JHUBAI (Zhob).—A sub-division of Zaama, Spin, Tarin.

KABULZAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan).—A sub-division of Nokorzai, Laharzi, Musa Khel. Headmen: Bhoor (Gumatzai), Khish (Sarkhat). Headman: Roem (Bhilaro).

KABULZAI (Loralai).—A division of Laharzi, Musa Khel. Headman: Rasul.

KABULZAI (Zhob).—A section of Pakhezai, Abdullezai, Sakzar-Khel, Kakars.

KAKBIKH (Loralai).—A division of Kharot, Ghilzais.

KABULKHEL (27) (Zhob).—A division of Allah, Torin.

KABULZAI (Bori, Zhob).—A subdivision of Utman Khel, Sasharkhel, Kakars. Headmen: Mir Alam, Ghullu, Abdul Aziz, Murgib Hosen, Isa Khan, Aftab and Baloch Khan.

KABULZAI (Loralai).—A division of Laharzi, Musa Khel. Headman: Rasul.

KABULZAI (25) (Zhob).—A section of Pakhezai, Abdullezai, Sasharkhel, Kakars.

KABULZAI (Loralai).—A division of Allah, Torin, Ustranas.
KADUZAI.—A subdivision of
Bazai, Snnatia, Kakars. Read-
men: Mnlla Baidula, and Mulla
Majib.

KAYALZAI (28) (Quetta-Pishin).—
A subdivision of Nurzai, Tor.

KAIXALZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision
of Umarzai, Eha jak, Panis.

KAXALZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—
A section of Malezai, Achakzai,
Abdal, Tarins. Headmen:
Ghulam Khan and Sir Ahmad.

KAKOLS (32,322) (Quetta to the
Gomal Pass). A large tribe of
Pathans. Headman: Sardr Mu-
hammad Khan, son of the late
Nawab Uangal Khan.

KAXOZAI (824) (Quetta-Pishin).—
A section of Badinzai, Acbakzai,
Abdal, Tarines. Headmen:
Kushal Khan and Koshung.

K~ALZAI West of Dera Ghazi
Khan district.—A subdivision of
Ham-
zazai, Be1 Khel, Xnsa Khel.

K~ALZAI (Zhob).—A division of
Xarhel, Shiranis. Headman:
Allahadad.

KAMALZAI (Sinjawi).—A section
of Shabozai, Hasan Khel, Dumar,
Sanzarkhel, Kakars. Headman:
Sahib Khan.

K~ALZAI (24) (Sibi).—A subdivi-
sion of Koshi, Khajak, Panis.

K~ALZAI (67) (Quetta-Pishin).—
A subdivision of Alizai, Tor,
Tarine. Headman: Muhammad
Nur.

KANZAI (67) (Quetta-Pishin).—
A subdivision of Nasir, Ghilzais.

KALEIAT (Loralai).—A division of
Perozai, Zarkuns. Headman:
Gul Khan.

KANZAI (Loralai).—A division of
Darsi, Gilms.

KAMEHATU (267) (Sibi, Loralai
and Zhob).—A division of Nasir
Ghilzais.
KAXUS or KANS (213) (Quetta-Pishin).—A small Pathan tribe, belonging to the Saraban division of the Afghans. Headmen: Khan Bahadur Allah Khudadad Khan and Khan Bahadur Malik Wali Mohammad Khan.

KANUZAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan district).—A section of Malizai, Ahmadzai, Bel Khal, Musa Khan. Headmen: Sanaud Khan.

KANUZAI (Lorlai).—A minor faction of Khizar, Janizi, Ahmad Khal, Gho Khal, Sher Khan (p. v.).

KARZAI (Loralai).—A division of Ibrahimzai, Zarkhan.

KABEZAI (Loralai).—A division of Daudzai, Ustranas (q. v.). Headmen: Mullah.

KABBEXAI (300) (Zhob).—A subdivision of Haidar Khel, Mando Khel (q. v.), Panis. Headmen: Sher Khan and Akhtar Khan.

KAEIZAI (Zhob).—A subdivision of Haidar Khel, Nando Khel (q. v.), Panis. Headman: Amir.


KABIHEL (Sibi).—A division of Khizar, Panis.

KADIZAI (Loralai).—A division of Gharot, Ghilzais. Headmen: Bogat.

KHACHOZAI (52) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Hamidzai, Aobakzai, Abdal, Tarins. Headman: Mulla Wali Mohammad.

KEFIZAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan district).—A subdivision of Mangiari, Loralai, Musa Khel. Headman: Sado Khan.
EHAITAE (Qnetta-Pishin).—A clan of Kansis. Headman: K. B. Arbab Khudadad Khan.

KHAJAK (Sibi and Loralai).—A sub-division of Malikzai, Ghazni, Tarins. Headman: Rajnath.

KHANEZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Panezai, Rara Khel, Sanatia, Kaliars. Headman: Wadad Khan.

KHAJAEI (Quetta-Pishin).—A minor fraction of Bazai, Alizai-Nasratzai, Abdal, Taring. Headman: Samundar Khan.

KHAJAK (Sibi).—A clan of Panis.

KHANEZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Bazai, Haran Khel, Sanatia, Kakars. Headman: Malik La1 Khan.

KHAJAEI (Loralai).—A clan of Kansis. Headman: Bangul.

KHALIZAI (Loralai).—A sub-division of Gahyazai, Racan Khel, Shirani (q.v.). Headman: Xir Ajab.

KHALZAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan district).—A sub-division of Landi Kotal, Dhanzai, Mashkel, Headman: Azal.

KHAYIS (Sibi and Loralai).—A sub-division of Makhiani, Tor, Tarins. Headman: Ibrahim.

KEANZAI (Loralai).—A division of Morezai, Isotai. Headman: Ronie Khan.

KHEPARAI (Loralai).—A sub-division of Salezai, Bahaurwal, Loralai. Headman: Shah Badshah.

KHIDARZAI (Loralai).—A clan of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Loralai).—A clan of Salezai. Headman: Madaf.

KHIDARZAI (Zabul).—A division of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Loralai).—A division of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Sibi).—A division of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHEPPARAI (Loralai).—A sub-division of Salezai, Rahbarwal, Loralai. Headman: Shah Badshah.

KHIDARZAI (Loralai).—A clan of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Loralai).—A clan of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Zabul).—A division of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Loralai).—A division of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHOJIDZAI (Loralai).—A clan of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Loralai).—A section of Salezai, Rahbarwal, Loralai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Loralai).—A section of Salezai, Rahbarwal, Loralai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Loralai).—A division of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Sibi).—A division of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHEPLARAI (Loralai).—A section of Salezai, Rahbarwal, Loralai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Loralai).—A division of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Loralai).—A division of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Zabul).—A division of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Loralai).—A clan of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Loralai).—A clan of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Zabul).—A division of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

KHIDARZAI (Loralai).—A division of Salezai. Headman: Shabz Shabz.

Khubazai (29) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Shab Gul.


Khubzai (30) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Amir Khaliq.

Khubzai (30) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Ahmedzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Shab Gul.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.

Khubzai (43) (Zhob).—A section of Shamamzai, Khilzai, Sarrashkai, Kakar. Headman: Asif Khaliq.
KUNZAI (Loralai).—A subdivision of Manzal, Spic, Tamar. Headman: Dhalan.

KUTAI (Loralai).—A clan of Paris.

KUTZAI (Loralai).—A division of Ram (43) (Sibi).—A clan of Panis. Headman: Qabi Adbulzai, Usteanar (p.r.).

LADO or LADU (42) (Loralai).—A division of Bakhanwal, Lunis. Headmen: Azad (Jdalilizai), Galdad (Hafizai), Lai Khan (Jamalzai), Khandai (Jalezai), Lat Gnl (Malzanzai), L)asmal (Boiaizai), Fatehul (Gilzai).


LAGHARZAI (633) (Loralai).—A division of Musa Khel. Headmen: See Nozai Xoiruzai, Land Palai, Msngizai.

LALIZAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan district).—A subdivision of Nan, Gizaizai, Lahareai, Xnsa Khrl. Headman: Khndar.

LALICHERZAI (86) (Qaetta-Pishin).—A section of Aliizai, Abdullazai, Sanzarlihel, Xakars. Headman: Jkachk61 Khan.

LALOZAI (Loralai).—A division of Umrani Jafars. Headman: Phalik.

LALOZAI (Sibi).—A division of Usmani, Yanis.

LALOZII (Sibi).—A division of Abdnlla-Khel Panis.

LALOZAI (Sibi).—A division of Kark, Panis.

LANAB (113) (Quetta-Pishin).—All classed as Kakars, but their origin is doubtful. Headman: Katsh Khan.

LAXU AHXAD (Lugha).—A subdivision of Ahmad Khel, Obe Kbel, Shiraois. Headman: Pi Gul Aluhamrnsd.

LAND PALAI (Loralai).—A subdivision of Shamzai, Bakhanwal, Lunis. Headman: Chol.

LAND PALAI (Loralai).-A division of Laharzai, Xusa Khel. Headmen: Burl, Radar Daku.


LATE (Loralai).-A division of Palao clan of Linnis. Headman: Chamchore.

LEKBBA (36) (Qnetta-Pishin).-A section of Ashezsi, Achakzai, Abdal, Tarins. Headman: Zaf Khan.


LODIN (Qnetta-Pishin).-A clan of Mashwanis.

LUNI (36) (Sibi).-A small clan of Panis.

LUXIS (GOO).-From the Bori and Thal plains to the foot of the eastern branch of the Sulaiman hills. Their chief is Bahadur Haji Sardar Nawab Khan.

MACARPA (Zeb).-A section of Mirzai, Akal and Sannakhel. Headmen: Rajman and Yehia.

MARAQAI (Sibi).-A subdivision of Danlatzai, Wajak, Panis.

MADOZAI (Qnetta-Pishin).-A subdivision of Pareznn, Sanzar Khel, Kakare. Headman: Nasim Khan.
MAHIKHEL (Loralai).—A division of Nasir, Ghilzais.

MAHMANZAI (79) (Zhob).—A section of Ismailzai, Allahzai, of Sangarkhel, Kakars. Headman: Nas Mohammad son of Pajo.

MAHUNDEZAI (Zhob).—A division of Khwazai, Ghilzais.

MAHUNDEZAI (49) (Zhob).—A division of Sabrancakhel, Ghilzais.


MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A division of Shahrul, Panis.

MAHUNDEZAI (Loralai).—A subdivision of Xashan, Loralai, Khwazai, Headman: Shaikh Abul.

MAHUNDEZAI (Loralai).—A division of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A division of Balfas, Panis.

MAHUNDEZAI (Zhob).—A subdivision of Baluch, Loralai, Headman: Sardar Ali Khan, Amir Khan, Abul and Pasha.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A division of Sheewal, Panis.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Loralai, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xashan, Loralai, Headman: Shaikh Abul.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A division of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A division of Sabrancakhel, Ghilzais.

MAHUNDEZAI (Zhob).—A subdivision of Loralai, Loralai, Headman: Shaikh Abul.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A division of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A division of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.

MAHUNDEZAI (Sibi).—A subdivision of Xinaj, Loralai, Headman: Umarzai.
MALIKZAI (99) (Quetta-Pishin).- A subdivision of Ahir Khan, Tor, Tarins. Headman: Ali Mohammad Khan, Pasha Mohammad and Kafi.

MALIKZAI (1,485) (Quetta-Pishin).- A subdivision of Arshad. Headman: Zain.

MALAIZAI (100) (Quetta-Pishin).- A subdivision of Parezun, Sanzarkhel, Kakars. Headman: Muhammad Jan.

MALIKZAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan District).- A subdivision of Ahmadzai, Bral Khan, Mum Khel. Headmen: Samaud Khan (Kanuzai), Shah Gul (Mursunzai), Zhobi (Dodazai), Rashid (Narezai).


MALIZAI (Quetta-Pishin).- A subdivision of Atiat, Ark北海, Abdul, Tarins.

MALIZAI (Quetta-Pishin).- A subdivision of Allah, Tarins. Headman: Malik Agha Muhammad.

MALIZAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan District).- A subdivision of Mangizai, Lahinzai, Musa Khan. Headman: Aziz.

MALIZAI (Lealai).- A subdivision of Umar Khel, Ustranas.

MALIZAI (Quetta-Pishin).- A subdivision of Haran Khel, Sanatia, Kakars. Headman: Abdul Sattar.

MALIZAI (Quetta-Pishin).- A subdivision of Sari, Tarins. Headman: Sulta Nazir.

MALIZAI (93) (Sibi & Lealai).- A subdivision of Glassi, Zarina. Headman: Khali.

MALIZAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan District).- A subdivision of Abazunzai, Dad Khel, Musa Khel, Headmen: Samaud Khan (Kanuzai), Shah Gul (Mursunzai), Zhobi (Dodazai), Rashid (Mursunzai).

MALIZAI (Quetta-Pishin).- A subdivision of Ali, Arshad, Abdul, Tarins.

MALIZAI (Quetta-Pishin).- A subdivision of Allah, Atiat, Akbar, Abdul, Tarins.
MALIZAI (Zhob).—A section of Khowar, Khowar, move to 3rd Khowar. Headmen: Musa Khan and Em Goh.

MALIZAI.—A division of Ayn Khel, Ranaul.—Headman: Amu Khan.

MAJHANI (Loralai).—A sub-division of Wusutal, Sporn, Zakhis.

MAJHERI (Loralai).—A division of Dari Khel, Mass Khel. Headmen: Sabir Khan (Maloni); Mo Sule (Adinzai); Hamza (Maghdim); Musa Oximda (Abal); Raza Khan and Daud Khan (Maghdim). Headmen: Mulla Rozi and Baz Goh.


MALEBZAI (Loralai).—A division of Bibi Khel, Huse Khel. Headmen: Samand Khan (Malezai); Nirah Mulk (Adinzai); Musa (Raghadin); Mulla Paiznlla (salmazi); Ram Khan and Daulat Khan (Uaghdozai). A subdivision of Kaunzai, Laharzai, Muns Khel. Headman: Daku.

MAXBEZHEL (Zhob).—A division of Tokhl, Ghilzai.

XAIJAXI (Loralai).—A subdivision of Wanechi, Spin, Tarins.

XALLAEHEL (Zhob).—A division of Bakhr, Gbilzais.

NAUN.—A subdivision of Muns Khel, Sanzarkhel, Kakars.

NALLAKHEL (Zhob).—A clan of Gbilzai.


MAMADZAI.—A section of Hasdun, Sanzarkhel, Kakars.

BAMEZAI (Zhob).—A subdivision of Haidar Khel, Mandokhel (p.v.), Pania. Headman: Rashid.

MAMEZA (Zhob).—A division of Bibi Khel, Shiranir.

MAMEZAI (Loralai).—A subdivision of Bibi Khel, Loralai. Headmen: Daku.

MANUKZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Achezai, Achakzai, Abdal, Tarins.

MANAKZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Hsmidzai, Achahi, Abdal, Tarins.

NANCHDNXHEL (Zhob).—A division of Achan, Gbilzai.

BAADAHEL (Zhob).—A division of Qalm, Achan.

MANDEKAHOL (Zhob).—A division of Babar, Sbirnir, Gbilzai. Headman: Nek Muhammad.


MANDERAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan district).—A section of Dejad, Nasirzai, Lohavzai, Miss Khel. Headmen: Gagrai.

MANDERAI (Sibi and Loralai).—A division of Khair, Ghilzais.

MANDOXHEL (1,000) (Zhob).—A classified as a clan of Panies according to the Census of 1901, a classification retained by Zhob Gazetteer, 1907. In reality the Mandokhel have no connection either ethnically or in practice with the Panies, but belong to the Ghurghuts division of the Afghans, their divisions, etc., however, are listed in this dictionary in accordance with the Census of 1901. Headmen: Sher Khan and Akhtar Khan.

MANDOZAI.—A division of Nasir, Ghilzais.

MANDOZAI (Chagai).—A clan of Barech.

MANDOZAI (186) (Quetta-Peshin).—A section of Bazai, Hwun Khel, Sanatia, Kakars. Headmen: Khudal, Ynusfl and Yakub Khan.

MARAHZAI (63) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Nasratzai, Achakzai, Abdal, Tarins. Headman: Ashak Khan.

XABDAK (Loralai).—A division of Kharot, Ghilzais.

XABDAK (205) (Sibi and Loralai).—A division of Nauzi, Sanzarkhel, Kakars. Headman: Khan Sahib Paindan Khan (Zakarias).

XABDAK (205) (Sibi and Loralai).—A clan of Panies.
NABHEL (64) (Bargha), La~gh. -
Headman: Allahd Khan.

MABANAI (62) (Loralai). - A
clan of Shiranis. Headman:
Alladad Khan.

MARTANAI (59) (Loralai). - A sub-
division of Dirghai Luniis. Heed-
men: Alif Khan (Hnszai),
Sahib Khan (Torani), Faiz Khan
(Hotami), Ainai (Is-
kus).

MABANAI DE MABANAI (583) (Loralai). - A sub-
division of Arabi Khel, Suren Khel, Kakars.

MARJAI (Loralai). - A division of
Sargara, Kakars.

MAZOAI (28) (Zob). - A sub-
division of Shadozai, Alizai, Sauz Khel, Kakars. Headman:
Zakaria and Khanam.

MARPANI (67) (Loralai). - A divi-
sion of Spin, Tarins. Headman:
Khan Muhammad.

MARAFAI (294) (Loralai). - A sub-
division of Wanechi, Spin, Tarins.
Headman: Idris.

MARAFAI (100) (Zob). - A section
of Mamezai, Mandokhel, Panis.
Headman: Idris.

MARAFAI (Lagha). - A minor
fraction of Brahmis, Hezai, Gahyanzai, Hasan Khel, Shiranis
(P. 4). - A division of (Northern)
Sanzarkhel, Kakars.

MARAFAI (48) (Quetta-Pishin). - A section of Panzai, Hamnkhel,
Sanatia, Kakars. See Maszai,
Parezani Kakars.

MARAFAI (Quetta-Pishin). - A
section of Mehtarzai, Rahn
Khel, Suren, Kakars. Head-
man: Dil Murad.

MASAZAI (Quetta-Pishin). - A
section of Mehtarzai, Rahn
Khel, Suren, Kakars. See Masezai,
Parezani Kakars.

MABATZAI (Loralai). - A clan
of Isots. Headman: Mashore.

MAMBAZAI (Loralai). - A sub-
division of Wantoci, Spin, Tarins.

MAMBAZAI (292) (Zob). - A sub-
division of Haidar Khel, Mand-
khel (P. 6). Headman:
Moten and Master.

MAMBAZAI (15) (Zob). - A section
of Bulsavi, Allahd Khan, Bazer-
khel, Kakars. Headman: Moten
Murad.

MABUTZAI (300) (Zob). - A section
of Mamzai, Muezai, Pania.
Headman: Rashid.

MABUTZAI (Loralai). - A sub-
division of Masai, Sulaymali, Luniis.
Headmen: Homsa, Khan
(Marafa), Pania (Jagjai).

MARAFAI (Loralai). - A division
of Mehtarzai, Hezai, Gahyanzai,
Hasan Khel, Shiranis
(P. 4). - A division of (Northern)
Sanzarkhel, Kakars.

MASAFAI (140) (Quetta-Pishin). - A small tribe of Sujida. Not
in-frequently classed as Afghan,
owing to a marked similarity as
regards habits, physique, etc.
only the clans, etc., of the Mas-
ains and Czarnaws recorded.
during the Census of 1901 as Afghan tribes, are indexed in this dictionary. Headman: Sher Zaman Khan.

MAHBAZAI (223) (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Parang, Sarar-khel, Kakars. Headmen: Malik Mustali and Ali Khair.

MAHBAZAI (223) (Quetta-Pishin)—A section of Alzuai-Nasratzai, Ashakai, Abdal, Tarins. Headman: Lazaar Khan.

MAHBAZAI (85) (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Nurrani, Tarins. Headman: Abdulla Saeed.

MAHBAZAI (51) (Loralai).—A clan of Ustranas (p. v.). Headman: Dorhun.

MAHBAZAI (Loralai).—A division of Parezun, Sanzarkhel, Kakars.

MAHBAZAI (Loralai and Sibi).—A sub-division of Ushani, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Tar Muhammad.

MAHBAZAI (27) (Zehb).—A division of Suhmankhel, Ghilzais.

MAHBAZAI (Loralai).—A division of Kehdzai, Ustranas (p. v).

MAHBAZAI (Loralai).—A sub-division of Wazir, Spin, Tarins.

MAHBAZAI (85) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Bannai, Harunkhel, Saratia, Kakars. Headman: Iqbal Khan.


MAHBAZAI (23) (Zehb).—A sub-division of Wazirthi, Spin, Tarins.


MAHBAZAI (85) (Loralai and Sibi).—A sub-division of Wanechi, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Basri.

MAHBAZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Ahsani, Abdal, Abdal, Tarins.

MAHBAZAI (65) (Zehb).—A division of Nasir, Ghilzais.

MAHBAZAI—See Baranzai.

MAHBAZAI (65) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Aliuai-Nasratzai, Ashakai, Abdal, Tarins. Headman: Postai Khan.

MAHBAZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A clan of Mashwani (p. v).

MAHREZ (Zehb).—A division of Nasir, Ghilzais.
HINZAI (Loralai).—A division of Drigzai of Lunis. Headman: Alam Sheikh.

MIX KHANZAI.—A sub-division of Walainai, Rakhanwal, Lunis. Headmen: See Walainsi.

NXNZAI (Zhob).—A division of Sulemankbel, Ghilzais. Barat and Ahlawson.

MIB RHANZAI (Zhob).—A division of Sulemankhel, Ghilzais.

NIB ALIKHEL (Zhob).—A subdivision of Haidarkhel, Mandokhel (p. a.). Headmen: Mirozai (Quefh-Peshin).—A section of Mehtarzai, Harun Khel, Sanatia, Kakars. Headmen: Jdaiik Mir Alam.

MIRZAI.—A division of Palan, Littis. Headmen: Sarmat (Khunkuz), Halilzai (Karimkhel), Usni (Nadir), Chargul (Mangal), Makki (Bilhar Khanzai).


Mirzai (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Bazai, Harun Khel, Baran. Headman: S. Fahimuddin Khan.

Mirzai (Zhob and Loralai).—A section of Badan, Harnabkhel, Baran, Kushe, Headman: K. S. Babaruddin Khan.

Mirzai (Zhob and Loralai).—A section of Badan, Alwar, Sanzai Khel, Kushe, Headman in Loralai; Samim. Headman in Zhob, Muhammad Yusuf.

Mirzai (Loralai).—A sub-division of Advani, Bijn, Tarwai. Headman: Salim.


Miz Khamzi (Zhob).—A division of Sulemankhel, Ghilzais.

Miz Khamzi (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Mahoran, Harun Khel, Sanatia, Kakars.


Miz Khamzi (Quetta-Pishin).—A clan of Kushe. Headman: Shah Passat and Islam Khan.

Mizai (Zhob).—A division of Nirzi, Panis.

Mizai (Sand).—A division of Sah, Panis.

Mizai (Zhob).—A division of Saher, Shirinai. Headman: Sayyed Mohammad.

Mizai (Quetta-Pishin).—A clan of Makhwars (p. a.).
HISBAZAI (Quetta-Pishin) — A section of Ashezai, Achakzai, Abdal, Tarins. Headman: Parsdin Khan.

MITHAZAI (Largha) — A subdivision of Khidarzai, Obe Khel, Shiranis.

MIRI (98) (Shi) — A clan of Parsins.

MITHBAZAI — See Zemrais.


MOUZHAZAI (30) (Shi) — A subdivision of Milar, Rmar, Shiranis. Headman: Lali Mibamud.

MUHAMMAD KHEL (Loralai) — A clan of Zemrais. Headman: Tola.

MUHAMMAD KHEL SHAH (Loralai) — A division of Mubanzai, Nasir, Ghilzais.

MUHAMMAD KHEL (Loralai) — A subdivision of Mubanzai, Nasir, Ghilzais.

MUHAMMAD KHEL (Loralai) — A division of Mubanzai, Nasir, Ghilzais.

MUHAMMAD KHEL (Quetta-Pishin) — A clan of Mubanzai (p.v.).

MUHAMMAD KHEL (Quetta-Pishin) — A clan of Mubanzai (p.v.).
MUHAMMADZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Naudbni, Panis.

MASHWANIS (q.v.).

MUESENZAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan District).—A section of Muhammdzai, Ahmadzai, Be1 Xhel. Headman : Dost Khan.

MUEAMMADZAI (702) (West of Dera Khan District).—A section of Ahmadzai, Be1 Xhel, Musa Khel. Headman : Dost Khan.

MUHAMMADZAI (Loralai).—A division of Ahmadzai, Be1 Xhel, Musa Khel. Headman : Dost Khan.

NUHAHMADZAI (22) Quetta-Pishin.—A minor division of Ahmadzai, Be1 Xhel, Musa Khel. Headman : Dost Khan.

NUHAHMADZAI (620) (West of Dera Ghazi Khan District).—A tribe of Panis. Though ethnically correct to classify them as Panis, they are now a separate tribe for all practical purposes. Headmen : Mardan Khan and Ali Khan. A few families live at Wali Musakhel in Keti. Their headman is Baqar Khan.

MUHAMMADZAI (Loralai).—A division of Ahmadzai, Be1 Xhel, Musa Khel. Headman : Dost Khan.

NASRATZAT or Alizai, Nasratzai (309) (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Achakzai, Abdul, Tatins. Headman: Samundar Khan.

NATHU KEEL (Zhob).—A division of Nasir, Ghilzais.

NASTALI (Loralai).—A sub-division of Eharotri, Zarkuns.

NAZARI (Zhob).—A division of Nasir, Ghilzais.

NAYAT (Loralai).—A sub-division of Suleman Khel, Ghilzais.


NOKUZAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan District).—A division of Laharzai, Musa Khel. Headmen: birdar Alu Khan, Radar (Dodazai), Bahar, Zhobi, Haibtan, Rasul (Kabalzair).

NOZAI OR NUHZAI (96) (West of Dera Ghazi Khan District).—A clan of Isots. Headman: Mano Khan.

MENDAK (Jalaliai).—A clan of Isots. Headman: Khan Jehan.

MUNZAI (Loralai).—A sub-division of Waziri, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Rustam.

MUZAI (Zhob).—A division of Nasir, Ghilzais.
NURZAI (Qnetta-Pishin).—A subsidiary division of Boly, Hotak, Gilgit. No recognized headman.

NURZAI (60) (Qnetta-Pishin and Kalat).—A subdivision of Makal, Sukat, Kalmans. Headman: Lowang Khan.

NURZAI (61) (Qnetta-Pishin).—A subdivision of Abdul, Tarins. Headman: Lal Beg. A few families live in Kalat.

NURZAI (134) (Qnetta-Pishin).—A division of Tor, Torins. Headman: Abdullah Jan.

OBA KHEL (133) (Bergha, Larkha).—A clan of Shafies (q.v.). Headmen: Bulsh Khan, Fateh Khan, Karim Khan. Warda Khan, Jats; Pir Gul, Suhajur (Bazid) and Shah Muhammad and Khanak.

OBA KHEL (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Nasir, Ghilzais. Headman: Alam, Tarims, Headman: Lal Beg.

OBA KHEL (Kalat).—A division of Glib, Ghilzais.

PAEAB KHEL (Loralai).—A division of Nasir, Ghilzais. Headman: Miran Khan.

PAEAB KHEL. (Zohri).—A clan of Shafis.

PAIBDASHEL (Sibi).—A division of Kharot, Ghilzais.

PAINDZAI (Larkha).—A minor faction of Khidarzai, Isaizai, Ahmad Khel, Oba Khel, Shirazis (q.v.). Headmen: Ashsk, Shahmir.

PAKHEZAI. (Loralai).—A subdivision of Hamezai, Sardar Khel.
Kakars. Headman: Jaimal, Safar and Mashal.

PAHREHZ (170) (Zhob). A sub-

division of Abdullah, Sanzar-


PAHREHZ (391) (Zhob). A minor

division of Abdisalih, Khilizall,

Hamzan, Khiliz Hassanzalo.


PAKO (185) (Loralai). A clan of

Lrez. Headman: See Babu,

Mianzal, Mianzal.

PANZAI (4,730) (Zhob, Loralai and

Sibi). A Pathan tribe.

PANIZAI (785) (Quetta-Pishin,

Sibi.) A subdivision of Harun,

Khez, Sanzal. Headman:

Khan Sahib Malik Wahab Khan.

Panizhis of local importance in

Quetta-Pashin District are Haji

Harun and Haji Wahab.

PANIZAI (25) (Quetta-Pishin). A

section of Bedinzal, Achakzal,

Abdal, Tarins. Headman:

Allah Dinz.

PANZAI (Loralai). A division of

Umarzal, Isorts. Headman:

Umratli, Jafars.

PANTAI (Loralai). A family of

Lrezs. Headman: Adam Khan.

PATWAI (Loralai). A division of

Umarzal, Isorts. Headman:

Adam Khan.

PATEZAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan

District). A section of Jhurka,

Nauruz, Subzal, Moon Khez.


PASAI (36) (Loralai). A division of

Labozal, Moon Khez. Head-


PATAAI (Loralai). A section of

Usranzal (q.v.). Headman:

Pate.

PATAU ili PATAHAI (990

Quetta-Pishin). A division of

Usranzal, Khezal. Headman:

Muhammad Isan and Mijhind.

PATAI (Loralai). A division of

Khezal, Subzal. Headman:

Ghulam.

PATAI (Zhob). A division of

Loralai, Subzal.

PATAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan

District). A section of Nargal-

zal, Moon Khez, Moon Khez.

Headman: Haji.

PATAHAI (Loralai). A division of

Usranzal, Subzal (q.v.).

Headman: Sufian.

PATAHAI (Loralai). A division of

Jhurka, Nauruz. Headman:

Hamid Khan.

PATAI (Loralai). A division of

Usranzal, Subzal. Headman:

Hamid Khan.

PATAI (Loralai). A division of

Usranzal, Subzal. Headman:

Hamid Khan.

PATAI (Loralai). A division of

Usranzal, Subzal. Headman:

Hamid Khan.
PIRAKZAI (Largha).—A minor fraction of Ehidarzai, Isaizai, Ahmad Khel, Oba Kliel, Shiranis.

PIRASAI (10) (Sibi and Loralai).—A section of Malezei, Achakzai, Abéal, Tarins. Headman: Malik Agba.

PISEZAI (Loralai).—A sub-division of Umarzai, Laharzai, Musa Khel. Headman: Sher.

PIBANI (Sibi).—A clan of Panis.


QALANDARI (Sibi).—A sub-division of Waziri, Spio, Tarins.

QAN KHEL (Sibi).—A division of Tarak Ghilzais.

RAHMANZAI (55) (Loralai).—A division of Bel Khel, Musa Khel. Headman: Yeema.

RAHATZAI (84) (Zhob) — A minor fraction of Kelloidzai, Shadazai, Alizai, Sanzarkhel, Kakars. Headman: Kushdil and Ijadmal.

RAHATZAI or ABDUL RAHIPZII. — A section of Nirzai Alizai, Sanzarkhel, Kabra. Headman: Sultan Muhammad.

RAMSANZAI (84) (Zhob) — A minor fraction of Kelloidzai, Shadazai, Alizai, Sanzarkhel, Kabra. Headman: Keshob and Yunus.

RAJANI (Loralai).—A division of Khidrani, Jafars. Headman: Shahn.

RAJARI (Loralai).—A division of Khidrani, Jafars. Headman: Khalil.

RAJANZAI.—A sub-division of Alizai-Nasratzi, Achkazai, Abdal, Tarjans.


RAJANI (Loralai).—A division of Khidrani, Jafars. Headman: Ikhilal.


RASANI (Qunna-Pishin).—A division of Alizai-Nasratzi, Achkazai, Abdal, Tarjans. Headman: Samandar Khan.

RASANI (Sibi).—A division of Dehpal, Panis.

RASANI (Zoiti).—A division of Amir, Tarnis. Headman: Gharib.

RAWANI (Loralai).—A division of Khidrani, Jafars. Headman: Shahn.


RASAN. See Zoon, Dazuk.

RAZAI (Zibbi).—A division of Kurk, Panis.

RASAMZAI (Zibbi) (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Nasratzi, Ghilzais.

RASAMZAI (Zibbi) (Zhob and Loralai).—A division of Nasratzi, Ghilzais. Headman: Kalle Khan.

RABAPZAI (Zibbi).—A section of Khojalzai, Abdullazai, Sanzar Khel, Kakars. Headman: Jighai.

RABiT.—A minor (Hamayun) faction of Suiyadan, Buzukzai, Torgnai, Bashichkal, Kahan.

RADOZAI (Zibbi).—A division of Khejralzi, Abdullah, Bashochak, Kahan. Headman: Nisard.

RADOZAI (Zibbi).—A division of Khejralzi, Abdullah, Bashochak, Kahan. Headman: Jahnar.
SADAKZAI (West of Dera Ghazi Khan District).—A sub-division of Hamzazai, Bel Khel, Musa Khel, Headman: Sanga.

SADAKZAI (20).—A sub-division of Hamzazai, Bel Khel, Musa Khel, Headman: Senai.

SANO Khel (Zhob).—A division of Khanzai, Sillhian.

SABZAN (Loralai).—A division of Pishin, Loralai, Headman: Ali Masoom.

SABZANKEEL (Zhob).—A division of Khanzai, Sillhian.

SABAQAL (Loralai).—A division of Pishin, Loralai, Headman: Ali Masoom.

SAQABZAI (Loralai).—A division of Hamzazai, Balalizai, Targhara, Sanzarkhel, Kakars.

SAQABZAI (48) (Loralai and Zhob).—A section of Hamzazai, Abul, Sanzarkhel, Kakars, Headman: Musafir.

SAQABZAI (Loralai).—A division of Pishin, Loralai, Headman: Balak.

SAQABZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Hamdzai, Achakzai, Abdal, Tarins, Headman: Taj Mohsinuddin.

SAQABZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A small section of Malikzai, Ghunji, Kakars.

SAQABZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A small division of Malikzai, Ghunji, Kakars.

SAQABZAI (Sibi and Loralai).—A division of Pishin, Loralai, Headman: Taimar.
SAHU (27)—A sub-division of Bahansai, Hayat Khan, Harnai.

SAIYAD—A sub-division of Yahyanzai, Hassain Khan, Harnai.

SAH (123)—A division of Tarbakat. Headman: Mr Har Dadu, Burdok, Kambat and Kaura.

SAATH (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Barakzai, Yaqub Khan, Kharun. No recognised headman.

SAITID (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Barakzai, Yaqub Khan, Kharun. No recognised headman.

SAITID.—A division of Bahansai, Yaqub Khan, Kharun. No recognised headman.


SAITIDHANAL.—A sub-division of Zarkhil, Bakhmar, Luni. Headman: Mian Khan.

SAITIDHANAL.—A division of Malazi, Nis Kol, Samakhel Khan.

SAITID (Pishin and Loralai).—A division of Nesar, Ghilzais.

SAITIDZAI.—A sub-division of Zarkhil, Bakhmar, Luni. Headman: Mian Khan.

SAITIDZHAI.—A section of Maizai, Nis Kol, Sanzarkhel.

SAITIDZAI (39) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Sarangzai, Khahar Khan, Mian Khel, chief of all the Sarangzais.

SAITIDZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Barakzai, Yaqub Khan, Kharun. No recognised headman.

SAYID (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Tarbakat. Headman: Mr Har Dadu, Burdok, Kambat and Kaura.

SAYID (Pishin and Loralai).—A division of Nesar, Ghilzais.

SAYIDZAI.—A division of Bahansai, Hayat Khan, Harnai.

SAYIDZAI (39) (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Tarbakat. Headman: Mr Har Dadu, Burdok, Kambat and Kaura.

SAYIDZAI.—A division of Bahansai, Hayat Khan, Harnai.

SAYIDZAI.—A division of Bahansai, Hayat Khan, Harnai.

SAYIDZAI.—A division of Bahansai, Hayat Khan, Harnai.

SAYIDZAI.—A division of Bahansai, Hayat Khan, Harnai.
SAZARZAI (51) (Qnetta-Pishin).-A division of Nahani, Lorta. Headman: Fazl Muhammad.

SAZARZAI (Loralai).—A division of Nahani, Lorta. Headman: Jamshed.

SAZARZAI (32) (Loralai).—A subdivision of Loralai, Spin, Tazlina. Headman: Jamshed Khan.

SABZAI (Sibi).—A division of Loralai, Shirand. Headman: Sardar Ali.

SABZAI (2/2) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Azadkhel, Akhshan, Abdul, Tazlina. Headman: Masud Khan.

SABZAI (Loralai).—A subdivision of Marwa, Spin, Tazlina. Headman: Malikdad.

SABZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A subdivision of Naraful, Abdul, Tazlina. Headman: Masud Khan.

SALAK KHYR (Sibi).—A division of Deder, Pishin.

SALAK KHYR (51) (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Lomar, Kaisar. Headman: Katta Khan.

SALAK KHYR (Loralai).—A section of Hammad, Azadkhel, Shalan, Kakkor. Headman: Hossain Khan and Gahil Khan.

SALAK KHYR (76) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Aliak-Nazrati, Akhshan, Abdul, Tazlina. Headman: Karim Khan.

SALAK KHYR (Sibi).—A sub-division of Khair Khan, Pishin.


SALEHZAI (Sibi).—A division of Sidi, Pishin.


SALAK KHYR (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Loralai, Kakkor. Headman: Malikdad-Muhammad.

SALAK KHYR (Zhob and Loralai).—A subdivision of Shazari, Nazar, Gahilzai.


SAIJI (Quetta-Pishin).—A clan of Kakars.

SAMTOZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A clan of Kakars. Headmen: Mohd. Mohammad and Abdi Wahid.

SANATIAS (5,425) (Quetta-Pishin), Loralai, Sibi, and Zhob).—A clan of Kakars. Headmen: Guldad (Shamczai), Malik Mir Alam Khan (Mehtarzai), Khan Sahib Malik Wahid Khan (Panizai), Haji Dad Muhammad (Samarinzai).

SAWATZAI (Loralai).—A division of Drugzai, Spin. Headman: Sirdar Niazmad Khan, Jogezai.

SABANQZAI (1,032) (Sibi, Quetta-Pishin, Zhob).—A sub-division of Kharotri, Zarkun. Headman: Khan Sahib Sirdar Halim Khan.

SAEILIZAI (Sibi).—A division of Drugzai, Spin. Headman: Sirdar Niazmad Khan, Jogezai.

SABAWAB (Sibi).—A division of Luni, Panis.

SAEIL (Sibi).—A division of Drugzai, Spin. Headman: Sirdar Niazmad Khan, Jogezai.

SAENKHEL.—See Hasan Khel.

SABANQZAI (1,032) (Sibi, Quetta-Pishin, Zhob).—A sub-division of Luni, Spin. Headman: Khan Sahib Shahar Khan.
SBNZAI (21) (Loralai).—A division of Ismailkhel, Zemani. Headmen: Abdul and Ram.

SHARKHAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Baskai, Urgaha Kakars.

SHAREZAI (Loralai).—A section of Iqbal, Ahmad Khel, Ota Khel, Shalman (p.v.).

SHARRODI (92) (Loralai).—A section of Martin Khel, Arsl Khel, Shagor Khel, Kamran. Headmen: Shadfa, Karim, and Subid.

SHARPOI (Singh)—A sub-division of Dumar, Samarkhal Khel. Headmen: Khanan, Nadir and Shaab.

SHARSHAI (75) (Loralai).—A sub-division of Remani, Bal Khel, Maja Khel. Headmen: Bano and Loraq.


SHARAI.—A sub-division of Ahmad Khel, Urgaha, Khanszai.

SHARZAI (49) (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Malezai, Barakzai, Targhara, Kakars. Headman: Agha Muhammad.

SHARZAI KACHET (57) (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Maitzai, Achala, Tarins. Headman: Bams.

SHAMZAI (Kib).—A subdivision of Kibzai, Khafi, Pishin.

SHAMZAI (Loralai).—A division of Khetsi, Gilahai.

SHAMZAI (45) (Zob and Loralai).—A division of Nabi, Gilahai.

SHAMZAI (15) (Zob).—A division of Bala, Shalman. Headman: Nabi Muhammad.

SHAMZAI.—A section (Homogo) of Hamzai, Remani, Targhara, Khanszai.


SHAMZAI (99) (Loralai).—A subdivision of Khansy, Samarkhal, Khanszai.

SHAMZAI (Zob and Loralai).—A sub-division of Alima, Samarkhal, Khanszai. Headmen: Abduh Sahim (Shawati), Mustufi (Ali Khel), Kha Khan (Duhesti), Duost Khan (Sebab).

SHAMZAI (46) (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Malezai, Tur, Tarins.

SHAMZAI (59) (Zob).—A section of Maitzai, Achala, Barakzai, Khanszai. Headman: Jaldai.
SHAHALAX KHEL (Loralai).—A division of Hotak, Ghilzais. Headman: Sardar Muhammad Shali Khan.

SHAH BUDINZAI. (West of Dera Qhaxi Khan district).—A subdivision of Hamzasai, Bel Khel, Mus Khel. Headman: Kalander.

SHAHIDZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A subdivision of Samangli, Kansis. Headman: Hamid and Nek Muhammad.

SALEH (Loralai).—A subdivision of Kanozai, Natozai, Hasan Khel, Dumar, Sangarkhel, Kakar. Headman: Jungihan.

SHAHEDZAI (Zhob).—A subdivision of Tolihi, Ghilzais.

SHAKAMZAI (48) (Zhob).—A subdivision of Kibzai, Sanzarkhel, Kakars. Headmen: Sharbat and Muhammad Azam.

SHAMBOZAI (Loralai).—A subdivision of Semani, Spin, Tarins. Headman: Pasta Khan.

SHAMEZAI (42) (Loralai).—A division of Rakhanwal, Lunnis. Headman: K. B. Sirdar Nawab Khan.

SHAMEZAI (Loralai).—A section of Hamzais, Arbi Khel, Sanzarkhel, Kakars. Headmen: Dost Muhammad (Mahrizai), Mardan (Kaharzai), Dewa (Mirakzai), Feroz Khan, who is the headman of all the Hamzais, Sardar Saido (Mirzai); and Mulla Said Khan (Nanrangzai).

SHAIB (Shibi).—A division of Skamozai (Chagai). A division of Nsandhani, Pishin.

SHAKAMZAI (Zhob)—A section of Shadozai, Alizai, Sanzarkhel, Kakars.

SAPINDO (Shibi).—A section of Shadozai, Alizai, Sanzarkhel.

SHAKAMZAI (48) (Zhob).—A subdivision of Nsandhani, Pishin.

SHAMZAI (Loralai).—A division of Hamzais, Loralai.
SHAMS KHEL (Zhob).—A division of Sughdestat, Ghilzais.

SHAMS KHEL (Quetta-Pishin).—A clan of Mashmanis (q.v.).

SHAMS KHEL (West of Dera Ghazi Khan District).—A sub-division of Kftaiz, Dai Kft, Main Khal. Headman: Pir Muhammad.

SHAMS KHEL (301) (Quetta-Pishin).—A sub-division of Bakhsh Kft, Syaddals, Kftana. Headmen: New Muhammad (Hindu), Adro (lalakzai, sharunni).

SHAMS KHEL (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Sharak. Headman: Hulna Muhammad.

SHAMSHER KHANZA (Loralai).—A division of Zarak, Kftana. Headman: Bashul.

SHAMSHA (312) (Sibi and Loralai).—A clan of Zarak. Headman: Dada Khan.

SHAMSHER (Loralai).—A clan of Zarak, Afghan. Headmen: Aned.

SHAMSHER (Quetta-Pishin).—A clan of Kftana. Headman: Elma Khan.

SHAMSHER (Sibi).—A sub-division of Zarak, Kftana. Headman: Feroz Khan.

SHAMSHER (Sibi).—A sub-division of Zarak, Kftana. Headman: Paniz.

SHAMSHER OR HANZA (30) (Zhob).—A division of Mandozakh (q.v.). Headman: Bazul.

SHAMSHER (30) (Sibi).—A sub-division of Mahsud, Buxa, Derwa.

SHAMSHER (Zhob).—A division of Hotak, Ghilzais.

SHAMSHER (Loralai).—A minor fraction of Mardani, Hani, Paniz, Zarak.

SHAMSHAR ON SHAMSHER (Loralai).—A division of Mardani, Jafars. Headman: Musad.

SHAMSHER (Zhob).—A division of Mardani, Hotak, Ghilzais.

SHAMSHER (220) (Sibi).—A minor fraction of Mardani, Hani, Paniz, Zarak.

SHAMSHER (201) (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Shaxor, Kftana. Headmen: Nur Muhammad (Iliasz), Adro (lalakzai, sharunni).

SHAMSHER (201) (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Shaxor, Kakars. Headman: Sultan Muhammad.

SHAMSHER (Loralai).—A clan of Zarkun, Oshins.

SHAMSHER (42) (Loralai and Sibi).—A sub-division of Oshins, Khajak. Headman: Dada Khan.

SHAMSHER (Loralai).—A clan of Zarkun, Afghans. Headmen: Bashul.

SHAMSHER (Loralai).—A clan of Zarak. Headman: Basul.

SHAMSHER OR SHAEUNI (118) (Sibi and Loralai).—A clan of Zarkun. Headman: Azad.

SHAMSHER (Loralai).—A minor fraction of Mardani, Hani, Paniz, Zarak. Headman: Bashul.

SHAMSHER (Loralai).—A clan of的話.
Takht-i-Snleman, and the latter to those living west of it. The Largha Shiranis are under the control of Deputy Commissioner, Dera Ismail Khan, and the Bargha Shiranis under that of the Political Agent, Zhob. (For convenience sake the whole of the Shirani clans, etc., are given in Part IV).

Strictly speaking, the Shiranis are divided into 6 clans, i.e., Oba Khel, Marhel, Kapip, Haripal, Hasan Khel, and Obuhar Khel. All of them trace their descent to Omar, eldest son of Shiran. The Babars and Mianis, who are sometimes called Shiranis, are descended from Babar and Mian, younger brothers of Shiran.

The fighting men of the Babars are included among those of the Bargha Shiranis, given above. Miani is not recognized as a tribal name in Baluchistan, but certain tribes, such as the Lunis and Jafars, are supposed to be descended from them.

**SHIBANAI.**—A minor branch of Babuzai, Natozai, Dumar, Sanzar-khel, Kakars.

**SIBZAI (53) (Zhob).**—A division of Sanzar-khel, Kakars.

**SIDQZAI (Quetta-Pishin).**—A subdivision of Barakzai, Tarins. Headmen: Suleiman and Zarin.

**SIDZAI.**—A subdivision of Ladu, Rakbanwal, Lunis. Headmen: see Ladu.

**SIMZAI (56) (Loralai).**—A division of Sit Khel. Headman: Fazil Khan.

**SIMZAI (110) (Quetta-Pishin).**—A subdivision of Alfani, Tor, Tarins. Headman: Mohta Bahai.

**SIYCH OR SIYQ.**—A clan of Kalghi, residing in the Misanai district of Afghanistan.

**SIBULI (Quetta-Pishin).**—A small Babuzai, Zhob, Loralai. Headman of the Quetta-Pishin Sargaras: Sultan Muhammad.

**SILJABAT (Loralai).**—A division of Qarnai, Zafar, Headman: Fazil Haidar Bahai.

**SITULAI (Loralai).**—A subdivision of Adwai, Qarnai, Tarins. Headman: Salar.

**SORT (Sibi).**—A clan of Pansi.

**SOT (Sibi).**—A division of Mehmand, Pansi.

**SOUAI (Loralai).**—A division of Khandri, Zafar, Headman: Nazir.

**SOY (1,125) (Loralai and Sibi).**—A clan of Parins. Headman in Loralai: Ismail Khan Nazir.

**SHKUTAI (56) (Zhob).**—A division of Shukwara, Shikar.
SPIXZAI (Loralai).-A sub-division of Mullana, Rat, Ghilzais.

SURNAS (Loralai).-A division of Khidrani, Jafars, Headman: Hakim.

SURNAS (20) (Quetta-Pishin).-A sub-division of Allah, Tar, Tare. Headman: Shar Muhammad.

SURAN KHEL (250) (Zhob).-A sub-division of Yarwa, Shok, Mandi-shok (p.u). Fatil.

SURAN KHEL (250) (Zhob).-A sub-division of Yarwa, Shok, Mandi-shok (p.u). Fatil.

SURAN KHEL (250) (Zhob).-A sub-division of Yarwa, Shok, Mandi-shok (p.u). Fatil.

SURAN KHEL (250) (Zhob).-A division of Musamman, Ota Khal, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Sial and Bakhali.

SURAN KHEL (250) (Kind).-A division of Musamman, Ota Khal, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Sial and Bakhali.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.
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SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.
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SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.
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SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.

SULTANZAI (Loralai).-A division of Allah, Yarwa, Shok, (p.u). Headman: Haji Salim Khan.
TARBL (Sibi).—A division of TOR (2,646)
Khalil, Khas, Headman: Iftikhar Ahmed.

TARQANZAI (Loralai).—A division of Sargizai, Kharos.
Headman: Sultan Muhammad.

TAMH (Sibi).—A division of Sargizai, Kharos.
Headman: Noor Iqbal.

TAMO (Loralai).—A division of Sargizai, Kharos.
Headman: Sultan Muhammad.

TARQA (Zhob).—A division of Shabazai, Kharos.
Headman: Iftikhar Ahmed.

TARQI (Zhob).—A section of Sargizai, Kharos.
Headman: Iftikhar Ahmed.

TARGARA OR TARATZAI (233) (Quetta-Pishin).—A division of Sargizai, Kharos.
Headman: Abo, Firoz, Zarim, Sulieman and Saido.

TARGI (2,846) (Quetta-Pishin, Sibi, Loralai and Chagai) as a whole.
Headman in the Quetta-Pishin district: Haji B. Islaam Khan.

TARHAI or TABZAI (3,572) (Quetta-Pishin).—A clan of Sargizai. Headman: Abul Fizal, Zarin, Sulaiman and Sahib.

TARHAI (9,000) (Quetta-Pishin, Sibi, Loralai and Chagai).—A tribe of Pathans, comprising the three clans, Zhob, Sibi and Tor. Headman is the Quetta-Pishin district: K. B. Islaam Khan.

TARSEM (Loralai).—A clan of Sargizai. Headman: Iftikhar Ahmed.

TARSEGAI (Loralai).—A clan of Sargizai. Headman: Iftikhar Ahmed.

TARSHARAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Sargizai, Kharos.
Headman: Sardar Muhammad Khan.

TARKAI (3,572) (Quetta-Pishin, Sibi, Loralai and Chagai) as a whole.
Headman in the Quetta-Pishin district: Haji B. Islaam Khan.

TARZAI (Quetta-Pishin, Sibi and Zhob).—A clan of Sargizai.

TARZAI (Zhob).—A section of Sargizai, Kharos.
Headman: Sardar Muhammad Khan.

TARZAI (Quetta-Pishin, Sibi and Zhob).—A clan of Sargizai.

TARZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Sargizai, Kharos.
Headman: Sardar Muhammad Khan.

TARZAI (Quetta-Pishin, Sibi and Zhob).—A clan of Sargizai.

TARZAI (West of Dera Gazi Khan district).—A sub-division of Sargizai, Kharos.
Headman: Sardar Muhammad Khan.

TARZAI (Quetta-Pishin, Sibi, Loralai and Chagai) as a whole.
Headman in the Quetta-Pishin district: Haji B. Islaam Khan.
Headmen in the Quetta district:

**TUR (49) (Zhob).**—A division of North, Ghilzais.

**TUR KELZ (Loralai).**—A subdivision of Atto Khal, Malak Khel, Ghilzais.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Clan Name</th>
<th>Headmen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UHABZAI (30) (Loralai)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHARZAI (38) (Loralai)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHARZAI (30) (Loralai)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHARZAI (156) (Zhob and Loralai)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHARZAI (26) (Loralai)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHARZAI (36) (Loralai)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHARZAI (58) (Loralai)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other divisions and subdivisions mentioned include:

- **TUR (49) (Zhob).**—A division of North, Ghilzais.
- **TUR KELZ (Loralai).**—A subdivision of Atto Khal, Malak Khel, Ghilzais.
- **UHABZAI (30) (Loralai).**—A clan of Lunis. Headman: Mir Khan.
- **UHARZAI (38) (Loralai).**—A division of Loralai. Headmen: Mir Hatim and Kowat.

UHHAM (Loralai).—A clan of Jafars. Headman: M. Kala Khan.

UHLEAI (Sibi).—A division of Khajak, Panis.

UHMAN (Sibi).—A clan of Panis.


UHMANZAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Ashezai, Achakzai, Abdal, Tarins. Headman: Mehrab Khan.

UHMANZAI (Loralai).—A section of Ghulani, Jich. Headman: Shadigul.

UTXANZAI (Zhob).—A minor fraction of Suleimanzai, Bassanzai, Dzai, Ranerk. Headman: Khanan.

UTXANZAI (Zhob).—A division of Suleimanzai, Dzai, Dzai, Rakers. Headman: Akbar Khan.

UTXANZAI (Zhob).—A division of Dzai, Kalac.

WALIANAI or WALIANI (Loralai).—A division of Rakanwal, Lunis.


WALAEAI (Quetta-Pishin).—A section of Asztzai, Achakzai, Abdal, Tarins. Headman: Akbar Khan.
WALZAI (43) (Loralai).—A section of Ismaili, Ahmad Khel, Sibi Khel, Shiranis.

WISH IRI (21) (Zhob).—A section of Niazai. Headman: Khan.

WAZIRI (39) (Loralai).—A section of Imamzai, Duana Khel, Sanaarkhel, Kakars.

WAXA KHEL (50) (Loralai).—A division of Niazai. Headmen: K. S. Lomas, Khan.

YAKHTA KHHEL (25) (Zhob and Quetta).—A division of Pakhwal, Shiranis, Niazai.

YAQUBZAI (47) (Sibi and Pirangut]). (Kalat).—A division of Marghani, Panis. Headmen in Kalat: Malik Barcolo and Peer Muhammad.
ZAAN OF SAAM (28) (Loralai)—A division of Shauzamzai, Kibzai, Sanzar-Hel, Xakar. Headmen: Jalal and Ramen.

ZAKHAFEL (186) (Loralai)—A subdivision of Dnmran, Sirrza, Yarzai, Hel, Bin (Noshman).

ZAKHAFEL (186) (Loralai)—A same-day division of Dnmar, Sirnza, Yarzai, Kanwa Headmen: Kahl, Alhum, Sadig, Yakh and Ghul and Yass.

ZAKHAFEL (186) (Loralai)—A division of Shauzamzai, Kibzai, Sanzar-Hel, Xakar. Headmen: Jalal and Ramen.

ZAKHAFEL (Chagai)—A division of the Sanch.

ZAKHAFEL (Quetta-Pishin)—A subdivision of Alrai, Dr. Tahir. Headman: Karim.

ZALLOQAI (Sibi)—A subdivision of Kuhl, Kajla, Paulis.

ZAMANIB (Zhob)—A clan of Sibi.

ZAMAN (Loralai)—A division of Nasir, Gillman.

ZAMAN (Loralai)—A division of Nasir, Gillman.

ZAMAN (Loralai)—A division of Nasir, Gillman.

ZAMAN (Loralai)—A division of Nasir, Gillman.

ZAMAN (Loralai)—A division of Nasir, Gillman.

ZAMAN (Loralai)—A division of Nasir, Gillman.

ZAMAN (Loralai)—A division of Nasir, Gillman.

ZAMAN (Loralai)—A division of Nasir, Gillman.
ZAWAL KUR (Loralai).—A division of Khuresh, Shihalas.

ZEBI (Loralai).—A Sub-division of Adwai, Spin, Tarins.

ZEB (27) (Sibi and Loralai).—A division of Khawamai, Zarkhus, Headman: Sirdar.

ZEBANI (Loralai).—A division of Wanechi, Spin, Tarins, Headman: Sirdar Haji Hakim Ban.
The following note by Captain A. H. McMahoit, C.S.I., C.I.E., Political Agent, Buner, Swat and Chitral, explains the various spiritual titles and denominations in use among Pathans.

The denominations under which the descendants of all Muhammadan spiritual leaders come according to Pathan, and I might say Indian (C. I.E.), are, in order of spiritual rank, as follows:

1. **Saiyad.** This is the term given to descendants of the Prophet. Owing to their large number and varying circumstances, it does not follow that a Saiyad, as such, is given precedence over other spiritual denominations, but a Saiyad who comes into prominence as a religious man, takes precedence of all other religious denominations.

2. **Mian.** These are the descendants of saints and spiritual leaders who have acquired a wide reputation among many tribes, and have a nearly local reputation. All Mians are, or are supposed to be, descendants of saints of more or less antiquity. The term is not given to descendants of modern saints, but some of those may in course of time become Mianas. The remarks made regarding Saiyads apply to Mians also. The principal saints of this class on the northern frontier are ranked as follows:
   - (1) Pir Baba of Ilai, Buner (as a Saiyad, he ranks first).
   - (2) Kaka Sahib of Nowshera.
   - (3) Haidari, of Barki.
   - (4) Mir Omur, at Ghurkani near Peshawar. He died childless, but his disciples have claimed the rank of Mian as if descendants.
   - (5) Hayat Shabaz, of Kohat.
   - (6) Mirza Sahib, of Buner.

Note:-(a) The Akhund of Swat does not yet rank in this class. His descendants are given the title of Miangul by courtesy. They should, strictly speaking, be only Miangulas. If

(b) The Akhund of Swat does not yet rank in this class. His descendants are given the title of Miangul by courtesy. They should, strictly speaking, be only Miangulas. If

(c) The Akhund of Swat does not yet rank in this class. His descendants are given the title of Miangul by courtesy. They should, strictly speaking, be only Miangulas. If

The apostles who completed the conversion of the Pathans to Islam were called Saiyads if they came from the west, and Sheikhs if from the east; hence doubtless many false claims to Saiyad origin. In Afghanistan the Saiyads have much of the commerce in their hands, as their holy character allows them to pass unharmed, where other Pathans would infallibly be murdered.

**Seech** is an Arabic word meaning elder or chief. It is a title properly confined to members of the race, but is very commonly used to denote a general in Islam.
the family keep up their spiritual record, which is doubtful, future descendants may in time be classed as Mirees.

(1) The Korshies are ranked as Mirees.

3. AKHUNDZADAS—Sometimes known also as Pirzadas. These are descendants of men of merely local or tribal reputation. Thus we have a village of Khal (Dir), of Kaur (Jandol), of Konde’s Afsah, Swat, and so on. The descendants of ‘Mushki Afsah’ are ranked as Akhundzadas, because Mushki Afsah was ranked as an Akhundzada, otherwise they would be only Pirzadas.

4. SARSHIDAS—These are descendants of mullahs who have gained a reputation for learning or sanctity. As such are classed the descendants of the Khal Suleh, Mushki Mulla, Adda Mulla, Sarngaho Mulla, etc.

All of these classes are, according to Pathan custom, entitled to grants of free land called Seri. The amount of land varies, as a general rule, according to the above-described ranks. lands on the border between two villages, disputed lands, and lands which for some reason or other are difficult to hold, are generally given as Seri to the religious status of their holders makes them useful buffers and enables them to enjoy disputed lands in peace.”

* Korshik or Qureshi is the name of the Arab tribe to which the Prophet belonged. The Korshik of the Punjab are mostly descendants of Balam al Hak, the reformed sect of Multan.

† The religious and military leader of the Ghilzai in the 2nd Afghan War.